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PREFACE.

Collective bargaining is a relatively new phenomenon
in public higher education, and experiences with the actual
bargaining process and its attendant implications hayebeen
liMitecl. In only a few states, public postsecondary insti-
tutions have operated under bargained agreements, wits or
without state legislative sanctiony for a reasonably signi-
ficant period of time. For this reason, solid evaluations
of the impact of postsecondary education. collective bargain-
ing-have been few in number and limited it. scope.

This report is also limited, dealing only with state-
institutional relations in eight states, but it is hoped
that it will add to. the general body of knowledge in the
area.

The Education Commission of.,the States (ICS) is in-

debted to Kenneth P. Mortimer of the Pennsylvania State
,University for his foresight in originally suggesting publi-
cation of the book, and for nis editorial competence in
pullirig together the various papers that comprise it. Doris

Ross of the,ECS Research and Information Services Department
served as coordinator for the book, and was assisted in this

P
by Nancy M. Berve of the Higher Education Services Department.

Each author has graciously contributed, without charge,
his section of the book.

ECS.wishes to express deep appreciation to Lilly,

Endowment, Inc. which provided a grant that made publication
of this book possible. Additional funding was provided by
the Pennsylvania State University, as co-publisher of the book.

The observations and judgments in these papers are
thoSe of the individual authors, and do not necessarily re-
flect ECS policy on collective bargaining in public higher
education. .

Richard M. Millard, Director
Higher Education Services Department
EDUCATION CONNISSION OF THE STATES
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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

This monograph is a beginning effort to identify and describe the major.
. patterns in state - institutional and system-institutional authority relations
that are associated with faculty collective bargaining. Approximately 80-85
percent of faculty bargaining activity is regulated by state statutes in which
there is considerable variability. This variability is made more complex by
the different adjustments that several states and institutions have made in

'their approaches to faculty bargaining.

Since its beginnings in the mid-196a, faculty collective bargaining
has grown to the point where,, in 1975, faculty at approximately 450 campuses
have chosen a union. This represents approximately 15 percent of the institu-
tions in the country.

There are several features about this development that will help to
focus attation on the subject of this monograph: state-institutional and
system-ilistitUtional relations under faculty collective bargaining in the.
various states.

first, approximately 85 percent of the institutions with faculty unions
are in the public sector. Aahough in 1970 the National Labor Relations Board
extended its jurisdiction to include private higher education, the faculty at
only SO private institutions now have taken advantage of the opportunity to
organize.

Second, approximately two-thirds of the organized institutions are
community colleges and another 15 to 20 percent are former $tatc teachers'

" colleges,or emerging univer.:ities. Collective bargaining his not made sigifi-
tant inroads into the major research universities.

Third, most of the activity in faculty bargaining has taken place in
those statewith permissive collective bargaining legislation. There are
approximately 17 or 18 states with omnibus public employee bargaining laws
that apply to postsecondary faculty, and another three states in which the
legislation applies to the faculty of.two-year but not four-year colleges.
These laws typically guarantee pubki's employees the right to organize and
require management to bargain in 004 faith. the product of this good-faith
bargaining is a legally binding agreement. Another important feature of most
of these laws is that they provide a framework for the settlement of disputes
that may include binding arbitration, mediation and the power for labor
.relations boards to determine unfair labor practices.

In the early years of faculty bargaining, from 1968. through 1971, most
of, the activity was clustered in relatively few states such as New fork, New.
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Delaware,. Michigan,
Wisconsin, Washington and Qawaii. In 1973, 1974 and 1975, the activity spreild
to a host of other states including Nailie, Vermont, Connecticut, Florida, Ohio,
Iowa, Illinois, Montana, California, Oregon and Alaska.

Because most of the faculty bargaining activity is regulated by state
statutes or local understanding., it has been difficult to codify the experi-
ences of thy..various states with this new phenomenon. The casual obserOar
has great difficulty in making sense out of this variability.



Editor's introduction

In orderto compare theexperiences in several states, a &ries of
papers was prepared for a symposium presented at the April 1975 American
Educational Research Association meetings. The papers.. covered state - institutional'
authority relations under collective bargaining in five different states:
New Jersey, New y6rk, Pennsylvania, Ilzssachusetts and Hawaii. A summary
paper was prepared to identify what patterns might be common to the experiences
in these five states.

In the summer of 1975, the editor approached the Education Commission
of the States (ECS) with a proposal to make these papers more widely available.
At that point and early in the fall of 1975,, papers on the experiences in 4.

Michigan, Alaska and Montana were added to comprise the eight states
analyied in this monograph.

Most of the papers in the monograph_ cover three basic topics: the

nature and scope of bargaining legislation, the organization of state govern -.

"ment and the structure for collective bargaining in the state, and the nature
of systemade-campus authority relations under collective bargaining.

fhe is s considerable variability in the collective bargaining laws
covered in these eight papers. For example,, the board of regents is defined
as the employer in Hawaii's statute, whereas no mention of the public employer
is made in the Pennsylvania and New Jerseystatutes. The Hawaii, Pennsylvania
dnd,Alaska statutes do not prohibit strikes by public employees, and both the
Pennsylvania and Hawaii statutes have strong management rights clauses that, do "
not require that management bargain on certain "inherent, managerial rights."

The second topic, the organization of state government and structure
for collective bargainingcovers the extent of faculty bargaining activity in
the state and how it has been handled. In Michigan, there is no statewide
structure for collective bargaining whereas in New York and New Jersey the
bargaining for certain sectors of postsecondary education is conducted.by the
seate's office of employee relations.

\

Each paper also considers the extent to which.campus au tonomy
.

i4s

affectpd by systemwide collective bargaining. In the Massachusetts Spite
College system, the - tradition has been to bargain individually with clich

ereas the entire State University of New Yorks faculty bargaining
is done through acentral mechanism

the data bass on which the papers rests varies considerably and is
related to the amount of experience a state 'has with faculty bargaining. The
wipers on New Jersey, the State University of New York, Pennsylvania and
Massachusetts are the results of research conducted by the authors in these
separate states. Ihe paper on Hawaii is the result of the senior author's
experience as the university's chief spokesman at the bargaining table and
the junior author's experience as a researcher and interviewer in hawaii.

___
_

....._.

-
'Hay iku paper on Michig,a1 and .lom Lmmetts paper on Alaskp and Montana

are based on their experience with faculty bargqining in those states. In

all cases, of course; relevant.statutes, labor board decisions and other
documents were available for analysis.

. '
,,,
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Editor's Introduction

The'summary paper by William Weinberg attempts to compare the experi-
ences in the individual states. It concludes with six propositions that
appear to reflect the experience to date.

, -

Finally,, the papers are accurate through September 1975. Where sub-
sequent information was available, it was incorporated into the-test.
Collective bargaining is changing so rapidly, however, that,some of the
details rep rtedhere may have been modified by subsequent events.

r if

vs,

Kenneth P. Mbrtimer
Professor of 11*gher Education

and Research Associate
Center for the Study of

Higher Education
The Pennsylvania State University

a
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' PART I .

THE EXPERIENCED STATES:

MICHIGAN, NEW JERStY, (NEW: YORK AND PENNSYLVANIA

O
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Introduction

t THE MICHIGAN EXPERIENOE,

WITH .

FACULTY COLLECTIVE BARGAINING: 196S-197,5,

by,

Ray A. Howe
Associate Superintendent

Dearborn Public Schools and
Henry Ford Community College

Michigan's experience with formal faculty collectivebargainfngdates
bacfc, to the enactment of Public ACt 379 in TS. Few, if any, observers saw
the act, which was an amendment to.the existent Hutchinson Act, as having
either immediatb or projected impact for colleges and uniyersities. Michigan
was one of the seven states that authorized Collective bargaining for public
employees that year, but only oche state, Wisconsin, had so provided prior to
1965.'

This paperexamines one aspect of a range of complex experiences under
ten years'of faculty collective bargaining in Michigan. Specifically, it
seeks to explore the ways and extent to which state-institutional Authprity
relationships have been altered or affected. It begins with a brief descrip-
tion of higher educ tion in Michigamund then d'Scusses some'of the salient
jeatures'of Act 37g. A section on collectiv argaining adpvity, which
includes a ,discussion of strikes, is fo ed by an assessment of the impact
of governmental agencies on higher' cation and the collective bargaining
process. The paper concludeS that, to date, collective bargaining has not
significantly. altered state-institutional authority relations in Michigan.

Higher Education in Michigan

Michiganalsystem" of public higher education is composed of lA four-
'year colleges or universities and 29 two-year colleges. One of the former is
a multi-campus institution with two distinctive branches, and two of the
community colleges are also multi-campus. Of the universities, three have
been singled out in the state constitution as corporate bodies: .111e

.'University of Michigan, Michigan State University and Wayne State University
are also endowed, although in the 1964 revision of the state constitution,
"other institutions estatlished by law" are unspecified.

The state board of education is granted "leadership and general super-
viiion over all public education . except as to institutions Gf higher
edycation granting baccalaureate degrees . . ." over which it functions as
a general planning and coordinating body and'as an adviser to the legislature
concerning financial requirements. While these is state funding of the
community colleges, each college is expected to,provide a local tax base as
well. Michigan has traditionally inclined to a laissez-faire system of
coordinating higher education with only occasional fluctuations of emphasis
in this regard.

-3-
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Public Act379

Neither designed by or for educatiOn, but rather 4 produtt\of the
initiative of other-elements within public employment, P.A. 379 w's enacted ,
by a Democratic. legislature and sighed by a Republican governor. t was a

comprehensiveTuhlic employment-law, with no specific reference to any level,

ofeducation, including postsecondary. The inilabitants of the mor *elevated

groves.of academe rather blithely 'assumed the implications qf the ti II far_ r4,

higher education to be eXtremelyiremote.
Alt

Indeed, the omen for elementary and secdhdary education was arfrom--,
recogntyd* or aPpreciated. Neither the Michigan Education Associtti n (MEA)'

nor the-MichiganJederation of Teachers (MP1) spOnsored or promoted he

..* development, although belated and ineffective gestures were made to modify

the act once its passage was perceived as assured. Ther,MEA fot the/Most part .,

.fell back on the assertion of its current executive 'secretary that principles

and practices that might be applicable to private employment were not appro-

-;"pillti to public employment:

BeCause collective bargaining requires the election of a single
exclusive agent, the MET worried that many of its locals, which werein a
minority status inmost locations, would be wiped out by larger unions. ..!

Philosophically, of course, the MFT, the state organ of the AMOrican Federa-
tion of Teachers, endorsed the principle, the 'desirability andthe propriety'

of collective,bargaining for teachers. ,

.4a

The statute followed the model' of the National Labor Relations\Act
although, not entirely, as issues of the succeeding decade have revealed. P.'

labor relationi board of three members, now designated as the"Michigan

'Employment Relations CommiSsion (MERC), already in existence was endowed with

'specified responsibilities and powers related to the public secter%olesig-,
,nate appropriate unite; conduct bargaining elections; certify and decertify
`sole and eXclusive'agents;,provide for mediation and fact-finding services;

pass upon unfair labor practice charges; to issue apprbpriate orders; and to

act as'the agentof the state to monitor the ongoing phenomenon.
,

The right to strike was denied to public employees and the definition. ;
of a strike was as explicit And as comprehensive as a law couldsmanage. , , '." A

4 One aberration of P.A. 379 was duly noted, but lonleglectedgilhile
there was a reasonably complete enumeration of unfair labor charge. by .

employers,' absolutely none were listed for employee organizations. .,

i .

The law was given immediate effect, And the labor relations board was
charged with responsibility,for all labor relatioqs in both privateAnd public

employment without distinction. The labor relations board was not, however,
endowed with any additional resotrces, financial or staff, to cope with the

Suddenly added burdens, nor was the current staff, experienfed as,itwai in
the institutionalized processes of labor_rolations in the private.sector,
prepared,in any way to different mindsets, perceptions, levels Of.soPhistica-
tion or problems that loomed ahead in tfie public sector:

.
.

.
.

. .

It is somewhat ironic that despit5,its relative lack of involvement
in the formative stages, the most immediate and prevalent invocatiehof the
collective bargaining opportunities afforded under" the act was Within-educa-

tion. From theeutset, higher education was directly involved, principally,
in the early years through activity in the comMunity colleges.



Little or no.attention was given by the legislature to the complica-
tions and confusions attendant, to'llving with its labors. Each public
employer was left to his own deVices to meet the new order of things and,
indeed, such. is substantially still the case ten years later. '.No clearer
example exists of the doctrine of laissez faire.

-#.

'rciilfEtAYLIIESiligREAS3J61q1

Community Colleges: In'1965-66, several community college faculties
undertook and achieved recognition And bargaining agent.status and the
administrations of'those institutions prepared in a somewhat haphazardand,
in retrospect, hapless way, to meet them.

To Henry Fora Community College pearborn) toes the honor of achieving
the first bona fide collegiate faculty collective bargaining contract, in
the early fall of 1966, but to HFCC as well goes the dubious distinction of
being the first institution to-endure a strike related to legally endowed
collective bargaining. Theie "famous firsts" however were not restricted'
to the State of Michigan. They were, in fact, in each instance, the first
in Vte'nation..

It was quite apparonat this early date that the legal prokibition
"of strikes,notwitfistunding, the principal burden of dealing with work

stoppages lay with the institution. In'relatively short time, thourts
were to 'add a new inhibition to the capacity for success.

When injunCtive relief was sought, it was established that the mere,
fact of failure to.report er work was insufficient to assure the support
othe court in ordering a retain to Work. It has to be established by the
institution seekinghp injunction either that the public order and safety
was thus violated, or that the'institution had suffered irreparable harm.'
Even when court orders were handed dowflrthere was little assurance that
its directed effect would be implemented since little, practical muscle was
provided to hack up the orders of the court. Only very recently has a
:striker been sent to jail for a short period for violation of a court order,
and then on/Y when on,re-hearing the offender declined either to.apologize
or to concede error, further, the courts have indicated that if and when
union leaders do reldy court Orders to'their membership and recommend compli-
ance, the refusal of the membership to comply cannot be held as prima-facie
evidence ofthe leadership's lack of responsibilitT.

One two-year institution, Lake Michigan'College, presided over by.a
former union, officer, did;' in fact, fire its entire faculty for etriking.
The case proCeeded through maces of litigation and the institution underwent
numerous stresses and strains as,a -consequence.

prganization of the state's' community colleges continued, apace and
today'25 of the 29 4:eh institutions arc involved in collective bargaining.
The appendix cites' identities and affiliations (see Table I).

, .

While the number of strikes in Michigan higher education has not
been great two significant observations' can be made:

1. It appears evident that legislative prohibition of strikes
cannot be regarded as the eliminator or perhaps even, he
inhibitor of strikes,

12
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*
fideed the latter point has validityin respect toalmest eiery:

aspect of collective bargaining in Michigan. The college or university

ngliiiiiittition must either develop, or acquire its own representatiVes, with :

---little4respect-of-anY outside help. Torn initially .between the options of

-'in outsider knowledgeablerof the process, or an insider intimate with the
institution, most colleges incline to call upon labor lawyers to represent

them at the bargaininttable.' As the years qfexperience progressed,

hiniever,.there his been an increasing tendency to.rely:on a staff Member

with sole responsibility to 'the chief executive of the ,institution for the

labor relations of the one particular college. The facullies,forthe most
part, retaining a state and /or national affiliation, increasingly have
negotiated,enlywith representatives of their own campus at the table. °

,Rargaining has thusbecoMe,-in,effect, an internal affair.

, ler Colleges and Universitiest In-1969,Tentral Michigan

University P*easant) pioneered thrnational intrusion of collective
bargain14 on seniorinititutions of higher learning and was spoon joined

by 04kla jUniversity. In the years thereafter; several-state universities,

,Jnclud g Wayne State University, Western Michigan University,,Eestern

Michi University and Ferris State College have followed suit. Northern

Michigan University, which rejected collective bargaining in its first

-election; succumbed in its second. Michigan State University's faculty did,

umdertake a vote, regarding collective bargaining, but rejected it by a

substantial margin due in part to:a spirited "educational""campaign by the

university administration. SeveraTother colleges havesimilarly%declined

when -an election was held. !
, A

Each institution that is confronted witna strike is left,
substantially to its own deviCes to deal with it.

..
..,:../

- :. i ThsUniVersity of ,Detroit, 1 private church - related. - institution, has
Wei teted on:and reieeted-colleCtiVebargaining, one of the few universities

'inAhs..ceuntrKto'do so." Today the*Olitnomenonencompasses publid comiunit ,

Villegui,,four-year public colleges and universities, and priato institutions'

of higherl,education. 'A total of 35,collegei are currently involved (see *

Table I).
i

. . ,

: %
,, , :,

Governmental Agencies andCollectivekargaining

Higher education institutions in Michigan.have undergone, virtullly

all the. experiences'that the collective bargaining process prpvides: -

iiegotiationsoftediation, lact-finding, arbitration; strikes and the attendant

litigation. ;

*. . ,.

...::
.

f
The litigation began soon after "the enactment-of P.A. 3791 The

,University of Michigan unsuccessfully sought diclarativeexemption from the'

law as a consequence of its constitutional itatus, The.attorney -general's

opinion of November, 23, 1965, WhachTherd-fhay.thsuliNWITSItieS Wert-3ubjet17

-to the act, was unacceptable and appeared to the institutions to require ,..,

.yigorous challenge, s.,
.-

,-
..

,,
.

.

IhisChallenge was time andtnery consuming, but a tone was being -

set for higher educationeven,aS_thecase.wis,studied by, the judiciary.

The:Gevernor's Advisory Committee,on Public Employee Relations advised the -

'governor after ever six months of study that:

13*



.TABLE I

FACULTY COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ACTIVITY.IN MICHIGAN AS OF FALL 1975

.4-Year Colleges

American Asiociation
'Eastern Michigan University
Northern Michigan University

. Oakland University
Wayne State University
Western Michigan University

National
'Central Michigan University
Detroit. College of Business
Ferris, State College
Saginaw Valley College

None

cs

; 2 -Year Colleges'

of University ,Professors

None,

EdUcati.1 AsSOciation
Alpena Community College
Bay 'de Noc Community College

Charles Stewart Mott Comm-
unity College

Glen Oaks Community College
Gogebie Community College .

JaekionCommunity'College
Kalaiazoo Valley Community
College

. Kellogg Community "College
'Kirtland Community College
'Lansing COmmunity College
Mid-Michigan Community

College
Monroe County Community

College
4*sntcalm Community College
Oakland:Community College' '.

4t. 'Clair Community College
Schoolcraft College
Southwestern Michigan

College. 4
Washtenaw,Community College

American Federation of Teachers
Henry ford Communfty'College
Highland Park Community
-College

Lake Michigan College
Wayne CountY Community

College

Grand Rapids4uniorCollege
MaceMb County Community

College

o
West Shore Community College '

University ofMichigan
(teaching assistants)

Independent Agents

Albion College
Grant Valley StateCollege
Lawrence Institute of Technology

-Michigan_State University
Northern Michigan University
University of Detroit (2)

"No. Agent" Votes

.,

4

-7-
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"..Ate expresi no opinion on the qUeStion whether
thenniversities may be subjected to the act, an

.issue now in litigation.. It is our belief, how-
:.ever;.that every constitutionally exempt state
agency should nevertheless, on its ownmotion
and a matter of its own internal 'litigation,'
adopt a ply, with respect.to its employees;

1'arN66.Xthe basic p 'nciples concerning rights of
, unionization embodied, in this, act,. We think
that neither the civil service system. employers
(or, commission) nor the universities are
sufficiently distinguishable from other public
employers in terms of their relations with their
employees, or otherwise, tojustify a refusal by
any of 'them to.aicept and apply the policies
adopted by-the legislature with respect to public
empllyeri generally."'

, In its concluding recommendations, the committee repeated, reinforced
and.expanded upon this value judgment.to include its specific support for' ,.

exclusive recognition and collective bargaining: It did, however, inOicate
_that, If deCiareli constitutionally exempt, universities might prefer, without
any sacrifiCe Of the principles the committee espoused, to establiih its
own,procedures for implementation of these rights, independent'of the State
labor Mediation Board. '

.
.

, 0,.
.

.

In its narrative the committee specifically rejected the arguient . ..

that the "special mature" of higher education justified special treatment.
in the formulation of its labor relations policies. The committee's fore--
Warning was either not recognised, a situation made understandable by the '.
fact that the committee report was neither brOadly 'disseminated nor highly-

., pUbliciz, or was recognized too.late to do very much about it.
.

. A

The extensive commitment of elementary-secondary districts to collectiV0,-
bargaininseemed to observers in higher education. to have borne economic
fruit. One study of the first two years,of Michigan's collectie bargaining
`experience indicated that whereas annual increasys in the districts studied
'had,. in the five years preceding bargainingl. aPpOximated three.percent, in
the first two Years of bargaining the average annual increase was three times
as large, aboutnine percent.2

.

» The lesson was not lost on academics, especially when somefour4yeer:
college faCulty'saw the increased salaries of some of the Awe-yearcollege

%i faculty who had embraced collective bargaining. As the interests of
collegiate faculty were being aioused, the developments emanating from
judicial circles tended to set any, administrative sense of balance spinning.

1
AdviSory Committee.on Public Employee Relations, Report to Governor George t'

Romney, Feb. 15, 1967,'pp..677..
2 'Charles M..Rehmus and Evan Wilner, The Economic Wituats of Teacher Bargain-
ing: ichigan's First Two Years (Ann Arbor, Mich.: Institute of Labor and

IhdustriarRelations, 1968).
.

-.

-8-
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The concept of agency shopemerged from the practice of bargaining
. atthe K-ii level. Under an agency shop agreement, a facUlty.member'is not

obliged to be a union member to become employed, nor'is he/she required to
'loin the union to retain emplOyment status. However, it is,demanded that
'he/she contribute to the union a fair Share of the .cost of representation,
wally defined in practical terms as an amount equivalent to union dues.
The agency shop concept was not mandatory but it could be ,negotiated. That
Meant the employer must agree to it, usually as a quid pro quo. Thus, it
beCame a part of the mister.contract.',

If an individual failed6 meet the obligatiofis of agency shop, and
was duly notified of such failure by the union and still, dectined,..the..union ---.---

could then notify.Athe,employer-ofthis,..presUMibly deliberate default and call 0,

7 for the dismItSat of the individual at a time and in a manner.prescribed
, by the terms of the agreement. The employer was then obligated to comply.

Obviously the concept was controversial and it was.efiallenged. The
first phase'ofdetermination- was a somewhat stunning setback for the defend-

-yrs of traditional conceptions of academic freedom and tenure.. The State
Tenure-Commission ruled that failure.,to fulfill one's requirement under
agency shop was sufficient "just cause" for proper dismis-sai-,--a-distinct--
4iberilization'of the previous narrowly constructed interpretation of-"just
cause" as a,matter related solely to the fulfillment of one's professional
responsibipies.'

The State Tenure Commission's jurisdiction in respect to higher
education,is very limited; being reserved to those few remaining coMmunitr
colleges in the state that are still part of a public school district. But
the previous definitions of "just cause" by the commission had been compat-
lible with collegiate concepts and this apparent deviation of interpretation
caused no little concern. Meanwhile, the lower'eourts upheld the. legality
of the negotiation-of the, agency shop under P.A: 319-,'which'hid been similarly
challenged. These decisions. were, understandably, appealed. After lengthy
delays the state Supreme Court ruied:in 1972. A presumably liberal CoUrtf
fOund that the agencY shop wa. not provided for under existent Michigan
statute§ and was in consequence, illegal.

. ,

Thanext session-of the legislature in .1973 speedily filled the void,
It provided, via amendment to P.A. 379, for negotiation of an agency shop
provision, with the so-called service charge not-to, exceed an amount equal
to the dues charged'a regular Member. Persistent appellants were thus
obliged pursue the possibilities inherent in the allegation that they were
-deprived of their constitutional rights. Such issues have yet to be heard,
much less resolved.

Another amendment to emerge in conceit with th1s one was the provision
of a general set of unfair labor practices. for unions. Such an enumeration,
hbweverithas had subsequently little impact on the course of negotiations.

. ,

Earlier, an interpretation of the labor rilatiOns board of the state
hid- furnished i new dimension to negotiations. In a 1968 case involving
'public 041601, principals, it was declared that administrators recognized ai,
superyisOrs did have the right to organize and bargain collectively regarding
their own wages, hours and conditions-of employment, provided they,fiid'so
-in'Eargainiffi-Ufifts recognizably distinct from-even-should-they-be-organ --,
izationally related to,,the units representatiVe of those they supervised.

1
.

O
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This departure from the parallel to the provisions of the National
Labor. RelatienssAct was decided upon because, while obviously the NLRA had
been the pattern!for P.A. 379,,the legislature had not seen fit to include
the prohibition oforganizatien and bargaining by supervisory personnel.'
-Therefore, it was deemed appropriate that they have such, rights.

Not all administrative personnel were endowed with such rights. ,Top
-echelon administrators, who could be identified as having effective voice
in'the formalization of policy were exempted. In several colleges adminis:_:

trative(supevisbrabargaining--units-wereformed'amtfunalailiniTatteres
bnirmildiy.distinguishable from faculty bargaining units:

, .

In Michigan? as in other states, the'lower or first echelon,of'admin-
istration, whether.department chairman or division head iri particularized
collegiate settings, had long been controversial in questions of unit *ter-
mination. The critioalcquestion was whether they were teaching faculty or
administration. :Resolution was accomplished by means of a case-by-cage
'determination with the outcome determined mot as a reflection of title or
salary status,workload or even job description, but is a result of careful.

-analysis of actual function.

The activity of the state has not been.reserved solely to ;the judiciary.

.
The executive and legislative branches of state goveAment have been involved ,

in faculty. bargaining. . .

.

The governor's office has, frem time to time, announced advisories .

.concerning the proportions of "reasonable" salary adjustment patterns for the

fiscal year. These have not been either prescriptive or definitive but to
ignore them is to invite complicating factors when the institution comes, to
Lansing for its funding.

The.legislature has intervened even more directly. In 1971, for

example, 'a precise, comprehensive statement of-minimum workload for university),-
four-year cRliege and two-year college faculty was enunciated. Stich an effort

produted little practical effect on institutional patternS, but did evoke
some litigation, more political pressure and much enraged outcry froth within

higher education, bath administration and faculty. The following year it was

quidtly..withdrawn.,' -

During the academic year 1974-75, another issue was resolved by the.
Michigan Supreme Court, this time as almost a sidelight to a more direct and

'prominent-question. ,The'so-called' Crestwood case decision, Which, addressed
itself essentially to the question of procedural conflicts between the state
Tenurbct and the Public Act 379, related to the ftring'Of teachers who ,go .

',on strike. The court found that teachers who do go on strike may be summar-
ily fired by the governing board', which must then, after the fact,

.
hearingsfor individual, faculty members to determine if they have violated

P.A. 379 by striking. -I

,In addition, however, as a corollary =tier, the Supreme Court-ruled
AA

that those circuit courts that had, in instaness of impasse., assumed-the
power to orderlier pressure the partieg to binding arbitraticin of the issues
.ihqdispute had exceeded their legitimate authority and .had no existent power

to do so.

17
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The 1975 legislature, already' committed to the amendment of P.A. 379 ,

as a foremost priority in that session, immediately accelerated both the pace
And the intensity of the effort in order to endok the circuit court and/or
the Michigan Employment Relations Commission with power to mandate binding,,
arbitration if, all other efforts of reconciliation of conflicting interests,
failed. After months of maneuvering in a legislature closely divided_
partisan lines, a compromise bill legalizing facnktystrik6S-bui investing

___.-"--suchpowers--for.-impaSTe.Iiieintion in circuit coutts. and/or MERC was
. narrowly passed. The amendment, however, proved.unaCceptable to the governor,,

who vetoed' it. .

While the collective bargaining process-seems to have worked in an.
overwhelming majority of instances, there still remains the unresolved

1 question as to how to deal with impasse if it does occur..

There remain mediation and fact finding, both of which are available
under state auspices. Over the decade, mediation has proved a reasonably
effective mechanist's largely due to the quality of the staff of state
mediatory employed by the Michigan Employment Relations Commission. Their
services are available free of charge to any, or all in need'of-them. Accord--
ing to existing law, notice muit.be given to MERC well in advance of the
expiration of a contract, of success or failure of achievement of a suc-
cessor contract. If failure is reported, a mediator is assignedto the case
an&is availablel relatively short notice if impasse should occur.

Neither mediation nor fact finding, however, allows for the imposition,
of any-conclusive settlement should the parties fail to agree, essentially
of themselves with third-party assistance. If neither mediation nor fact
finding produces results, the two parties may jointly and. on -their own
,vol'i'tion submit'iheLremaining issues to arbitration. Arbittation mAy not be
it wthe,parties, however.

e

' Conclusions

The total impact of co llective bargaining on institutions of higher
tdutation in Michigan, either individually or colledtively,'has yet to be,
assessed, To dateonly limited observations in this direction have been

.made.. In -respect, however, to-the restricted question of.thq paper, Some
conclusion seems- warranted.

41.

Collective bargaining in higher education in Michigan has not altered
greatly the nature of state-institutional authority relationships other than
,providing for a labor relations framework within which faculty perionnel
policies, max be derived. There is at this juncture no clear indication that
this will change, but isolated voices are beginning tg be heard.

.At,a receht'informal, university-sponsored round - .table. discussion.
of Inture,directions-of collegiate collective bargaining in Michigan, one
university president,did.state,very firmly his, personal conviction, based
on his experience with the emerging phenomenon he declared that, as
economic preisuros increase, it is inevitable that'collective bargaining in
higher education must move to the state level, at,kpast for senior institu-

:,:tiqns. He acknowledged that this would substantially alter long-standing
relationships,; but he expressed unequivocally that suchAacrifice of highly

. _

si.
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"..prized institutional autonomy as might be a consequence was a necessary cost;
which had to be paid, to achieve a greater gain.

This point o_f_Viewxeceived little-support;-"hut-tlii raising of the
`possibility is significant. It appears most probable that it will be a

matter of more seriout and extensive discussion in'the years immediately
ahead.

-14Oanwhile,',Michigan higher education continues to live under the sign.

of pal-adox.,-,-

. I
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:TATE=IATIlliTIONAL RELATIONS

UNDER COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

IN NEW'JERSEY

by

James P. Begin
Professor

Department of Research
Institute of Management
and Labor Relations
Rutgers University

'The recent quest of faculty to. restructure power relations in

tions of,higher.education by adopting the techniques of collective bargaining
is expected to 'redistribute 'authority between faculty and higher education

administrators as management discretion is narrowed by the' egotiation and
Nimplementation of a contract. However., in 'attempting to shift power to'the
faculty, faculty bargaining organizations.may also affect traditional

-authority relationships withinthe faculty, between faculty and Students and
within the administrative hierarchy. This paper will assess the impact of
faculty bargaining on an aspect of the redistribution of.authority Within the
administrative hierarchy that tends to be peculiar to thepublic.systeis.
that is, on the.extent to whichlargaining precipitates or reinforces a
cehtralization of power froorlocal institutions to external. governing'

1 .

au ities.

tt .SI;;CIft-gatkr, to whit extent.ls collectiye bargaining expected to lead
to kcentralization'of,authority from -individual institutions (1) to state=
WidOedUcational'coordiniting,authorities and (2) to the more political arms .,

'oestate government, the. govern0r4 offices and the legislature?
. .

,,

rut uses_
redistribution-of authority iSiiipmligdlio come from negotiating

i uses_ that permit the pe externticipation of extea levelg of authority
.

in ne otiatiOns over issues previously under local control.- "Thus,. broad.

bargaining units are more likely to foster centralizing tehdehties. Aiiviever,,,,

the en -running-activities of faculty unions-are also likely to create
, centra izing tendencies to the statewide coordinating authorities, whire the
' bargai'ingunit does not encompass the entire syStem, and to the political',
authorities regqrdless of the scope of,the4bargaininuunit. it is axiomatic .

. that unions go to the source of power when it is not existent at'the-bar-
. jaininrtable.' The"diffUSion of management%authority inTublic systems of

higher education, coupled with the'frequent absence of management Consensus '
across. the, levels of authority,' make higher education bargaining. particularly
susceptible to end-running'activities.

- The question of the impact of bargaining on authority relationshipslin
New Jersey will be considered by assessing changeg in authority relationships
,with'respect to Speafic,issues before and after the onset of collective
bargaining. The data used to analyse the redistribution' of- authority, are-- -----
derivicifrom a lo' gitudipal case study of the Now Jersey systemof higher ._

education. Since 1969, the department of research of 'the Institute of,

Management and La or Relations, Rutgers University, has been documenting the

-13-
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development of the faculty bargaining movement across the United States, with.
tarticular attention given. to New Jersey institutions of higher. education.

The New Jersey. research effort was supported initially by the U.S: Office of

Eddcatiodiar0; for the past three year's, has been funded by the. Carnegie
Corporation of New York.'

The major purposes of the research have been twofold: first, why have

faculty at these institutions chosen to organize, and,second, what hive been .

the effects of the faculty bargaining movement on the structure and' prOcesses
of the institutions? ,

The data base to answer these questions has been developed from over
600 structured and unstructured interviews, direct observation of over 500
meetings related to the bargaining and governance.proasses,.content analysis'
of hundreds of documents related to the evolution ofthe bargaining and
governance processes'and a statewide questionnaire survey of faculty percep-
tions.

Z,
-

This paper will first review the backgroudd of higher education and -

bargaining in New Jersey. Second, the "before" bargaining status of
authority relationships will be described. Finally, the impact of badaining
on the locus of.authority will be determined and explained.

'Background

To provide an overview of bargaining in the New Jersey system of'
higher education, this section will describethe organization of higher
edudhtion, the,enabling.labor legislation, the extent of bargaining, a brief,
.description of the causes of bargaining and, finally, the bargainirig struciufe.

The System 1.

.
.

.
,

The public system of higher education in New Jersey consists of .t.

RutgerslIniversity, the eight state colleges, the Newark College of Engineer- .

ing (NCE) -- recently renamed the New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT1,--
the College of Medicine and Dentistry (CMDNJ) and fifteen community Colleges.
Higher education in New Jersey is coordinated by the state board of higher
education and its administrative .aim, the department of higher education.

-** Historically, the state of New Jersey has exported over SO percent of its
college -bound students' to other states:' Under the new agency, enrollments,
within the state have increased rapidly. ith the expansion of old institutions
and the'establishment of new community and state colleges. '

- 4.' Until the new
,

governing.app:aratus was established by legislation -in

,

1966, higher education in'the state was only loosely coordinated. Under the

previous commissioner of education arrangement,. Rutgers University and NCE

N\
ad enjoyed substantial autonomy, particularly'wheo compared to the state -

A
..

" , r
While.the study was made -possible by funds froi ihb':U.S. Office of Education
andsthe..Carnege Corporation of New York, the statements.made and views.

- eXpresSelard solely the responsibility of the author, :

'



'colleges that were subject to a high degree of centralized regulation. All
four-year institutions have separate governing boards.

The public. community college system emerged in-the mid-1960s and is
funded jointly.by state and county governments. .Each-,college has a separate,

..board-of trustees .appointed by county'officials.

The creation Of the Department of Higher Education (DHE) in 1966 and
.

the consequent' centralizing tendencies of its attempts to rationalize policy
making in higher education confounds the process of isolating the centralizing
effects oftollective bargaining.

The4Legislative and Administrative Framework
.

The emergenceOf faculty.collective bargaining in New Jersey.was
highly correlated with the passage of enabling legislation. .Nast public
institutions were organized within two years after the passage'in,196B of
the New Jersey Public Employment RelationseAct,, which.provided collective.

baTgaining righttfor public employees in New Jersey. The law established
the Public Employment Relations Commission (PERC) and procedures for deter-
mining bargaining units, holding elections and resolving bargaining impasses.
.Proyisions for hearing unfair labor practicesovere not specifically included
in the act.. Earlier court decisions prohibiting the right of New'Jersey
public employees to strike were met superseded by the legislation.

'P5 oversee the collective bargaining, aCtivities of state employees4

Governor Hughes established by executive order in 1969 an Office or EmOloyee
Relations '(OER). Polity gUidance for this office is provided by an. employee.
relationspolicy council comprised of key cabinet officets.2 This o££ice,
Continued by,subsequent*vernors,,plays a key role in higher education.nego-
tiat;lons'in four-year institutions.

Extent of Bargaining
;,.

.

. .

In the ,public seem there are currently 19 bargaining units covering
26 institutions. 460512aining4unit is comprised of the'tight state colleges;
the remaining.bargainin Juts coyer a single institution.. There are also

..five private institutions now bargaining., Table I summarizes the institutions,
the bargaining agents and the dates of initial organization (including sub-

*'sequent changes in affiliation). All the publt institutions in New Jerseys
aze organized' with the exception of the new Salem Community College. New,
Jersey was the first.state ip,which all types of institutions, were organized
far bargaining purinies. . ,

2
The governor's Employee Relations Polity Council, consisting of the state
treasurer, secretary of state, the preSident of the'Civil tervice
Comptroller-and *director of the division of the budget and accounting. the
counsel to the governor and the director of the effice of employee relations,
was established by Executive Prder No. 3, April 1970. The office of employ-
ee relations was espaplisti0 by Executive Order No. 4 on .the same date,.



TABLE
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BARGAINING UNITS NEW JERSEY
'INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Inititutions
. 4

ti

Currek, Yeatiof
mer2aining Agent Or aniia$ ion
r

PUBLIC Ir $

STATE,C014.E6p1 4.
4

-Ketuf, GlAsboxo,:Jersty City AFT (NJEA) 1972 (1969)

Patersok; Meniclairt.Ramapo,
94ockteni 'Trenton'

"New Jersey'Instituie of Technology "Praf'essionaf'staff 1970

Assoeiation 1IND.)

'Rutgers University
.....

:AAUP , 1970

C011ege of Medicine and Dentistry AAUP 1972

commyway COLLEGES (2 yr.) .

...-__, . .

Atlantic. . NJEA , - 1968.

__Bergen. NJEA .. 1968 .

. Brookdale .
..

NJEA' .
1971'

Burlington NJEA 1976

. Camden AFT (NJEA) : ;1972 (1968)

Cumberland NJEA 1968 t..

.°,Esscx '

-
NJEA, -. 1968

Gloucester AFT (NJEA) - 1972 (1968)

Mercer -NJEA .
1970 '-

Middlesex -AFT 1968.

Morris .NJEA (IND) 1975 (1974)
... ,

-- -.Ocean.- NJEA 1968 -, ,

Passaic* , NJEA . 1972

__-.4Somersee AFT (NJEA) 1973 (1971)

."'
t --

PRIVATE

Cogege . AAUP

Fairleigh,Dickinson University ' AAUP

Monmouth' College NIEA -

Rider College : AAUP.,

Union-College (2 yr.) AAUP

,
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x Origins of Bargaining

The leliortince. of legislation iii. stimulating the development of the
faculty"bargaining movement in New Jersey certainly cannot be' underestimated.
But there were Othbr important determinants as/well, including:the emergence
of the department Of higher edUcaion. At the state and community colleges
and the College of Medicine and Dentistr) and,laa much lesser degree at
Rutgers And NJIT, cellectit.e bargaining was.a reaction to a variety ofdinin=
istrative.practices and conditions of employment' with which the ;faculty were
dissatisfied. .

" .

Change and the consequent instability were at the base of many of the
problems. At the state colleges, 'stress was causedby a.change in Mission -

as teachers' colleges'were transformed into liberal arts, institutions. Tha
. new, rapidly expanding community'colleges-dlso created strain.on faculty-

administration telatlonthips. The ,rapid expansion of medical education end .

the political involvement in this. process was the source of faculty complaints
'in- the medical school. .

.

The predominant forces inthe'organizing of Rutgersnd NJIT were the
defensive.reactions by faculty and administrators against'eiternal forces.
faculty groups (AAUP Ai Rutgert, faculty council at NJIT), which had informally,
represented the faculty over the' years, wanted to protect established-jurist'
dictions. Moreover, neither faculty nor administrators of these institutions'
wanted to be ihcluded in broad bargaining units.

. ,

A factor facilitating the early:organization of New Jersey institutions'
was the presence of active facultr'organizations. The NJEA had informally,
-negotiated and lobbied for the state'college faculty, mostly on economic,
matters, for a number of years. The AAW' chapter at Rutgers and, in recentt_
years,'the faculty.couftcil at N.M., had perforMed similar functions. The
formation` of the faculty council in 466 at NJIT, the4aculty organization
(arsenate -type body) at CMDNJ in 1970 and moves to reorganize the Rutgers
Senate were also.signals that there was stress in New Jbrsey higher education.

- regarding fdculty participation long before bargaining was seriously considered
as An ajternative.

Ami

Bargaining Structure

With the exception of the state colleges, all of.,the higher education
bargaining units in Ndw Jersey cover one institution. Initially, each state, '

college comprised a separate unit. This decision derived from undei
-the,1966 legislation establishing the state ,board ofhigher education to
decentralize authority to the state colleges. Separate boards of trustees
Were instituted for each college where none had existed before. However, not
only was the expected decentralization never, realized to the fullest extent,
but the hearlig officer in the second unit case brought about by the AFT'S
challenge of the association aecerded,:". . . greater weight to the policy :
control tnat the board of higher education exercised over the colleges
than did the commission in PERCNo. 1."3 Also, after PERC,No. 1,(the first

° sxate college -unit Ueeision) was issued, enitc had found statewide units
-appropriate in other state agencies, and the hearing officer thought the
reasoning was relevant to the state colleges.

3PERC No. 720 In the Matter of State of New Jersey, et al.., Nov. 20. 1972.
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Another relevant factor was that, after'the'ANJSCF.was elected,as the
bargaining` -agent sin all six campuses,, a coalition of all colleges was formed

to:ponduct centralized negotiations. Also, when' ANJSCF 'challenged the

igrowing role of the governor's office of employee relations during negotiations.:
for the first contract, the New jersey Supreme Court determined that' the dr

governeWas the public employer Orstate employees, not the department of
higher education or'the individual institutions. As a.consequence, when the

AFT challenged the ANJSCF as the exclusiie reprfsentative in 1974 thee
-appropriate unit was then found to comprise, all eight slate colleges (tWo
new colleges had been added by that time). PERC called for an'iimediate

election. .

The administrative bargaining tegat the state colleges has usually
included at least two'state college presidents, the director of the governor's.
office of employe'relations (DER), the special assistant to the chancellor
who handles bargaining matters, a vice Chancellor and the director of the
off,ice of state colleges'. The two presidents' receive policy direction\fOom

the Councilof'State Colleges, which is comprised of presidents and chairmen
of the individual board's of trustees. The chancellor's special assistant and.

the director of OEttclesely coordinate their negotiating activities. Generally,

the d4ector of DER has given Way on matters of educational policy, with
notable exceptions to be discussed later.

dk

Rutgers,und 'NJIT developed separate bargaining units through mutual'

agreement *betWeen the parties. Neither institution used thp servicesof the
Public Employment Relations Commission, in.part because of'the risk of.being

included in a statewidp unit. Rutgers used the American ArbitratiOn Asspcia-16

tion, and NJIT used a professer.attorney ,from Seton Hall University to check

signature cards. Howeverothe question of an all-inclusive unit was never

really placed before PERC.
.

.

At-Rutgers University, the administration has sought to4maitain its

bargainilig autonomy. Neither the DHE nor the OfR representatives sient
/

,, negotiations, but negotiations.are closely coordinated with these qtficials.
The state, somewhat reluctantly, has allowed the university to conduct

.
negotiations in this manner. ,

In contrast, at NJIT and CHDNJ: the DHE representative directly parti-

cipates et the .bargaining table. The'OER,initially participated in negotia-

. tions at NJIT but the DHE representative now closely coordinates with the

DER instead.. . , 0
;

The goVerning boards at NJIT. Rutgers and CMOHJ dp not play a sigma-.

icant role in negotiations. At thersfate colleges they participate indi-
rectly through the Council of State Colleges, as noted above. 'But at the
community collegeS, the institutional governing boards play.a major role in.
setting parameters and at some institutions actively participate in nego-

tiations, often to the consternation pf%local administrators. A major

difference between the community collegeS and the four-year institutions 1.1,

,that the 02R and DUE do not play a significant role 'in negotiations in the

community colleges, though they would like to. Efforts by thq DHE to collect'

and'disseminate'hargaining information and to encourage the' development, of

uniform salary increases and the elimination of salary schedules have not

been met with active support. The community colleges go their own way with

*little effective coordination, though they now appear to be lofting 'in the
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-direction of Mb re dboperatiVe activities among themselves. The local 'county
,y goVernments exercise general.budget authority.for the share of the college

budgets from cbuntfsources, but rarely get directly involved in negotiations.
In recent times-, however, some have become sensitive to faculty salary settlea
memts. .

.

"Before" Locus of Authority , t

Decision making on many issues teloing to factIlty salary and work-
ing conditions in four-year institutions has always been highly centralized

,in New Jersey, although there are important differences among the state
'.-colleges, Rutgers and NJIT. For a.' four -year institutions, decisions
regarding monies available fdr salary improvements and other economic benefits
hive generally been determined outside of the n4ividnal institutions.'
Pensions and insurance coverage are statutorily determined and are.similar,
for all' institutions of higher education. Over theyears, salary increases
for state employees have been established statewide in the executive branch
and increasbs,fbr all state employtes have been similar. For a number of .

yeari, all state employees have'beenon salary ranges, but ipportant
differences evolved between Rutgers aficINe state colleges. The Rutgers
ranges included alMost twice as many steps, the extra steps being Merit Step's.
These differences were derived, in part, from the different way in which
Rutgers related historically to the executive branch'of goiernment and the
.greater political clout of the university. 'The,siate Colleges worked through .
the department of education while Rutgers always worked directly with the
t,reasurees'office'at budget time (even though Rutgers, officially fell also

' under the .department of-education). The importance tb Rutgers of this direct
relationship is indicated by. the fact that the university insisted that' it be
preserved by 'the legal compact that related Rutgers, lermerlv a private insti-
tution,, to the, state in 1956.4

. Due to the centralized nature of decisions in the areas voted above,
extOsivepoltical effort was required to change them. The adoption of

.Teachors Insurance and Annuity Association- College Retirement Eqdities Fund
(TIAA7CREF) at Rutgers and the state colleges, for example, was the result 9f,
extenAve'faculty and administrative activity at the state level. dhe absence',
Until recehtlY, of funded sabbaticals can be entirely accounted to the!, refusal
of the executive,branch and/or the legislature to fund them.. It is not
surprising that the faculties adapted historicallOe this decision-making'
environment by waging in their own'political activities. The NJEA, repre-
senting the state colleges, initiated the college salary committee'in the late
:1950s to lobby for better salaries and fringe benefits. The Rutgers AAUP and
the .NJIT fatuity participated from time to time.in the extensiVellobbying
activities of this committee, as well as mounting:campaidns or their own.
Ruigt-rs AAUP lobbying efforts in the late 1960s succ4ssfully..<reliforcid admin-
istrative efforts to bring about significant faculty salary improvements. Its -.4
notediabove, these-acfivities accounted in part'for the ease by which faculty
in New Jersey were organized.

. ,
.

. V4-,i4,*. '
I._ ,4

Rutgers; the state university law, P.L, 1956, c. 61, Section 18 (b), later,:.1
reenacted in Higher Education Act, P.L. 1966, V. 302, Section 13, N.J.S.A.t,
18A:64.25.

',v,A
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4.

On nonecono mic issues, such as facultr,petsonnel ptoceduies and educa,

tional policy, there was'a great divergence asking the state colleges, tom-
. and Rutgers. ThedeparementOf education had a great' degree' of forma'.'_-

authority over.t6, state collegesover a wide range of issues in addition to

the economfeemes noted,:above. Important aspects of the tenure process,.such

as the*probationary period (three yeats, until. recently)', are statutorily; -

determinedin the state and community colleges,.', At Rutgers'and NJIT, tenure

was under the jurisdictibn of the local boards., Both had AAUP-likesystems.

4 IF
.-,' At the state collegeS, all;factilt; appointments andr.promotions were

reviewed by the departientcf education. -In.fact, after the arrival of the

%DOE, luit'befate bargaining, the Faculty Personnel Policies Suit for alT

institutions' was. developed with major NJEAinput. Curriculum.dicisioni-rere

also centralized. in the state colleges: All presidents were hired ,ky_Ihe-de

Ointment. ',One president, given hislimited authoritrHodieife, -e.felt more

like a.deait, 'The abS -dist-fitiiiiiin.fi'scal. matters was -a patticularly

et_to_theLindiltidualinstitutions --There-hat-been-no-statewid:i
Jeculty governance merhanism in the state colleges.. 1,

ft

c
At:Rutgeti and NJIT, most noneconomicodecisien-making'powor-resided

ip'the institutions. At Rutgers, authority on many issues was further

decentralized:to coil ges-and departments. At NJIT, this was less the case

until a few,years be joie the onset of collective bargaining..

. . ,, ,*

-The CMDN3 was no formed into its,present shape until 1970i tWoyears
.

'before bargaining: ',_But economic' and' major educational.decisions have -always

beewl,bbjedt tb.a great degree political ihfluence. Examples, are the- .

''severance of the Rutgers Medical School, from Kutgers,.the location of various..

campbses ind the mandate of:enrolliteht incteases: Personnel decisions were '

localfed.ia the institutions, but not decentralized to the, faculty. , -

,
.

Theeomiunity.colleges in their ,early,daya Were subject to t 'great

- deal of'external inflOence on curriculum from county sources,' But at the

tine bargaining was Initiated;the department of higher education!s influence

..,- was yet to be felt in a Major way. 'Except for the statutory tenure policies,,,
the comiunitv colleges were much more Independent of_state.influence-li- ,

Lrfspeettoalmst...aWdecisions.thanighe-state colleges. - -*

.

. ,

. . In summary.'`, one salary and fringe benefit areas, decision making hai''

.
always been centralizedand political, except in the community colleges. On'

VPiter issues, the "before" pattern of decision making varied by type of

institution..

*

The Bargaining,fira

The impact of bargaining on authority.relationships in,New Jsey .

higher'educption will be assessed by ascertaining the degree to. which,the
'faculty unions have been able to influence decisions in higher education --The
,experiences of each typeof institution will.be discussed individually.

.

State Colleges .

. The most confounding relationships among.bargaining, DUE and the cen-

tralizaton of authority exists in the state colleges. As ndted'above,
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decisions in the state col eges have always tended to be centralized. EVen
though the intent of the 1 66 Higher Education At was to decentralize
authority in ihe,state col eges by establishing local governing boards, there

.w.is common, vocal agreement among loCil'administrations that .this has not
occurred. In-fact, one 'ob ervertas'compared the move from the.depArtment of
education to the,department of higher education 4s being- "'thrown 'from the
flying p9sinto hefire.," As another indication, the presidents of all the
original six sttte*colleges have,resigned,,Most with protests against central-
ized state control.(! Apparently life, under the old centralized arrangement
in comparison was not so bad for the presidents. All.of higher_educitt-ion-under:
the previous departmentofleduaition-had-leen-Controlled by asmall (usually

or-thrie-pertoPs) profetsional stiff. It was a common-joke that perhaps ,
the last 10 minutei of the Ward of educatiOn meetings dealt with higher.

educational' matters. SO,- Although the formal control, was there,Ierhaps.in.
'reality the presidents_exercised-more -discretion-thin-Ain under adepartment
flityWeriiduceilep Wirth

governingth a staff of 73 professionals (in 1974) and a goveing
board dealing solely with higher - education concerns.

. Compared 'to contracts in the state collegei of other states, for
example,,the Pennsylvania state colleges, the range of issues over which.

: agreement has been reached is less extensive. However, the 1974 4FT agree=
.ment represents a significant change in direction. There.gre several reasons
for this. First, as noted above, many benefits suctas insurance, pensioni
And tenure are legislated, effectively removing them from the bargaining arena

:.excipt for lobbying activities.

Second, the New Jersey bargaining law was not-among the strongest so
fares the unions are concerned. There were no administrative unfair Labor
Practices procedurei to enforce statutory requirements to bargain.in good faith
or procedures to determine the scope of negotiations; courts were the only

. remedy for. the enforceMent of statutory rights to bargain in good faith. The
-f

-Scope.of negotiations was Also limited byleprovision in the'birgaining law
-Abat_dictated that-no"provision inthe law ishW annul or modify any -statute ,

or statutes of the state."Thus, existing education statutes were given a'
'deoided advantage when conflicts arose, as a subsequent discussion of specific
issues !sill indicate. The Republican administration of Governor 'William Cahill
opposed and delayed changes in labor legislttion that would have strengthened
the union .position. For example,' the governor vetoed a bill-in -1972r-that

Kwould have provided unfair labor practices. But, under the Democratic admin.
iStration of Governor Brendan Byrne (1974), amendments to the law have been
Made providing for enforcement of unfair libor.practices by PERC and reducing
''.the impact of the phrase quoted above by limiting it topensions. As a con-
sequence, the scope of bargaining question has been openedup again.

However, before the recentamendments, the' relatively weak law fram-',
the unionif.viewpoiht -. reinforced a conservative bargaining approach by the
DHE and DER.:rFor example; the administration decided notto negotiate
binding arbiirttion under any conditions and narunion was able to achieve It
until a neW administration, politically'and

philosophically committed to a

SW N. Chambers, Higher:Education and State Governments, 1970-1975 (DanVille,
Ill.Ohe Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., 1974) p. 168.

6
Ibid.

7
R.J.S.A. 34:13A-8.1.
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different'style of negotiatiOns, agreed to permit it -- reportedly as part, of

a campaign promise. Atianalysis of specific issues illustrates the nature

of the negotiating relationship and the contribution of bargaining to a redis-'

tributiOn of authority. s
..,,

Salary Negotiations. As noted. previously, salary and fringe decisioni

haye'always been highly centralized in New`Jersey. Bargaining has not changed

-thit pattern' aPaeciahlYi,that is,....basic_aalary-improvements-are-mot-deaddr
4cros the table. The first set of negotiations at the state colleges

trates this point. , The state negotiator'in the fall of 1969 reported that a

statewide salary evaluation (the Hay Study) was being conducted-and.that no

increases. would be considered until the study was complete. Over the course,

of-the'negotiations and after the governor's office of employee relatibns Was':

titabIlShea;breieehtiVelifdet-in April 1970, the state's role ih 'negotiations

wai' to increase.

. The delayed evaluation report was issued in April 1970, and when

mediation and fact finding had net producedan agreement by July the state

unilaterally Implemerted the Hay.'recomMendations. The faculty association

(NJEA affiliate) filed a Suit in July claiming that theimplementation deprived

the state college faculty '.'of their rights to collective negotiations with the ,

board of higher education. "8 The association also alleged that'thi^office of

. employee relations and its policy body, the employee relations pdlicy *n en,

were interfering with negotiations between itself and the board of higher

education.

, The court disagreed. It found that the governor was the public am-

lloyer, not the board of higher education, and that the salary improvelhents

could be,unilaterally implemented because negotiations were at an impasse and

the state, in the.absence of a-settleMent,-had the obligation. to provide

higher education services.9
. .

In subsequent years, various means were used by the state to communicate

salary increases to all state bargaining units, from 'oi of all

bargaining agents at the state up meetingS with each agent.

Bu a ways clear: the increases are not'negotiated, they

-reflect what the bbdget will bear. Negotiations have always been delayed

-until the state.budget director has completed his work. No unlono thipugh

mediation, fact fipding or strike activity, has been able to break the ,

centrally determined salary package. Deviations from the'pattern for the

,several state bargaining units have not been'major ones.

The fact that'the salary increases in recent years have been very cm-

:
petitive'with other states has not tempered the unions who have! been, for the

`mbst part, left,put of any direct part in the d'ecjsion- making process. The

fact that nonunionized employees got the same increases particularly angered

.them. No doubt the wage increases were-determined withthe presence of

unions in 'mind, but they have not been the, direct result of negotiations. The

Byrne administration came into office in 1974 Committed to individual, decen

tralized salary negotiations.w But plans have been frustrated by a budget

aSuit filed in New Jersey Superior Court by the Aisociation of New Jersey State

College Faculty against the Employee Relations Policy Council, and the New

Jersey Board of Higher Education and other public agenciesJuly 1970.

9112 NJ Super 237 (Law Div. 1970).
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crisis'of major proportions. Without an income tax the state is faced iiith.an
almost half-a-billion-dollar budget deficit, not including any salary increases

,for the state employees.
,>

In other areas, the DHE continued to promulgat e and implement5poliCies
that the unions perceived as having implications for negotiable faculty work-
ng conditions. A discussion of tenure and outside ,employment policy changes .

. .

Tenure Guidelines and Procedures. One-of the.initiil goals of DHE
-lwas to bring abou basic changes'dn the tenure process -at the community and
!state colleges. Tenure had been provided afterhree years -- the same as in
New Jersey elementary and secondary schools. The major aim of,the changes
was to liiit the loss of flexibility caused by the tenuring-in of these
,institutions. Failing at attempts to enlist NJEA support for such changes, the'
DHE attempted to bring about unilateral change through legislation. But the-,
NJEA lobby was successful on 'several occasions in blocking the legislation.
from coming out of committee.

the absence of leg4slatie relief," the DHE-took another route and
>produced a report -- in part Ihe result of a Council of State Colleges Com.,
,mitiee effort which took theliosition'that "it is necessary to Consider
ihternal.modificatiOns bf policies and practices that will assist in amelior-
atihg the problem (of too many tenured faculty)."10.

The outcome of the report was the adoption by the board of,highet--
"education'in. Septemhpr_1972.of resolutions on'tenbre policies. Similar
resolutions for the county colleges were Oassed'in October. The resolutions,

a 10-year plan, est, ish more'rigorous review procedures, limit tenure` to

stopped short of (t but required each local governing board t4 devlop'
ti

individuals with terminal' deerees (not applicable to county colleges) and 1.

establigh'a periodic evaluation of tenured faculty.

' The faculty associations (both state and community college organiza-
dons) filed a suit claiming, among other things, that the board had unilater-
ally, instituted negotiable working conditions. The court disagreed, however,
upholding thelauthority of the BHE to implement tenure policies'under education

. statutes and ruling that tenure regulation's were not mandatory subjects of
negotiatiOns.11

Before the New Jersey Supreme Court decision was handed down, the chan-
cellor mounted another legislative effort to lengthen the probationary period.
This time he was successful. While the NJEA publicly opposed the bill, its
lobbying forces at the legislature were not in evidence. The current bargain-
ing agent, the AFT, also oppOtsed the bill.butits lobbying efforts were also

'4 apparently not felt by the legislators.12 The bill provided for a fiVe-year

10
Tenure at the State Colleges of New Jersey, Department of Higher Education;

June 1972, p. 3.

11
64 N.J. 338,(1974).

12
A Trentoh Times artiele.indicated that

-tenure bill, 'their' lobbyists were not
would never have passed if the teacher
against if,' a senate official poidted

while the NJEA and AFT oppdsed the
in muc' evidence yesterday. 'The bill
unions had_mounted a real campaign
out." Trenton Times, April 27, 1973, .
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probationary period for state and community cqllege,faculty and called for
faculty haluation and career deVelopment,prOgraa.

The DHE was given the.authority to implement the legislation, and it .

appointed acommittee of state and community college administrators to draft
the guidelines. This committee subsequently held hearings for thelbargaining
agents dnd'the institutional governing bodiebt the first time broad-based.
faculty input in the state colleges hadbeen solicited in this manner: It is

significant to note that there has been no statewide faculty governance
organization to provide inputon policies developed -centrally by'DHE, though
there have'been recent attempts by the individual sen9tes.to form a statewide .

Coalition.

The AFT'-opposed these-procedures-,--maintaining-that many-of -the -issue

being dealt with were negotiable. The AFT was ultimately successful in
blocking,the implementation of the guidelines in the statecoIleges as a
condition of settlement for the negotiations in February 1974. Allnew
guidelines affecting working conditions would not be implemented until a stud),
commission appointed by the governor completed its work. . This agreement
was worked out by the. governor's counsel in 'a meeting including AFT leUders',.

but not including any OER or DHE officials. The guidelines were implemented

In the county colleges, but not in the'state colleges. As-

Outside_Employment Policy. In-Februlty-1-973, ibeheard,of higher =.

-education adopted outside employment guidelines prohibiting outside employment
where' such work constituted a conflict of interest or_where there was a con
'Met with job responsibilities. ,Written permission was required and certain
limitations en.compensation'were included. The Association of New Jersey

College Faculty (NJEA) and the Association of New:Jersey Comtunity College
Faculty (NJEA) protested that the policy dealt with negotiable workidg condi-
tions and, in part, was`in conflict with an exiting agreement in the state
,colleges. The<New Jersey Supreme Court agreed that the board's guidelines
were negotiable "insofar as they embodied additional restrictions on outside
employment beyond'those mhich were preexistent."13

The conservative stance of the state in negotiations had a number of
,effects. One.of the major factors creating the changeover in bargaining agents
from the NJEA to the AFT was thre inability of the NJEA to produce. ifeedv'er,

it was.the conservative stance of the state *kb., in part, prebablr4ed to a
greater degree of political involvement in both sets of state college-nego-
tiations under the AFT. In other words, the way to overcome a perceived'

`'unruly management bargaining team is to change the nature of the membeiship
of that team, an alternative that is not available in negotiations, in Private
indUstry, Failing to reach. agreement after several months of negotiations,
the AFT delayed negotiations and threatened strike action untila Democratic
Overnor, whom labor helped elect and from whom campaign promises had,teport-
edly been received, was in office.

The new Democratic governor immediately became involved in the neio,.
tiations through his counsel, an individual who, in representing, tate employ-
eesunder the previous governor, had sharply criticized the style of nego-
tiations of that administration. To avert a strwike, the gOvernor's counsel

1366 N.J. 72 (1974).
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met privately with AFT leaderS to discuss the problem areas. To the con-
sternation of others on the management bargaining team, it was clear as to
who was in control of the negotiations. One member privately said: "We
receive our marching orders from [the governor's Counsel)." Under pressure
from the 'governor's office, the college presidents gavein on some issues. -
When it became clear that binding arbitration was to be agreed to, the
chancellor did, request to be.consulted on the specifics, particularly,
possible exclusions. In addition to the agreement for arbitration, a major
advantage for the union was that all policy changes (leaking with working
conditions -were to be held up -until a study commission to resolvethe conflict

between,the.collective bargaining law and other states' lawS reported. So
-while theNJEA had fought and lost the battle to ,keep,the state out of nego-
tiations, the AFT used political pressure to open up negotiationS.z In going

--;.--Ithis-route -they=were-dupticating-the-style of the-chancelI-or-who had-alw
bypassed the'bargaining- proeess by going directly to the legislature:tobring
about tenure changes.

Howevgr,.all was not to be peaceful for the governor. In negotiations
for a wage reopener that began the same year (fall of 1974), the AFT_called.----
'for a strike after only three bargaining_seisionsw--The'OER -haACOnce again,,

this.....time.-in-a--diffiellTnificTga year, indicated that Meaningful salary .nego-
tiation' could not occur until the budget picture was more clear. For
reasons that will not be chronicled here, an eight-day strike occurred during
November and, once agaih, direct intervention by the governor's counsel was
necessary to end the strike. While the basic contract issues were not resolved,
a seven-point agreement signed by the AFT leaders and the governor's counsel. s-

. (without DHE or0ER participation) ended the strike. ,One item in particular- -

caused the governor significant problems with the state college presidents
the issue of back wages. They demanded, and received, a. meeting with the
governor and threatened to refuse to "reward" the .strikers by'payi4 back
,wages. The chancellor, who had. been publicly supporting the governor's budget
program, was also angered. A compromise was eventually worked out in media-
tion in which the strikers did. not receive full payment for time lost.

So what has evolved in the New Jersey state colleges under astate
. administration. more supportive of bargaining than its predecessor is a highly
centraliied decision-making process on major 'issues -like salaries'and arbitra-
tion. Another indication of the degree of centralization is the fact that the
OER'policy council has not met under the new administration. The OER apparent-
ly takes its direction directly from the governor's office. Again, this body,
which had included the president of the Civil Service Commission (not retained'.
by the new administration), had been rather conservative in labor relations .

.matters. The state budget director, who had also resisted altering his pro-
cedures to accommodate the bargaining process, resigned early in the new ad..'
ministration.

Local Negotiations. While there has been centralized decision'making
in state college bargaining on many issues, there have been,some factors that
have offset some of this`centralization. liven though local negotiations were
Strongly discounted by the state during the tenure of the NJEA, there is sig-
nificant evidence that local problem solving took place. One institution
negOtiated a local agreement and for the. most' part, it was honored, dmipite
contrary advice from the state. Another institution had substantially tom-

. plated local negotiations but implemented the agreements in another way.
.Other formal and informal agreements on individual issues,were reached on

3 2
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several campuses as the administration attempted to respond to local problems.

' Also, local NJEA leadership - administration relationships Were long standing.,

Some of these agreements were known to the state; others were .not. The

.nature of the issues dealt with tended to be noneconomic,,..

Before negotiations for the NJEA's second contract commenced in I971,,
the chancellor sent aletter to local administrations including thefollowing.

'statement:

"...all negotiations affecting members of the state
College faculty unit will be carried on .at the state
level,and that ail agreements reached_ will be incor-
porated in the statewide agreement and_shalapply-----:

7.==unitiornifjr-to-alrmeinbers--of--the---statewide_not No -;

negotiations shall be' carried on at the college

. level."14 ,

<- The negotiations for the second contract were never completed because
'the AFTehallenged the NJEA and became the new bargaining agent. In its

-first -set of negotiations, the AFT placed great priority pn local negotiations'
_and, with the aid of political pressure, was able to legitimize and formalize

local negotiations. The contract signed in February'1974 called for a local
consultation procedure and provided local negotiations over major revisions of
appointrnt,-retention, tenure and promotion procedures; over workload policies
at Stockton and Ramapo colleges; local consultation over work surroundings,

equipment and support personnel and the academic calendari negotiations over
assignment or ideation of parking spaces; consultation over changes in policy

- related to granting credit hours for independent study; .supervision of prac-

tice teaching or internships or noncredit courses; and negotiations over dis-
agreeTents over faculty responsibilities. Many of these issues 'had been dealt

with -informally under the NJEA, often using established governance procedures.

"

-

'Contract Administration. One major difference between the state

colleges and other institutions that has centralizing tendencies is the nature
of the grievance process, The DHE has a step beyond the local administration,

as,dpes the OER. However, due to the limited scope of the initial grievance
procedure, for example, nonreappointments were not grievable, there were few,

grievances under the contract, thus minimizing centralizing tendencies. How -.

ever, the scope of the procedure negotiated by -the AFT in 1974 is broader and
will likely increase the centralizipg effects of the grievance process.

At Rutgers, NJ1T,.CMDNJ and the community colleges, the final adminis-
trative involvement is at the local Anstitution.. Again, the design of the

grievance process tends to reflect historical authority patterns-.

Community Colleges

The two-year institutions represent the best context in whiCh to
evaluate the interaction of bargaining and DHE. Since no one from DBE or ORR

has been at the bargaining, table, there has been no direct impact on decision

Making in the byrgaining context. Efforts of the DHE to coordinate bargaining
communications have also been resisted and unsuccessful. Thus, DHE influence

in this sphere has been minimal,. and the great diversity of the agreements
and-their geniIrally broader scope reflect this fact.

14 Letter from Chancellor Ralph A. Dungan to-state college administrators,
September 1971. - , r

,
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However,.local have,theen very much aware of DHE actiV:-
ities in other areas such as rogram approval, implementation of complex
accounting 'an :auditing proce ores, development of policies to control tenure,
changes in tenure probation and implementation of career planning,2nd pro-
posed' differential fundin460ifferent types' of programs.

1 1

What the bargaining agent have attempted to do through court action
and arbitration is to stop perceived unilatefal activities of DHE.in areas
of major concernto faculty, e.l. tenure and outside employment policies.'

.
.s-

Rutgers.Mniversity

, During the first set of negotiations at Rutgers University in 1970,
appeared as if bargaining were going to have a major centralizing effect.

Unable to achieve. agreement with the Administrative bargaining team, the
AAUP by-passed the university and negotiated an econotic,settlement with DHE
or OAR.. As part'of this settlement, however, the AAUP agreed to differential
treatment of, Rutgers librarians, pending the outcome of-a state job evaluation.
The librarians., who have fAcult4t status at,Rutgers, were incensed at this

,, treatment, and the administration was not terribly happy at having this
settlement imposed on it either. After a\protracted negotiating period, the
dispute was eventually resolved in favor of the librarians. But the. incident
was important, in that.it sensitized the parties to'the need to work more .

cooperatively to solve local problems. AAUP, end-running activities' have

contipued, but for the most part have been restricted to matters where the ,

real power existed beyond the local institution before the onset of bargaining
-- salary and economic, fringes. In this sense, the AAUP was just continuing
its past practices before bargAining:

One of the reasons that bargaining at Rutgers has not centralized
authority,on.other issues is that'the parties have made opurposeful effort,
to preserve local" governing mechanists and thus does' authority. The limited
.scope of the Rutgers agreement reflects these shared values: Two examples
will illustrate how the parties have attempted to mesh governance and bargain-
ing. When the AAUP proposed certain changes in the tenure proceSS, the ed-
ministration was essentially in agreement with the changes: But rather than
incorporate the changes into an agreement,=the parties jointly submitiedtheir
proposals to.the university senate for broader input. The senate processed
the proposals and eventually recommended changes that were incorporated into
University Rules and Regulations.

As another example, the AAUP wished to 40,-leve a long-desired goal.,
aSabbatizal prograi. Again,' suggestions were!tr;o to the senate to develop
a self-financing program, and thosenatc devised such a plan. State authori-
ties were not directly involved in either of these issues, although if the
sabbatical program had involved a cost factor it is likely they would ,have
been The self-funding program provides RD-per-cent pay for a. full yeat.

In any event, the willingneSs of theAAUP toiSolve problems outside
of the bargaining context has not interfered with the greater autonomy, from
the state on educational policy and faculty personnel matters that the
Rutgers administration and board of governots have enjoyed by tradition and
law. There has been little disruption of.internal governance mechanisms by
collective bargaining as the AAUP has attempteckto bring about change. Using
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established mechanisMs, the AAUP.addresses issues before the senate and..
brings other issues to it: For example, when the AAUP became aware a.m.,
'agreement betweenthe.Rutgerg administration and DHE concerning control of the
computer; the AAUP called for arsenate investigation. A senate committee
studied the issue and, with the AAUP, pressed the issue before the board of:*
higher/ educations Actien'on the compufer_arrangement Aas-delayed7-thd4h-
there are differencesaf iipinien as whether the final result was better
than the original agreement. ,?

.The AAUP alsotook the DHE to courtefer violating the autonomy of
Rutgers in adopting a student-faculty ratio funding policy and a new (for'
Rutgers)` budgetary calendar. The AAUP also. claimed that the unilateral
adoption'hbd violated the New Jersey Employer-Employee Relations Act for
not bargaining over working conditions, and the procedural requirements of
the New Jersey Administrative Procedures Act. While the AAUP lost its..case.

on loil.codnts,14'its activity does indicate the Tole the AAUP plays. At
. Rutgers, the determination of the calendar was delegated to the senate, but .
the senate cannot challenge 'the DHE for interfering with its jurisdiction -

since, as part of an institution whose administration,and governing board.Chese;
not to undertake a legal challenge of DHE authority', 11 cannot independently
take action. So- the AAUP undertook the challenge,and lost partly because .the
court said it was the university's obligation to undertake legal action to
protect its autonomy.
, .

While bargaining has net contributed in a major way to the centraliza-
tion of authority between Rutgers and the state, this is not to say it has
not occurred. A continuing, public battle between the Rutgers administration
and the DHE underlies the perceptionot th-Rutgers administration that the --
DHE is seriously interfering withthe autonomy of the university..tSoon'after

to the 'governor outlining the ways in which he felt the chancell r had
Governor Byrne took office in 1974, President Bloustein sent a length memoran-

dum
his legal authority to establish broad policY..outlines. President

Bloustein claimed that the chancellor was using his ex-officio position on the
Rutgers Board of Governors to manage the institution, was attempting to invade
the university's control of its .personnel policy, was attempting to determine
academic policy by the imposition of a sixteen-week calendar, was using the
budget'process-as a tool of management accountability-instead of fiscal
accountability and was using the approval process to manage-education rather
than to ensure compliance with the master plan. fn a reply to the governor,

the chaniellor did not deny President Bloustein's statements, but,maintained
that the relationship of Rutgers and the state should be based more on policy
considerations most reflecting the public interest and not from a.legal-view-
point. For the purpose of this paper, it is sufficient to note that there if
significant tension between the university and the state as a consequence of
the evolving managerial efforts of DHE and that the Rutgers administration .

has, used the political route to challenge the .DHE.
/

The Autgers-DHE tension is contributing to 0 basic changen the bar-
gaining relationship. The need of the university, to respond in a timely *

fishion,to external demands and an attempt to streamline the manage ent.of the
university as a response to external pressures have created a significant -

degree of faculty-administration tension over the past two years as the faculty
perceive they are being left out of important declsioni, some of wh-ch they

15126 N.J. Super. 53 (App., Div, 1973).
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oppose.' These changes, among oihers, have led the AAUP, which has felt lelt
Out ofthese activities, to request negotiationsoi the first time this year
over a wide range of govOrmance_issues,--Whether-bargaining
authority on these.issoeS is yet to be seen. But a five-year span of bargain-
ineat Rutgers has contributed.littie to the centralization of authoritrto
external authorities. Indeedohe efforts of the AAUP in some instiffceg-hiVe
attempted to bring authdrity back to the institution. A greater degree of
formal loCal autonomy and,-until this year, a mutual agreement between the.

ti` parties at Rutgers to limit formal negotiations to issues other than govern-
ance-account for this conclusion.-

WIT and CMDNJ

The pattern of'bargaining at NJIT and CMDNJ closely follows-the pattern
at Rutgers. Even though state negotiators have been at the bargaining table
at these institutions, the limited scope of negotiations has minimized external '

influence Through-the bargaining nechanitd. At CMIDNJ, despite the virtual
; absence of either a_faculty personnel system or effective governance mechan-,
isms, the AAUP was satisfied with a profisioh in its first contract that
indicated that,negotiations over these issues would take place only if bylaws
stablishing these factors were not approvedby a certain date. The bylaws'

were.approved: At NJIT a close bargaining relationship of the agent-faculty' ,

. governance body and the mutual desire of the parties to,minimize outsiae-inter-
ferenee were important factors. Moreover, 'the NJIT governing board possesses
similar; if not stronger, legal autonomy from the state .than Rutgers. The
CMDNJ' governing body is. more closely related to the state, but still possesses'
moreauthority than-the state college governing boards. For example, tenure
poliCies are eablished by board bylaws, not by statute-.

Summary

1. At the state colleges, the bargaining process reflects a history of
centralized decision making within the educational hierarchy. .However, a
conservative bargaining posture by the DHE and OER and a relaiively_wearbak:.
gaining law,have produced a greater degree of political involvement'in the
.educational decision=making process. -

N

2. At Rutgers, NJIT and CMDNJ, economic decisions are centralized as before,
bat most often the scppo of bargaining has been limited for nonlegal reasons
as noted aboVe, thus minimizing the centralizing tendencies of negotiations.
Itmgreater autonomy of the local boards reinforces this pattern.

,

3. 'At the toiMunity colleges, bargaining has moved forward with minimal
external influence.on any kind of'issues. The more extensive agreements
reflect this factor,_ as well as a greater, tendency to use the bargaining
process (vis-aoris governance) to solve problems.

4. The centralizing effects of DHE, in addition to creating pressure 'for
bargaining, 'have forced the unions into court on a n bar of occasions'in an
attempt to bring. authority back to the faculty, i.e,,. broaden the scope of
negotiations. In the context of bargaining, the DHE con nues to promulgate
and implement policies that the unions perceive us having mplicatiohs for
negotiable faculty working conditions, Or, as noted above, ailing to achieve:

3 J-).
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agreement with'the NJEA on tenure changes, th4DHE,bypassed'negotiations by ,

seeking legislative changes. It is interesting to note that the president of
Rutgers also resorted to political tactics is an attempt to offset what he felt
were the excessive ctntralizing effects of DNE. Tndeed; all presidents, when ,-;

,asked to- ,relate their feelings about the centralizing effects of bargaining-
yersus DHE, considered,theeffeddf-D1147to outweigh that of bargainingly far.; .
The interesting aspect is that in the context of diffused management authority5

',unions and various levels of management engage in end-running activities to
achieve their goals.

.

S. Bargaining,has not always led to a centralization of authority beyond.
'local institution4m all issues. Negotiations ,between the union and the local

administration may result in a coalition to bargain together in.order to -

protect l'oca'l autonomy or to pursue common goal's individually against state

administrative authorities or the legislature. In the former alternative, the
gurres could sette local issues directly, establishing either local rules
that,do not appear in, the -agreement or local deviations tocircumvent the
broader formal contract, or thepariles may agree jointly to pursue rule.'
changes through established local governance mechanisins. An important.effect.
4fthis type of coalition would be to preserve traditional governance proce-
dures. In .fact, a shared belief in preserving these precedUres:may-reinforce. s.
this activity: However, these tactics are likely to be effedtive in the long
run only where.the local governing board has some degree of autonomy, since
the circumvented parties may hot permit such activities once they become

. aware of them:nder the AFT, many of these informal negotiating activities
c' in the state colleges have been institutionalized in the contract..

In summary, collective bargaining in'New Jersey public institutions of
higher educatiOn has tended to adapt to historical patterns of authority. As

a consequence, the sellirate centralizing effects of bargaining in general %.

have been minimized. To the contrary, bargaining agents Akenerallif have
attempted through bargaining and court action to offset the more dominant
ceatrali;ifig effects of the department of higher eduCation.asit has attempted
to rationalize decision making in New Jersey higher education. It was the
'inability of the state college bargaining Agents to counter DHE efforts to
protulgato policy in'arcas the bargaining agents perceived were negotiable,
which eventually led to political involvement inedubational matters. Finally,
IOcal negotiations, some legitimate in the eyes of the state and seine not,

havelso tended to offset some of the centraliFing tendenciesorcollective
bargaining,

Propositions
4 !

The New Jersdy;experience 'suggests some propositions against which.

. other experiences might be tested. These propositions are as follows:

Unions will'adopt thine bargaining strategies.necessary to achieve their
'goals,.including end-runs to higher educational management or t^s-zIplitical.

forces, a process that, has centralizing tendencies.

2. 1.6._relatively weak bargaining law, coupled witWa conservative Management
bargaining approach, may lead to greater, political involvement since the
union perceives that this approach is more likely to achieve desired gains.
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3. Centralization under bargaining is more likely wheie there is=a tradition
of centralized decision making.

4.' Broad bargaining units`that are not reflective of the "before" bargaining-
locus, of power tai create centralization if the "before" locus of authority
is below the level encompassed by the unit,

'a
5. The'locus of authority-under bargaining may vary by issua;:particularly'
between educational and political forces. Economic decisions are always
likely tcOinvolve politicarforces.

6.' The broader the formal scope of negotiations, the greater the centralize-
To the extent traditional

governance is,utilized,,the lower the formal
scope of negotiations. However, the broader the unit, the more difficult it
is to utilize local governance processes.

7. In broad units encompasiing different types of inatitutions not connected
with traditional.governance mechanismi, the centralization of alathority,411.
be faster-since there Are no other mechanisms for faculty input at that level.

,C Where state tOordinating'autborities
have centralized authority in nego-

tiations, bargaining may decentralize decision makirg to faculty but not to
.Io'cal institutions.

B. Strike activity, is likely to politicize the bargaining process, though In
. New Jersey other forces were more important.

10. Ogsettingthe centralizing tendency will be efforts at the institutional
level to solve problems'and preserve local autonomy. ,Legal or tradltional.,
autonomy reinforces these activities':
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Introduction
511

4

.-This paper reviews the experience of the State University of New York

(SU?Y) with five years of collective bargaining and.gives particular emphasis

to its impact on-state-institutional relationships. After providing some

background material, thepaper discusses, the Taylor law, the New York Public

EiplOyment Relations Board (PERB) and the office of employee relation's (0Eit):`

Then it presents observations that'result from a study of SUNY conducted in

the spring and. summer of 1975. The paper concludes with several observations

about the actual and potential impact of unionism onstate government-,,

institutional- relations.

Or aniz ti n41 Back round

The 29-campus State University of New ?kirk (SUNY) is the only public

instit tion in the state' established directly under the overview of state

"gove ent.' With an enrollment of 140,000 full-time students,-the'university

consi is of four university centers (two of which have also.healtHLse4enet- ,

cents s as part of thc* campus)', two medical centers., 13 colleges of arts
.

And iences (pAviously predominantly teacher education institutions), six .,

'agri ultural and technical'collegeg, three specialized collegecs (forestry,

marl ime and optometry) and one nonresidential-vollege. For this system,

near y 15,000 faculty members and nonteaching professional dhployees bargain

as e unit, represented by't4e United University Professions (UUP), under

sta e permissive legislation 'known as the Taylor, Law. On the other side of

the table, "management," is reptesented by, the state, ffice of employee rela-

tio s,(0ER), backed up by, representatives from-the,SURY central administrrIion

in lbany and from various state offiCes, especially the division of the

_____ hu et. The bargaining process is conducted in a,mannor formally separate
,

- f the university s board of trustees whose concerns and interests are

&re resented to the DER by the office ,of the chancellor.

'.vs`1

i
Economieprovisions agreed to in bargaining are subject to the approval'

o' ,the legislature and aro suBmitted to it as a part of the total executive

hUdget for the state by the govetnor. In practice; howeyer, since negotiatiOns

haveusually not coincided with the normal budget proccis, fiscal changes

!resulting fromthe union contracts have gone to.* legislature in a supple-

"
ntary.budget or as special legislative bill Ae'a result, they may have.

received more direct attention than normally would be tfic situation in the

s/review of the'executive budget. ,
A

.

The structure of Ifie state,legislature as it relatgs to higher educa,-

tion warrants a. rief mention. The main avenue for the university budget

- traditionally hat led to the legislature via the goyernor's.office.40 During

a
1
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the'past two years.eacii'house of
r

the legislature has had a committee on
,higher eduction, either as a standing or a select committee. Previously,
since 1966 at least,, there Was'a joint committee of,both houses to serve
this purpose. These legislative committees, however, have concerAed themselves

.'with the private colleges and universities as well as with the affairs ofthe
City University of New York, SUNY aiitr.the comManity,colleges. And they have
not played a ,significant role in budget review but, rather, haie given their
attention to special maqers such as scholarships and grants, student disci-
pline, academic,programsrand geneiallannink of higher education.

o The legal.basis for the relationships central to this paper were
established by means of three 4egisfative actions and subsequent amendmerits.
Orie is the statute that.served to establish the State University and.elpii-'
cites in considerable detail the;responsibilities and authorities of its
governing,bOard. A secondOs the "permissive legislation" that guarantees
the right ofipublic employees throughout the state to engage in collective
bargaining with appropriate' agencies such as' municipalities; local boards of
education4and the state itself. The thirdis a brief statute that.established
the office of employee relations as a unit of the executivebranch to conduct
negotiations for'the state with all of its employees. Here we will discuss
Only the legislation on bargaining and that establiShing OER.

''
a

The Taylor Law and the Public Employment Relations Board

The 1967 Public Employment Relations Act, known'as the Taylor Law in
, recognition of the chairman of the.comittee that formulated the philosophy,
basic to the act, generally receives credit as the initiator of c011eqtive

.'bargaining for professionals in the university. It iS=a standard labor rela-
tions statute under which all public employees, state, county, city, town,
village, public authorities, certain special tervice.districts and school
districts, receive the'right to organize forthe putpose of collective bar -
gaining. Essentially,. thp statute requires public employers to negotiate with
employee representatives and to-enter into written agreements; sets up iMpasse
procedures for the resolution of contract disputes, prohibits improper laberi
practices by both' employers and employee organisations and continues the ,

public lawprohibitIon against strikes by public eiployees.1 There is no
provisiop'in the law for binding arbitration other than for police and firemen.

The act ,is administered by the.Public Employment Relations Board (PERB),'
which consists of three members appointed by the governor with the advice and
consent of the senate,"fral persons representative of the public." Its chair-.
pan serves full time and oversees PERB staff and administration. It exercises,
threeprimary.-lunctions: the determination of bargaining units and certifica-
tion of bargaining' agents, the resolution of contract negotittion disputes
by providing for mediation and fact-finding processes including maintaining
staff andOancls and by supervising arbitration .precedures, and the establish-.
went of procedures for and serving of a court of appeal:on..matters related to
improper practices..

4

.. .1The statute is most explicit about regal action that shall be taken in the
,event of % strike land about the penalties to be imposed. Nevertheless, , '°
strikes; by school 'teachers have taken placa within the state. Superintendents
and school boards have not instituted the appfopriatc legal actions or, if
they have, ha40 not generally followed through td the point of severe '
penalties other than the lots'of pay for days during which teachets have not
worked. ' ...

4
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' The PERE determines 'the culpability of employees' organizatiOnsfor- .1%.--.

striking and Orders appropiiate forfeiture,of duesoheCk-off privileges: -0

.0ther'penalties %An beadministered by the.courtsaind the employer. It also

-has a responsibility for making statistical data available on wages, benefits.

..mnd:OkOnyment,practices and for recommending changes in the lawsto the. legis-

lature.'
,;.
Alterthe initial unit determination, PERB has had only four cases

relatqd to the university. One of these falls into a routine category in

thit it dealt .with the designation of adiinistrative officers'in the category
of -"management confidential" and thus;not eligible for,membership in the .

Union: Ahother decision supported the $ling of a hearing offiber
rejecieckan improper practice charge, by the baigaining agent." This leaves twos

decisions of sufficient significance to warrant.brief attention.

.
The first ruling, in January" 1974, constituted a reaffirmation of the

Original unit determination decision. The Civil Servicefmployees Association
with the Senate Professional Association.(S0A) and the American'Association of

University' Professors' Connell for SOY as interveners filed,a petition'for
the decertification.of the SPA "as the representative of pertain nonacademic

professional employees." In effect:, itsought,to limit SPA toacadeimic

personnel', a detire opposed before.the PERE hearing officer by SPA:. In a

lengthy deciiion the heiringoffiter denied"the petition on the basis that.

4NTP'S[Ponteaching profesionalq did enjoy effective and m4aningfUlmego-
tiations on salary,asirell as other matters." .

,

-The second decision, in Apr41974, bore only indirectly upon SUNY;
but contained a significant implication for faCulty governance. This Case

resulted from a petition of the board of higher education of New York City.

,The question raised was: "Is'the composition of the personnel and.budget
committees (which consider the reappointment, tenure and promotion of faculty)

ii.-,mandatory subjtct of negotiations ?" The union, the Professional Staff
Congress,. sought to bar students from membership on these committees. 'The .

PERE in a .split'decision, two to one, determined that student participation

on the committees was not Stexm and condition of employment of the faculty..'

:Recognizing the tradition-oUpeer evaluation, the ruling notes that "there
is,a differenCe between the role of ,college teachersas employees and their

. policy-making function wad goes under the name of collegiality." The
essence of the decision was stated as follows: "We .. distihguish between
the roleof faculty as employees and its role as'a participant,in governance

of its colleges. In the former role, it has the right to be represented by
the-employee organization of its choice inthe determination of terms and

conditions of employment.... In the latter role, the faculty eaercises prem..

gatives-related to the structure of governance of the employer,.... These

prerogativeS.may continue to be.exercised through the traditional channels of',

academic committees and faculty senates and may be altered in the smile manner

as available prior to the enactment of the Taylor Lai." It appears that in

'New York the. PERS may move in the direction of recognizing a distinction

between collective bargaining andliculty governance and, in making this

distinction, place limitations upon the scope of barganing.2
1 .

1,\

2As an interesting and perhaps significant sidelight, it should he noted thit

the board.of regents in 1974 reaffirmed a 1972 policy recommendation thit

academic tenure, curriculum development and revision, faculty evaluation and,,

promotion, student/faculty ratios and class size, and organizational,struc-

tare shobld not be included in collective negotiations.
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Office of Pm.ployee, Relations

. Following the enactment of the TaylorLaw, the governor deSignated a
negotiating committee for' bargaining with state employees consisting of his
secretary, the chairman of the Civil Service Commission and the director of
the budget: 'A unit of the division of the budget served. the committee as a.
reuearch And resource agency. However, by t/he time the university profession0
.personnel'entered into negotiations, this.sfructure had been succeeded by'the
statureconstituted office of employee. relations (01112), which was r6ponsible
far developing state employment po4ieles and for devising strategies and
tactics eXpedientfor.their implementation. The statute, Article 24 of the
Executive Law, went into effect June 1, 1969.

The 0ER...statute is a very brief one creating the office as an "agent"
for the governor responsible to him for the conduct of negotiations, to !'assure
the proper implementation and administration of agreements reached," and to
as'sis't the governor and "direct and coordinate" the state's activities under
the Taylor Law. Its director assists the governor "with regard..to relations,
between the state and its employees," Significantly, it provides that agree-

.,ments negotiated'shall be implemented and' administered "notwithstanding any
inconsistent provision of law" upon "Written request" from the director Of

-the office. The tirst contract With the SONY professional Anion (SPA), estab-
lished the OER as- respondent to, grievances at the third step following.review
by the.office af,the chancellor. By the terms of the contract, it also series
to obtain arbitrators mutually satisfactory to the union and itself. At the
same tim.) it carries the burden for'the'state when a wiAtance goes before a;'
arbitrator.

o Concurrently the OER staff has develdped a close working relationship
:With counterpart staff members in the central administration. 'As a result,
matters related to 'contract administration have been reviewed informally. The'
two offices haie!.collaborated in resolving questions arising from the inter-
.pretation of 'contract provisions and were able to cooperate'closely in the,
Mparation.for,the second round of contract negotiations. They also reviewed
14MicieS likely to affect e-e agreement such as those concerned with retrench-

. 'Dent, centrateadministration procedures related to such matters as leaves And
travel allowances, and job security' review.

A parallel relationship did not develop with the union leadership,
,

although the first executive secretary of the SP/Vaud the OER staff were in
fairly. regular` communication during the initial period of implementing the

", first contract., IC similar gap'has,held between the union leadership and
central administration, although there was souk evidence that in the last year
more effective interrelationship has grown out of cOnferences with the chancel-
lor. The fact thatthe union leadership has changed at regular intervals

,fdllowing elettions and that its elected officials have tended. to view the
"administration" of the university wit:t some dismust undoubtedly, has proven
a factor%here.,

t),./

In,summary, as one views the background for collective bargaining in
New York, the organizational structures accompanying it have shaped the rela-
tionships between the,university and state government and will continue to do

,

so.' Unionization on'the part of the professional staff has appeared as a
d±rect consequerce-of permissive legislation (the Taylor Law) that established
tilsomijudicial.public employees relations board. This board (PERB) .has
enforced the formation of one large, sprawling bargaining unit, parallel to'
SONY itself and composed of widely diverse a, idenic centerS% Major university
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research and professiondl centers at Buffalo and Stony Brook.havp been grouped.
together with four-year general purpose teaching Colleges and two-year

-technical. and agricultural institutes. The formation of the 0Elt.as anogency

'2,0f.the governor:te handle negotiations and contract administration has assured

a direct and potentially powerful role for the state. The central, administra-

tion faces the task of searching out overarching policies and prOcedures..that

account for the Val institution with a possible diminution: in the recogni-
tion of themniqueneSs of the various campuses. In a parallel situation,, the'

union leadership has had to face a similar difficulty in order to present at
.the bargaining table a position suitable for its diverse constituency and to,

''maintain an effective organization- for members holding a wide diversity of

values and interests. "-

Unionism in SUNY

The professional personnel orthe university were. he last to organize

under the Taylor-Law; It was not until late January 1971. that the bargaining

unit had been determined and a bargaining-agent chosen and recognized'bI2ERB.
The unit determination issue delayed the election of an agent and was signifi-
cant for this analysis because of its implications for the organization of the

university and its relationship with the state. A single bargaining, unit

Auld reinforce the existing centralization of the university's administration.
(./

Three issues had to be resolved, each of which has had i significance
for the character of the collective bargaining reietttnships, Which followed!

o
'the size,of the'inlit,geographitally, the categories of employees to 'be
included and the organizations qualified to participate in the election. The

first of these was degided by including all campuses in one large unit, and

the second by including in it both facultynembers and nonteaching professional
staff members ( NTP's), about 14,500 of which two-thirds were academici4ns'.
Aespoading to the issue of qualified organizations, PERB recognized the right

of the university-wide faculty senate to enter the election. The State

University Federation of Teachers (SUFT) made an unsuccessful court Challenge

of this ruling, but in the end the senate leadership chose not fo.enter the

election. Instead, some of its members assisted in the formation of'aSenate'..
Professional Association (SPA) that,combined elements of both the Senate and

an association representing the professional staff.

During.the election campaign, which occurred in late 1970, SPA entered'

into an informal association with the National.Education Association and its

"state affiliate, the New York State Teachers Association under which it

received financial and organizational support. It carried the endorsement of

.
many senior faculty members and the leadership of the NTP's. SPA won a run-

. .',off erection. against SUFT in January 1971. About the same tithe, it affiliated

formally with the NIA and State Teachers Association. Negotiations extended

over the summer and resulted.finally in a contract approved in late August

1971 and effective from July 1 of that yearto June 30, 1974.

The PERO determinationjor one large unit led almost immediately to
internal problems for the new union, problems that have affected also4he
relationships with the state government and the university's central adminis-

tration.. Fundamentally these had to .do with-the reconciliation of widely
divergent constituencies In which interests and value commitments of. faculty

moOdrs differed from those of other professionals, thoseOf the university

centers from those of the four-year and two-year Colleges and those of the'-.

health science centers from those in other academic programs. All of this
,
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was'further complicated by the merger of tht State Teachers Association with
the United Federation of Teachers-and subsequent pressure for SPA to merge
With,its rival, SUFT. In time formal negotiations were initiated and in spring
1973 a new, combined union emerged and assumed the name of United University
Professions(UUP),

Despite its problems, the one large unit has continued. The.UUP
negotiated'a second contract that runs until June 1976. It survived a
representatibn challenge to PERB that sought to break off the NfP'S. It has
gained,in political strength within the state through its association with. the

'combinedNEA-AFT New York State daited Teachers in which Albert Shanker serves
as an active leader and president. Yet, while membership has increased sub-

it includes only about one-third of the approximately 14,500
persons in the unit. There remain substantial differences in attitudes toward
and in support of the UUP among the campuses. Its.ma3or strength comes'from
the two-year and four-year colleges and greatest resistance in terms of mem-
bershi0-from-the university and -health science centers. In terms (4 this, one
can say with considerable confidence that it is not viewed as fully represen-
tative of the university's professional personnel, a situation that tends to .

enhance the voice of central administration as the spokesman for the.niver-
sity in the view of officers and agencies of state government.

I
..

mpadt of Unionism
%>

in the'perspective of neatly five years of professional unionism and
-trio. negotihted contracts, the question now_arises as to if, how much and in
what wai's, collective bargaining has impacted upon the manner in'Which the
university relates to the state governMent. Has professional unionism made a
.significant difference? At this point in their observations, thy authors
have to reply in the affirmative. Fundamentally,ond pervasively, collective
bakgaining is proving a force in support of the centralization of decision .

making within the university, in,organizational,affairs especially,,but also
,incipiently into academic policy making, since the two can never be real*
separated. And in the process it has encouraged more direct involvement in
university affairs by agencies' of the executive branch of the state government.`,

. ,

The observations in this section derive from a Carnegie-sponsored study
of .the New York situation conducted during the spring and summer of 1975. The -

focus of'the study was upon the impact of Collective bargaining on the rela-
tionships between the State University of New York and the various agencies
of the state government. . -

. ,

The quality and degreeof collective bargaining's influence upon state.
'Auniversity -state government relationships has complexities and subtleties
beyond the points repOrted here. Certainly, one can speculate about the
union's influence upon. the attitudes and values of faculty members as they
recognize more directly their status as state employees. Conversely, it

.appears inevitable that legislative officials and executive officers in state
government will view the university and'. its academic/professional personnel
differently. We ,do not explore fully in this paper, as another example, the
iMplications,of unionism as a "third bureaucracy" interrelating in the state.

, capital with that of the state government and-of the university; nor do' we
examine in any detail the implications for the university trustees of negotia-
tions bet

/

een the union and an office of state government.
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What follows in this section constitutesithe preliminAry generalize:- - jr

tions.growwbut of the analysis- of data for the study. These generalization

portray the perceptions and obsefvations made during interviews with more than

'''SO individuals in the legislative and executive branches of state goiernment,

in'theentral administration of theniversity,...in the union, both in the

capital and on three selected campuses, and in administrative posts on local

:campuses.

Overall, the responses contained an interesting dualism. On the one

_hand, evidence of impact came through clearly; while on the other, it was

'reiterated frequently that much of the ongoing operation of-theuniversity

continues in ways -not affected by collective bargaining. In pArt, the latter

condition reflects' a relatively weak union frequently not viewed as represent-

,ing.,the total constituency. But more significantly the negotiation 'of the

contracts and their administration has remained to a high degree within the

confines of two special offices, one for the university and the other for'the

State. Theie offices interact regularly with each other but'tend to have only

consultative interactions with other officers in their organizatiqns.

Nonetheless, the impact of collective bargaining upon the university

,operation is both direct and very significant. For example, more than three-

fourths of the total. budget consists of personnel costs, a very substantial

portion of which are negotiated by the UUP. The result has been a tendency

for the administrative staff 'Of the university to leave the initiative in

thesematters up to contract negotiations. But salaries and fringe benefits

'/.-remain a potent element the ability of the university to attract and hold

-good' academic and other professional staff members. Increases in these costs .

also have to be,met by reductions in other outlays.such as those for the

library, laboratories and other facilities important for the qualify of

instruction, and research. In this sense, therefore, one finds an agency of

the state government, namely the OER, directly involved in deciSions that

affect the welfare of the entire university. Despite a close consultative
relationship with-central administrationo0ER has little direct contact with

campus presidents and administrative heads who haVe the most immediate xespon-

sibilities for the operation of the university.,

In a similar manner, personnel policies related to employment, OVel&-

tion:and promotion of faculty and NTP's have become in part a matter for-

,. negotiated contracts and likely will become increasingly so. While to date

the contract has dealt primarily with the procedural aspects of personnel

policies to assure enatablet ivreatment, the lack of empha.iii uposubstance

.likely will prove a difficult one tq'maintain. Already the contract has

forced a university-wide effort to clarify and formalize personnel procedures

and records with a.xesulting increase in staffing costs and intrusions upon

'administrative time. Again the university administration at the state and
,local levels finds itself influenced in policy and practice As a result of

negotiations carried out by an office of the state government.

The importance of this development lies in precedents set. While the

interviews supported a general satisfaction within the central administration

and the board of trustees with the present management, acquiescence in the .

primaryole of the OER has established a procedure that will carry on beyond

the individuals currently handling contract negotiations. New personnel in'

the OER holding a different set of attitudes about the university and/Or a

different sense of its academic functions could result in a significant change -

in policy. The existing organizational structure, therefore, could facilitate
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a very substantial increase in state government control over the operation of
.

'the university, especially if the scope of bargaining were to broaden.

Furthermore, when one views the role of the OER as an 'agent. for the
governor *negotiations, one can anticipate that changes, in the state's,
executive well,m# result in changes in attitude and in policy evidenced in
the bargaining-. The consequences very well may appear in bargaining decisions
that hare a bearing upon-the university. Thies, for example, a governor

,.oriented 'toward supporting-labor in a time of economic recession. might favor=
as agency shop agreement in lieu of a majovsalary increase. Ora illustra-
lively, the OER in a circumstance might concur in distribution of economic
benefits that support the two-year and four-year colleges:wherein lies the
major support for the union, at the expense of the university-centers. This
in turn well could alter the 'nature of the university in a fundamental way.

Although this is speculation, one can conceive that a governor might prove
more responsive. to the political influence of a university union aligned with

statewide labor organization. At the present time; however, such consequences
c as these have not emerged and negotiations on the side of the state have

reflected a balance of input from both the central administration of SONY and
the state division of the budget to the OER in its stance at the bargaining
table.

. .

1...4

If there has been any constraint upon the ,university by the system of
bargaining, it lies in its tendency to. support the centralization of authority.
,Presidenti'andoiher campus administrators have no direct input and little
apparent influence upon the bargaining decisions, yet they.face in large part,
responsibility for the administration of provisions of the contract. They,
more than'the staff of the central administration, must meet fice-to-face with
union 'heads, develop initial reactions, to grievances and handle the, immediate
administrative problems and relationships related to negotiated contracts.
=Paralleling their administrative counterparts, campus faculty leaders within
the union must,normally seek to establish appropriate and effective relations
with local campus adhinlstrators within the terms of agreemehtt negotiated
at the state level. The result in Newt York, as in other statewide systems; is
the development of two essentially bureaucratic systems functioning in tandei,
,albeit at times not in 'harmony. Oh the one hand the administrators find
themselves forced increasingly to look to the centraadminittration through
the established organizational channels for directions and authorization,
related to campus policies and actions. On the other, faculty leaders and
their counterparts for the nonteaching professional staff find it necessary
todeal with union headquarters located in the state capital, on many matters,
'Previously dealt with through campus governing bodies and internal administra-
tive channels.

4 sw
The consequence of the shift in internal university`relationshipi

brought about by a statewide union is not only a centralization in policy
making but a deference to policies agreed upon by leaders in both the univer-
sitrand the.union bureaucratically distant from local conditions and senti-

, ments. Furthermore, this policy determination takes place increasingly through
a developing personal relationship among'univertity and union leaders and
officials of the state government. In the"long run, one can anticipate a loss
of local. campus autonomy, although one that probably is not but of line with
the broader developments associated with government regulation and'control,in
other segments of education and the general society:



Conclusions

- In summary, then, the following points can be made about the consequences
.of-collective bargaining on the part of professional personnel in the univer-
-Sity.

(1) Despite comments to the effect that collective bargaining has not
altered ongoing relationships between the university and. offices of the state
government, it does seem very likely, if not inevitaule, that bargaining and a
negotiated.contract will make a significant difference. As the scope of
negotiations and resulting contract broadens, the central administration and
the division of the budget are likely to lose control over decision making:,
that affects the budget, for one example, just, as the consequences of con-
tractua agreements related to salaries, fringe benefits, etc., and personnel
policies related to promotion, tenure and retrenchment are likely to place

-constraintson long range planning. Loss of control over economic benefits
and formalization of personnel policies cannot help but undermine-to a lesser
or greaterdegree administrative leverage essential for administrative
authority. As a consequence, whatever the role of central administration at
the bargaining table, it would appear that essential decision making will
take place more and more between the UUP and .the OER as the scope of bargain-'
-ing increases, A successful effort to delimit "teris.and conditions of
employment," such as the removal from bargaining of governance matters, urged
by the regents and apparently having some support in the PERB, looms as the
only'cdunterforce in this regard.

The sense of this analysis, therefore, goes against the comments quite
frequently made duringinterviews,to the effect that the chancellor spoke for
the total university, including its, professional personnel.. This view found
expression especially among the legislators interviewed. Evidences of
specific situations, in contrast, support the view that the contract as a°,
reality and bargaining as a kind of pervasive concern in terms of precedents'
and procedures do permeate the relationships between SUNY and offices of state
goVernment and will do so more in the future, especially if the union gains

.-strength and effectiveness in-pressing its interests.

(2) One observer commented during the interviewing that "collective
bargaining has given the political leadership of the state a larger potential
for control over SUNY. This was an inadvertent outcome in that no one really
.anticipated an impact upon education ut the time of the original Taylor
commission investigation, let alone on the state university." A memberof'
central administration actively involved reflected that the OER had exerted°
more Control Over the university than anticipated. All input for this study
supported the thesis that collective bargaining has reinforced the trend
toward increased centralization and state influence over public higher educa-
tion. Furthermore, collective-bargaining has proven a force toward more
bureducratic procedures and a homogenization of public higher education that
has accompanied, the movement toward greater state involvement, This generali-
zation is supported by a number of specific conditions identified during the
interviews. '

One major participant in state government it the time the university'
professional staff first organized noted that some,of the problems in nego-
tiat ions derived from the situation that faculty "were hot viewed as state
employees in some quarters." In contrast, speaking as a member °ofthe
'executiye'staff of the state government, he stated; "We never looked upon

*.
a
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sthem [the fhculty] as being anything other than state employees, paid'from
. ,

state funds and in the state retirement System." the situation in which OER,
'representing the governor, bargained with the UUP, representing the profes-
sional staff, clearly established the correctness of this latter view. And
even though -some legislators did speak of the faculty as "professionals"
employed by the trustees, there never emerged from the interviews any_support
for an alternative to the OER.in the bargaining. Thus,, practice haS provided

:-. a quite final.answereo this question, regardless of preferences and percep:.
tions. And at employees of the state, professional staff in voting for 1'
unionization accepted this status and the consequences of increased immerse-
ment in the milieu of policy and practice associated with this status.

Interviews brought out evidence of state government pressure regarding
:matters thatA'in its view, should be negotiated. This has proven.a subtle
matter related to the OER's sensitivity to the wishes ofcthe governor and thug
raises the suggestion that political considerations well may.intrude. It

'certainly suggests that a governor elected with effective labor support:May
.-prove more regpOnsive to UUP interests as they are related to the.statewide
teacher's association. It reflects also the fact that the division of!the.
.budget has representatives to the state's negotiation team with a position
and an'influence equal if not more potent than those of the central adMinis-

', tration, of SUNY. It is"tevidenced in the fact that an interest'on the part of
audit and control in definitions of workload led to the development of.a
positionpaper by the staff of the chancellor. It is bound to be reflected in
the experience of the OER as the third-step party.in grievance procedures.

One conseqUence of this invoivement of state government has been an
.inevitable increase in decisions Made by officials of the university and state
government located in the state capital who lack an experiential sense of
conditions on local campuses. Thus, for example, one finds the basis for such
.a conflict-of interest in a budget division pressfor establishing salary
maxima for grades as a contractual matter and the University's need for
`flexibility,in recognizing academic excellence.

Another consequence lies in an inevitable press on'the part of OER
supported by other state agencies to "keep the university in line" with the
rest of the state government, This applies to economic benefits bargained
for-and agreed to:with the union and to grievance processes that assure the

.

"rights of individuals" without regard to academic traditions related to
peer evaluation and achievement in an academician's field of specialization.
As one interview stated it, collective bargaining has given the state govern-
ment a 'means to achieve systemization in what he viewed as a-previously
chaotic vuty of handling personnel affairs.

.

(3) One can anticipate that over time there will develop among leaders
of the UUP and staff members attached to its central office, officers ef
Central Administration and officials of the state government an informal
interaction that will affect decision making for the university. Due in part
to the weaknessof the enion and changes in its staff during the past five
years, this remains incipient. Yet, interviews confirmed the existence Of
some informal interaction between the UUP staff and that of the OER, primarily
on matters /elated to grievances. Certainly, this kind,of communication has
taken place between the staffs of the central administration and the OER.
Finally, along with the regular meetings provided for in the contracts, the.

chancellor does meet occasionally with union leaders to discuss specific
questions (more the case In recent years). This situation reinforces a
congruence of individuals distantiftem the local campuses in significant
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deCision making leading to agreements that have andmpact at the campus level.
As such,his situation Can contribute to a further centralization of control'
of theruniVersity.

(4). While collective bargaining has proven a force supporting the,
centralization pf public higher education in New York and the increase in
state government involvement, this has,not lacked comstructivcoutcoMes.-
Accepting the actuality of morn state government concernabout the management
of its institutions and of a greater determination on its part to improve--
efficiency and coordination .in the use of public funds, bargaining can be
said to have lea to better administration. Against the weakening, of tradk-

'tional academic values and policies for personnel affairs, for example, in
the last five years in New York, university adminiitrators have found it
necessary to adopt arrangements,that do support consistency and equity in
their dealings with professional personnel. The.establishment of a formal
grievance' to assure consistent, agreed-upon procedures illustrates
this situation. Certainly in the future the very existence of a union will
provide a brake against impersonal approaches to long-rangeflanning, especial-
ly vhere retrenchment becomes necessary,on the part of officers in central
administration and in agencies of state government, such as the budget
division.. Furthermore, as one aspect of collective bargaining, faculty and
NTP's have a legitimatized, formal mechanism to assure that their interests,
receive due regard and protection in the inevitable .pressures for economy
bound to come from the state government in times of general financial retrench-
ment. Related to this, the negotiation of terms and conditions of employment,'
tends to bring rational determination policies and practices into theo0en to
be faced directly., This hag alteady occurred in the efforts underway as a
coniequehce of bargaining to establish an appropriate system for handling the
clinical income of professionals at the health science centers.

(5) The.percdptions expressed during the interviews with several
- individuals in state government to the effect that the contral.adMinistration.
and the.'union hold a unity of interest in the university in competition with '

the interests of the legislatUre and executive departments suggests at leagt
the potential of collaboration, in pressing jointly for financial support. The

fact that the union negotiates with. the OER mitigates to a dogrel an adversar-
ial stance toward the central administration. While the chancellor and union

%Officers do confer from time to time, it take greater maturity within

- the union side before such collaboration becomes effective. However, one

recent example is found in a joint central administration-UUP position against.
the division of the budget in support of the academic status of librarians:

Clearly, the adminAtration and the union have much in common in this

regard. Both have-an interest .in a good salary structure. Both have a con-

cern with the quality of equipment and facilities available. Both 'wish to

maintain high enrollments of qualified Students. The counterforce to this
collaboration probably emanates from the'unique relationship of SUNY with the
governor, within which the chancellor is viewed.as an appointee ofthe state's ,

chief executive. Lookingto the future, one can judge-that muChf the con-,
sequence of collective bargaining will depend upon the personal qualities and
,political philosophy of the governor and his view of the university and upon .

the posture of the union leadefship.
*

(6) One can anticipate an increase in the political nature of decision

making as a-consequence of unionism. The interviews etched clearly the fact
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that the UUP gainS political strengiiiihrough its affiliation with the merged
AFT/NEA New, York State United Teachers union that has an active lobby in
Albany. There has been some speculation that the successful bargaining of
the recent salary, increase was related, to the political - relationships involved

here, although the governor and chancellor are given. credit for the critical
. decision,that made agreement possible. Certainly, the combined teachers'
union does pose to legislators and other politicians a significant organiza-
tion that has-demonstrated.a capacity for effective political action:` What-

'ever the situation, it is clear that under unionizationvdecisions that involve
-the state government have a greater potential for involving political consi-
derations.

. (7) -AlthoUgh-a number-DE respondents especially in the legislature,
reacted negatively to a union.of faculty members-and,otherprefessional staff,
none considered this a significant negative factor in the relationihiPi

ec-

between the university and state government. Collective'bargaining apparently
has become a common enough situation for public employees, many of whom have
a professioaial,status. The generaf view attributed'the recent leveling off
of support and increase in supervision priMarily to the recession and need
for economies in the "state government as a whole. A much more negative
reaction accompanied legislative dismay with the student-faculty radicalism
of the late 1960s and early 1970s and the perceived ineffective response of
the university administration to actsof violence.

(8) Any assessment of the impact of colle6tive bargaining must take
into account the interests of students. :Mere is some evidence of incipient
student organization on a statewide basis directed toward A -possible parallel .

union. Students do. have a_ representative present at the regular-trustee
meetings., Yet,little mention was made about the impact of collective
bargaining upon the rights of students. and their potential as conceivably a
fourth Iforce in state-university affairs. This remains a dormant question at
this time; /.

. -(9) Finally, the interviews failed to elicit a recognition of the
'implications that collective bargaining holds for long-range planning,
.especially when carried out within the constraints of a,"steaay-state" economy
or, as currently operative, one of consolidation and potential-retrenchment. ,

.Thie'looms as a very "mixed bag" at best. Under current practice, planning
constitutes a major concern for the board of trustees, but must'be coordinated
with the planning for all education in the state carried outlay the_state

, education depar-tment,' as the executive arm.of the board of -regents, and re
viewed by the governor. At the same time, thetrustees face complexities

-that stxm from collective bargaining. If the scope of negotiations broadens,
as most observers anticipate, existing structures and functions will tend to
be incrqasingly "locked in" by the natural union commitment to its present
'constituency and membership. In any event, changes having consequences for
"conditions of employment" (which the union likely will view in broad terms)

. Will require consultation if not formal negotiations, especially as they hold
'implications..for job security, promotion, tenure and_similar union constitu-
ency concerns, These are affected directly or indirectly by changes in

''educational programs, consolidation of programs, and functions within and among_
the carouses', Shifts in allocation of resources and similar components of the
planning prOcess in times other than thoseof expansion. To compound the
difficulties, as planning decisions involve the union and especially as
issues raised find their way to the negotiations table, the OER enters the
arena carrying with it not only a normal concern for policies and practices'



. ,

in other state agencies but the views of the governor and.Possibly the legis- '

.. .

latumr These concerns well may hold a quite different, orientation to the
future'than those of the trustees. The latter wel,i.may find their planning

commitments tobroad educational and other academic policies mitigated by the
more immediate political and financial interests of the executive and legisla-
tive branches,of state government.

4

, .

In concluding this initial summary of our New York State study we can
stress a number of elements in the situation that warrant attention in survey-
ing.the implications of professional unionism in a public system of higher
education. We have.stressed the press Of collective bargaining toward a
greater centralization of control and loss of campus university autonomy,

especially with regird to fiscal matters and personnel. policies. We have__

'Wed the trend toward increasing formalization of relationships. We cu.

anti commitmentcipate a conservative force inherent in the union commitmeto the status_
quo in,terms of the interests of its current membership combined with. a
pa011el civil service orientation on the part of other state agencies. We

---'-have mentioned the political impact of a university union affiliation with A

staiiwide teacher unions. We have noted the potential for personal relation-
ships exercised in crucial decision making by officers in the state capital
remote from the operational realities of campuses. We have suggested the
potential for union - administration cooperation in pressing the interests of
the university against the state government. We have stressed'that'the impact

these and related conditions will be to alter in many ways how.the aniyer

si as an institution relates to the state government.

Within this general situation, we view the most direct and visible-
impac of collective bargaining &the establiihment of the office of employee
relatio s. This office, serving as an agent of thvgovernor, his by means of
collecti e bargaining intruded state government directly into very significant
'aspects o the university's operations. While at least theoretically subject .

to challen in the courts-or before ITRB, its position as bargaifiing agent.
.remains secu e, unquestioned inthiS role by everyone we interviewed. Yet,.

,
the concomita t and, in our view, major implication of this role leads
directly to a suestion of the position of the board of trustees. One cannot

: avoid speculati g that if the scope of matters negotiated at the bargaining
table expands,, the authority of the board as a corporate body will decrease.
Future_devdlopmenes will tell the tale, of course. But one can say with

OSsurance that as t e corporate authority of the governing board diminishes,
this university U other public universities in a similar context will

1 ss an institution with a unique position and more another

agency of the state go rnMent.
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Faculty collective bargaining has developed rapidly in Pennsylvania's
'public institutions of higher education since the. adoption of ihePublic
Epployee.Relations Act (Act 195) in 1970. As of January 1976, faculty bat=
gaining has been idopted at all but five of'Pennsylvania's.:32 public post-
secondary educational institutions. This pattern is representative of the
stite's.public sector in general. Almost all of,Pennsylvania's state-level.
public employees are now unionized. The state government has taken a-Strong .

interest in developing positive public employee relations, and collective .

bargaining has received considerable attention at the highest levels.
PennsylVania therefore represents a useful case study for analyzing the ,

relationship between the state and academic institutions under faculty col-
.: lective bargaining.1

Theanalysis that follows is divided into four seetions. The first it
a discussion of the legal and political environment .and the incidence and
nature of'faculty bargaining in Pennsylvania. The second and major section
focuses on state-institution relations under faculty bargaining in Pennsyl-
Vania'srstate colleges and university,' the only institutions of higher educa-
tion directly owned and controlled by the state. _A third section briefly .
reviews state-institution relations undei faculty bargaining in the state -c
related universities and the community colleges. The fourth and final section_-
is a discussion of the findings.

AN OVERVIEW*OF FACULTY COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING ACTIVITY IN PENNSYLVANIA

The Legal and. Political Environment for Public
Sector Collective Bargaining in Pennsylvania:

Collective bargaining in Pennsylvania's public sector is governed by
"The Public Employee Relations Act" (act 195) of October 1970. There is no
,need to review Act 195 in detail. The ,provisions are standard in most
'respects to those of' other state public employee relations laws that have
emerged since 1965. There are three provisions, however, that are worthy of
note, .

.

00

1
This paper is one of the products of a comprehensive 'field study of faculty
collective bargaining activity in Petinsylvania, codirected by Walter J.
Gershenfeld, director of the Temple University Center for Labor and Manpower
Studies, and Kenneth P. Mortimer of the Pennsylvania State University. Center
'ter the Study of.Higher Education. Thq authors are indebted to Professor

.'Mortimer for his advice in the preparation and review of the paper.
os.
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First, Act 195 provides for a limited right to strike for most cate-
gories of public employees. There has been'some concern exptessid overthe
incidence of.strikes in the public school sector, but strikes have not been..
a major problem in higher education.. Faculty strikeschave.5ccurred at only
five of PennSylvania'spubllc institutions of high& education: All faculty
strikes have occurredat community colleges.

.

Second: Act 195 ,is one of the feW state statutes to specify a set, of
nonnegotiable."Management rights." Public employers are required to "meet
and discuss"over "inherent managerial policy" but flied not bargain over
issues so defined. The Pennsylvania Labor.Relationt Board (PLRB),has handed
down two major rulings in this area, both favoring the nagement position.
In-one of these cases, however, the TIRB'was%subsequentiprrpVerruled by the
state' supreme court, which remanded the scope issue tp the PLRB with guidance
that 4

Where an item of dispute is a matter of fundamental'
concern to the employees' interest in wages, hours
and other terms and conditions of employment, it is.
not removed as a matter subject to good faith
bargaining , simply because it may touch upon
basic policy.

It is the duty of the board [PLRB] in the first
instance, and the courts thereafter; to determine
whether the impact of the issue on, the interest of
the employee in wages, hours and terms and condi-
tions'of employment outweighs'its probable effect

/on the basic policy of"the system as a whole.

'The parties are understandably confused as to the import of this decision.' The
consensus appears to be that the stage is set for issue-by-issue litigation of'
what is actually negotiable.

Third, the act directs the PLRB to take,into consideration the effects,
of over- fragmentation of bargaining units and "when the Commonwealth is the'
employer,, it will be bargaining on .a statewidebasis unless issues involve
marking conditions peculiar to a given governmental employee locale" [our
emphasii]. These provisions have been interpreted by both the PUB and the
state ,administration as a mandate for multicampus bargaining units in the
higher eduCation sector. To date,, there are no fabuity collectiie bargaining
arrangements in Pennsylvania in which multicampus institutions have been
divided into separate bargaining units:

The passage of Act 195 sand subsequehtstate administration support 4.0r
public employee organizations have led to a favorable legal and 'political
climate for public sector collective bartaining in Pennsylvania. At this
writing almost all of the Commonwealth's 100,000 state-level public employees
areunder contract. A special joint committee of the Pennsylvania eneral

2s
..

- This case involved the public school district of State College, Pennsylvania,
. . not the statecolleges and university. (State College Education Association

vs. 'Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board, April 1975). .

53
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Assembly concluded in late 1974 that,Act 195 was functioning well and that
molt oCthe problems experienced thus farmere related to the complexities,
oradministering the law, rather than to the law itSelf.3

Incidence and.Nature of Faculty a
Collective Bargaining in Pennsylvania A

Pennsylvania ranks fourth, behind'New York, Michigan andoNtw Jersey,,
in the number of unionized camPuseS.4 There are on "five honunibnized post-
secondaryInstitutions remaining in the public secto , and one of them, the
University of Pittsburgh,.has'recently completed unit determinatlon,pearings.

Pennsylvania's public institutions of higher e ucation are formally
divided into three sectors. The first is a group of for "State-related"
universities, each with an autonomous governing board b t heavily dependent
upon annual statc.appropriations. Lincoln University, T mple4niversity and
the University of Pit6burgh areformer private inatituti ns that have
assumed state-reIated'status over the past decade:. The P hsylvania.State
dniverSity,- a land-grant institution, has always had forma ties with the,.
state.. Lincoln and Templear. under contract. The UnPers'ty of Pittsburgh:
is expected to hold an election shortly. The Pennsylvania, tateUniVersity
received a petition Tor bargaining unit recognition in Octob r I975.

The' second public higherqeducation sector is comprised of 14 state!
owned institutions: 13 state colleges and Indiana University, of Pennsylvania.
Collective bargaining in this sector ts discussed in detail in the next
section.

Finally, Pennsylvania/has 14 community,colleges, governed/ by local
boards and financed od a fairly standard formula basis: one-third state
ifunds, one-third local funds and one-third tuition. Eleven of these have
.fadopted collective bargaining and two.othersbargain informally with their
aculties. While each community college negotiates at the local.level., the
secretary of.education has not "ruled out" the possibility of a single coml,
munity college bargaining unit withim the next decade ,5

Pennsylvania's private higher education sector is comprised of approx-
imately 120 twol- and four,yedr institutions. Tire have been eight collective'
bargaining eIeCtiOns, five Of-which have resulted in a faculty rejection of !'
unionization..,Moore College of.Art, Bobert,,Morris College and the University

.'

311
Findings ofithe Special Joint Legislative Committee. on Effect of Pennsylvania.

Public Sector Bargaining law," Government Employee Relations Report 5BI
(Jan. 1,, 1975) E 5.

4
.Spocial RepOrt No. 12: 24'3 Institutions with 357 Campuses have Collectille
Bargaining Agents," Washington: Academic Colleceive Bargaining Information

'service: Februaiy 1975.
5
Testimony during the hearings on thotPennsylvania State University branch
campus faculty, petition for bargainihp unit recognition, Oct. 26, 1972.

u
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- :of Scranton are nowunder contract.
Formal bargaining aisci takes place at.

Elizabethtown College without a certification, and'a number of .private insti-

tationS report "informal" bargaining with their faculties.

FACULTY COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN THE PENNSYLVANIA.
STATE COLLEGES:AND UNIVERSITY

. ,

,,;History and Organization of the State

.Colleges and University

yennsylvania's 14 state-owned institutions of higher education

originated as privately owned normal schools. Ail-but oae was established

by 1900. Between 1913-1932 the state assumed sole ownership of these institu-

tions andconverted each of them into state teachers colleges with the power

to confer the bachelor's degree. The postwar demand for public higher'

education led to enrollment growth and some activity in the area of graduate

education. In 1960 the 14 state-owned institutions were accorded the status'

of state colleges'.6

The 1960s.Mas a period Of rapid growth and curricular diversification.

nJ966,'indiani State College, the largest of the 14, was converted'to a

state university with the.authority togrant the doctorate. The second half

of the ,d'ecade'witnessed a large influx of new faculty across the system,

* particularly in.theliberal arts._

Rapagrowth and development of state teachers colleges eteateS a

number of stresses, particularlyfor their traditional faculties, whose

status and securify may be threatened. The Pennsylvania stalecolleges hive,

had anottier problem, howevervMhich may haVe been even more serious inthe

long Tun. Pennsylvania hasa well-developed and politically supported

'70riVate'higher education sector. Moreover,_fii four state-related univerii-

ties have been powerfekycompetitors for limited state higher education funds

The 1971 Master Plan for Higher Education stressed the importance of Spread-.

.
ing the'higher education mission across the public and private sectors,

placing clear limits on the functional expanSion of the state Colleges and .

unalVersity and renewing a commitment to a broad distribution of state higher

education funds. At this point the prospects for the conversion of addi---

.tional state colleges to university status appear rather dim.

.The',19140s also witnessed a general redefinition and expansion of the
state governMent role in the area of higher education and an increased

:emihasii on coordination. the state board of education wasiven broad

responsibility for planning and coordination. The department of public

.
instruction (now the departMent of education) was reorganized and an office

of higher education created.

In 1964, the new-state board of education contracted with Earl J.

McGrath to examine the statewide organization of the state-owned colleges.

McGrath reported in Maj 1965 that policy-making responsibility for the state.

t,
colleges,was "scattered," with no clear division.of labor between the two

6
Sau l Sack. History of Higher Education in Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, Pa.,

thd Pennsylvania.Historical and Mils6m Commission, 1963, pp. S24-546.
-

. .
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major policy-making bodies, i.e., the state board of education and the beard
of presidents of the state colleges. With regard to the administration of the
colleges, McGrath found that there were excessive administrative and fiscal
controls at the state level, leaving the colleges with insuffiCient autonomy
le carry out their respective missions

without interference fromsother agencies
of the. state government.7

,

McGrath's recommendations for a more unified policy-making structure
as-well as greater administrative and fiscal autonomy at the institutional
lmel were included in the board of education's 1967 Master Plan forHigher
Education8 and were ultimately embodied in Act 13 of 1970. Act 13, popularly
4eferred,toas the "State College Autonqmy Act," provided for a board of state
college and University directors (BSCUDWto establish broad fiscal, personnel-,..
and. educational policies under which the state colleges shall operate." 'The-
once influential board of state college and university presidents was given
-responsibility foi advising the new board. In addition, the individual

-

presidents Were given primary responsibility for administering their instittv.
-tionS."subject to the stated authority" of the BSCUD and the individual boards
of trustees. As mill be seen in the pages that follow, howtver,the adoption
of collective bargaining did much to disrupt the configuration of policy
making and'administrative responsibilities outlined in"Act 13. '

'Organizing for Collective Bargaining:

Through a largely separate series, of events, the Pennsylvanii Public
Employee Relations At (Act 19S) was-signed into law a few-months after the
.enactment of Pennsylvania Act 13. The Associationf Pennsylvania State

ege and .University Faculties (APSCU1) and the Pennsylvania Association. of
Higher Education (PARE), the higher education component of the Pennsylvania
State Education s. ttib-6-(PSEA),' worked together for the,passage of Act
195 and affiliated in July 1970, when the act was signed into law. When the
enabling. legislation became qffectivein October 1970, ABSCUF/PAHE -- drawing
primarily upon the financial and organizational resources of PSEA -- was already
prepared for an organizing campaign.

With signature cards in hand, APSCUF/PAHE weq& to the governor's
office'of administration in early 1971 to discuss the definition Of the pros-
vective'faculty bdrgdining unit. Lieutenant Governor Ernest P. Kline, serving
as the governor's representative, became, personally involved in the discussions .

that ensued. As previously noted, the administration held firmly to its
Tolley of statewide bargaining units, and the proposal for a multicampus-
barguining arrangement was not contested. The state administration broke from
its policy of statewide occupational bargaining. units, however, by agreeing to
the inclusion,Of state college libra6ans in, the faculty bargaining unit. The
state college presidents acquiesced to the inclusion of 4epartment:Chair-
persons in exchange for the exelusion of nonteaching professionals (NTP's). It

7
Earl J. McGrath, "The Organization of the State Colleges within the Common-

' wealth of Pennsylvania," Harrisburg, Pa,: State Board of Education, May 1965;
, 4)

. 4.
. ' ..

8
A Master Plan for Higher Education in' Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, Pa.4 State
Board of Educatibn, Jaduary 1967, pp. 32-34.
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was later agreed'that the NTP's, primarily in the area of student affairs,

-should form a separate unit.9-
. . .

. .

The election' campaign during the spring and summer of 1971, involved'

two major competitors, APSCUF/PAHE and the American AssOciation of University

,Professors (AAUP). The American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and a'"no repre=

`sentative" organization also entered the campaign.' The latter two were

relatively ineffective on most campuses, however, and wound up with a, ',

combined total of nine percent of-the vote, compared with"55.5 percent'for

i

APSCUF/PAHE,and 35.4 percent foi the'AAUP.10
. -

S. During,the campaign iiPSCUF/PAHE stressed a history of faculty Tepre-

sentation in the state capital, The AAUP stressed its status as a national

'profesSional-association and its role as a'tuardien of academic freedom.' A'

postelectioniurVey of state college faculty indicates that faculty represen-.

ration in the state capital was clearly fOremost in the minds of most voters.

Eighty-seven percent of all voters viewed APSCUF/PAHE as the.assoCiation with

the greatest lobbying potential in the state capital. A break-down of voter'

attitudes by voting behavior.indicated that APSCUF/PAHE received its support

from faculty. who Were first seeking influence with the governorand legisla-"

ture.11 '

Negotiating the First Contract

Neggtiations for a state college and university faculty contract

beganIn November 1971. The goyernor selected a Philadelphia-based attorney.

,to headthe management negotiating team. The team also included personnel

officers from the governor's office of administration and the'depaitment of

education, an assistant deputy commissioner of higher education and a staff

analyst from the bureau of personnel in the office of administration: TWO

state college vice .presidents served as liaisons with the board of state

college' and university presidents, Tho.team was reportedly dominated by labor

relations professionals with minimal state college experience whose primary

concernswere net education. A hew secretary anddeputy secretary of educa-

tion, who assumed their posts in. January 1972, had'no previous experienCe with

labor relationsand'adopted a hands-off policy toward the negotiations. 1'2

A contract emerged, without resort to impasse procedures, in July 1972,

9After a protracted effort -by the union to merge theldP's into the faculty

unit, the parties finallyagrped that NTP's would be covered under the second,

(1974) faculty contract (although with different rank and pay scales). In

the spring of 1975, a number OT NTP's were granted status as teaching faculty,

thereby. substantially reduciag the size of the NTrgroup,

10G. Gregory Lozier and Kenneth P. Mortimer. Anatomy of a Collective Bargain,.

tag Election in Pennsylvania;'s State-Owned Colleges,. University Park, Pa.:

Center for the Stpdy of Higher Education, the Pennsylvania Stafe.pniversity,:,:

1974, p. 4.
1
'bid, pp. 98 and 105.

12 A
David W. Hornbeck. "Collective Negotiations in Higher Education." Collec-

tive in Education: Progress and Prospects, edited by Michael

Dudra. Loretto, Pa: Graduate-Program in Industrial Relations, Saint .

-Francis College, 1074, p. 11.
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andwas ratified by the state college and university faculties in late August.
The contract was relatively comprehensive in scope. In addition to a highly
favorable package of salary and fringe benefits, the contract included pro-
visions relating to a number of academic personnel matters. Policies and'
,procodureS for faculty, participation were specified for faculty appointments,

. promotions:, tenure and. evaluation. Limits were placed on faculty appointment
.

and prerogatives for administrators. Workload equivalencies for various
categories of teaching faculty were spelled out in some detail.

. In'the area of governance several provisions were worthy of note. In
addition to a management rights clause, the contract provided for local "meet
and discuss" arrangements as stipulated by Act 195. The Commonwealth also
agreed to ''meet and discuss" with,APSCUF/PAHE over any programs or policy
,changes that might lead to retrenchment. Another provision redefined the
duties of the department chairmen who, as, bargaining unit members, couldao;
longer be 'considered "management." Provision was made for a faculty curricu-
lum committee, at each campus, but the roles of senates were implicitly left to
local determination. yinally,'the contract included a grievance procedure,
culminating with bindinkarbitiationi, anda no-strike/no-lock-out agreement. ,

Contract Administration
The View from the State Capitol

. The contract became effective in September 1972, with certain personnel,
policy provisions retroactive to the previous academic year. While the nego-' '

tiatiOns had been conducted primarily by the governor's office, the department:.
of education was given responsibility for administering the contract. Deputy
Secretary of Education David Hornbeck has publicly stated that the department
initially adopted a strict "constructionist" view toward the collective
bargaining relationship. "If any basis could be found in the contract for
denying the claims of the union, we assorted that basis and denied those
claims," Contract administration was entrusted to the department's personnel
and labor relationS staffs, and-neither the secretary nor the deputy secretary
had much contact'with APSCUF/PAHE during the first year.13

It, -is difficult to identify the precise point at which the department
began to modify its posture. Deputy Secretary Hornbeck has indicated; how-
ever, that one of the majar reasons for a change in attitude related to the
%outcomes of several grievance cases. "Toward the end of the first year,"
notes Hornbeck, "we found ourselves with a,string of arb4trationawards -- seven
if I 'remember correctly all of which were against us. . . It was` the grievance.

. procedure and its results that first led us to reconsider our position ,toward
the collectivb bargaining relationship]." *.

Another faCtor that appears to have influenced the department's change
of posture toward the collective bargatning relationship was the fact that the
:department's' leadership was then in the process of estaUlishing a new set. of
priorities for education in Pennsylvania. Included in those priorities were
the goals oftedefining the missions and improving the quality of the state
colleges and university. Since the faculty union now appeared to be an impor-
tant new force in the state colleges and university, the department decided
that a positive relationship with APSCUF /PARE would,ontribilte tothe depart, ,

ment's.efforts to pursue these goals.

13Ibid.,
p.

-
14

Ibid. , p. 58
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One of the first'outdomes of the department's reassessment was a.
decision that the department's top management had to become involved inthe
megOtiations fbr the second APSCUF/PAHE contract., Having recegnized the
potential impact of collective bargaining on the governance of the state
-college and'university system, the department also decided to press for the
appointment of a chief negotiator "who understood the world of higher educa-
tion." The secretary of education therefore persuaded the governor to select

-*--consultant with experience in the field of education.15

In September 1973, approximately one year before the termination date

of the first contract, the department formed a labor policy committee to
pkepare for the second round of negotiations, due to start ,:11 early 1974. The'

committee was chaired by the deputy secretary of education and, withthe
exception of a-state college president, was staffed entirely by the department `

of education. The labOr policy committee drafted a contract proposal that
was placed on the table by the management team at the first formal newitiating

session in February 1974. The department of education's interest and involve-
ment in the forMulation of the second contract symbolized a new sense of
seriousness about collective bargaining and 'a desire to work with the faculty.-

.unfon in the pursuit of the department's goals for the state colleges and

university.. ' .

The' consequences of these developments for the role of the board of

'state college and university'directors are worthy of note. The board has had

little involvement in contract negotiations. In the case of the contract
proposal prepared by the labor policy committee, the board appears' to have had
little or no input prior to the submission of the document to the.faculty

bargaining team..

The board's lack of involvement in the collective bargaining relation-
ship has also had a major impact on their ability to influence eventsPbetween
contract negotiations. In the fall of 1973, it became apparent that the
legislature might not appropriate sufficient additional funds to cover nego-
tiated faculty salary increases stipulated in the .first contract. ,Faced with

the possibility that the colleges would have to absorb the salary increases .

without a supplemental appropriation, the board adopted a resolution that
:would ultimately have resulted in nonrenewals for all nontenured faculty
and the possible dismissal of some faculty who already held tenure. The

secretary of education was successful in Obtaining.a-ruling from the attorney
general's office that the board of state college and university directors did
not have the statutory authority to carry out this resolution. The boardewas

told, in effect, that the collective bargaining agreement 'superteded the

b6ard!s authority and that the department of education was committed to comply

with the faculty contract.

On Nov, 28,,1973, the department and the faculty association signed a
"Statement of Mutual Understanding" in which it was agreed that there would

be no retrenchment during the academic exchange, the faculty
association agreed to support and participa e in a majoi systemwide and insti-
tutional planning effort then. in progress in the state colleges and university.

By early. 1974, the department of education and the faculty association

were clearly moving toward a cooperative relationship at the state level'.

15
Ibid., p. 12.
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While the alignment of interestswas tot always quite so simple across all
issues, both state-level parties, shared a basic interest in the.centralization

-rof policy making for the state college, and univers4y. These developments had-
significant implications for the plan for greater campus autonomy outlined in
Act 13 of'1970.

.,,%

Jhe'View from the Campuses: ImplicationS for Campus Autonomy

The presidents of the state colleges and universities have been frus-
trated by state -level controls for many yetrs. The campus-levelsperceptiOn of

.-external control was further evidenced in 1971 when the state college faculties,
elected APSCUF/PAHE with an apparent view toward achieving greater influence
in the state capital.

Ac the smile time, it ha's also been noted that the second half of the
1960s witnessed an increased' recognition of the need for greater administra-
tive and fiscal autonomy at the campus level, culminating with the enactment
of "the State College Autonomy Act" (Act 13) in 4910. The centralized bkrgain-
ing arrangement adopted in 1971, however, appears to have severely hampered
the fulfillment.of-the goals embodied in that act.

.

Ffom the campus perspective, neither the presidents nor the faculty
have ad.substantial input into contract negotiations. On the administration.
side, here have been formal mechanisms for campus-level input. On both the
first and, Second management negotiating teams and thelabdr policy committee,
there has\been a. state college administrator to serve as a liaison with'the
'presidents. .The need for confidentiality during negotiations,. however, .

appears to have minimized communication between the management team and the
presidents while negotiations were in progress. Although.there was an effort
to obtain presidential input during the deliberations of the labor policy'
committee, many state college administrators are doubtful about the impact

.

'of their advice. .

,

.

.
.

'

. .

On tle"faculty side the process of obtaining campus -lbvel input is
much more c plex. APSCUF/PAHe has used a central committee system as well
as campus d legates to obtain faculty recpmmendations during theirpreparation.
for negotiations. Once negotiations have begun, lowever, confidentiality has
become as much a concern of the faculty negotiating teamas it has of their

cmanagementCounterparts. A vocal faculty minority on some of the campuses
complains of'the lack of campus-level influence over negotiations, but the
large majority of the faculty appear to be unconcerned. 7,

,

.

After the first contract was signed in fall 1972, it appears that the
presidents were given some latitude in determining how the contract would he
administered at the campus level. With little,or no experience in collective
'bargaining, most Campuses experienced the same problems of adjustment that
occurred at all levels of state government during this period, Neither party
was quite sure how to proceed. At.one college the prelident unilaterally
established a "rules committee" to administer the contract- at that campus.
Following a protest from the local faculty association, the department of
.education directed that procedures for contract administration be discussed
with local- faculty associat ns, '

The most striking characteristic of campus-level collective bargaining
relationships has been the variability across thp system.' A number of State

1
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college presidents took the initiative todevelop a working relationship'with .

their local fadulty associations. Others, however, initially,aIteMpted .

confine the collective bargaining relationship to matters that were addressed

in the contract. Events at the stateleiel'Olayed. an important role in

increasing faculty association participation on these campuset. When the state-

level,parties agreed to, cooperate in the statewide planning effort', they also

_agreed that local faculty associations should participate in planning efforts

'at the campus leVel. It was also agreed shortly thereaftei that the local
faculty associations should participate in the formulation of campus budget

recommendations. On some campuses these measures Simply resulted in the

fermalization of already existing relationships. On others, there was a

moticeable expansion of faculty associationarticipation in campus governante.

The major forum for the collective bargaining relationship on most

campuses has been the "meet and discuss" arrangement called for-in the contract..

On some campUses the parties have determined that it is in their -mutual'

interest to address local problems at the campus level. In these cases the

meet and discuss arrangement has developed into an active arena for consults-

tion between the faculty and administration., In other cases, decisions- that

m4ght.nOrmally be made at the local level have been "pushed upstairs" to the

departmentof, education and sometimes to arbitration via the grievance process.,

So_long as such decisions are made off campus, the future of camput autonomy

would appear to remain 'dim.

The systemwide collective bargaining arrangement in the Pennsylvania

state colleges and university clearly places substantial constraints on the

autonomy of the individual colleges. Many important decisions are now mde.'

at the bargaining table, and both state-level parties are pushing for highly

standardized policies and procedures: At the same time,.the apparent success.
of the state-level relationship may he attributed, in large part, tothe

willihgness of the two parties to cooperate between contract negotiations-.

,Similarly,the campuses that have experienced the Ieast trauma over collective'

bargaining are those that have established a working relationship at the local

level. The future of campus autonomy under systemwide collective bargaining.

may well depend upon the ability of the-local actors to work cooperatively to

resolVe local issues at the campus level.

a

The 1974 Contract: An Experiment in Union-
Management Cooperation at the State Level.:

Whether or not campus administrators and local union leaders move
toward cooperative relationships, it is apparent that their st,te-level coun-

terparts have continued to move in that direction. The 1974 contract, negO-

tiated betireen APSCUF and the department of education provides substantial

evidence to support this observation.16

Chief.state negotiator Bernard Ingster has publicly indicated that

APSCUF took the .lead early in the negotiations (January-July 1974) in estab-

16During summer 1974, APSCUF renegotiated its affiliation agreement with PSEA,

and -the name of the former was changed to "APSCUF Incorporated,'! dropping

PARE from its title.
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lishing a nonadversarial t,ao. Symbolic of this attitude, both parties agree
. from the stait to call their sessions "conversation's" rather than negotia-
'tions.17 Unlike-the first round of negotiations, both parties apparently
came to the table well prepared. Unlike the first round, the department of

,education played a major role in the negotiations, and the department's top
'-management was kept closely informed.

The deputy secretary of education has indicated that the contract that
emerged'in 1974 reflected a mutual recognition of themajor issues On-
ftqnting the state colleges and university and a mutual concern for solving
those issues.18 The union accepted a relatively low four percent across-th-

'.board salary increase. In exchange, however, management agreed to annual
reopeners on salary with a provision for binding,arbitration. .1n addition,-
the Commonwealth agreed to delay consideration ot retrenchment for an addi
,tional year.

.

The provisions relating to'governance reflected both the department's
interest in containing the scope of the contract and a recognition bf the need
fqr increased faculty association participation in decision making. Instead
of introducing increasingly detailed policy and procedural provisions, the
parties agreed to a series of statewide committees to work out issues that
remained' unresolved. The contract provided for a statewide "meet and discuss"
arrangeMent similar to that already operatiye at the campus level. Signifi-,
ehntly, the college presidents were not initially included in this arrangement,
In addition, theTe were provisions for state-level committees to develop
statewide guidelines in the areas of teaching evaluation, promotion and,tenure.
For the moment; at least; the departmentand the faculty association adopted
a view of collective bargaining al an, instrument for. solving problems in a
cooperative manner.19

Pres ects for the Future: Financial Pressures and Retrenchment

The events that have occurred since the signing of the second contract
make it clear that collective bargaining is only one of several forces likely
to influence the future of the state colleges. Two of the most important
forces are the' general financial piessures experienced by the state in the
1970s and the changing status of public higher education as a funding priority.
While'a detailed analysis of these forces is beyond the scope of this paper,
they provide a useful backdrop for examining.the role of the state legislature.
in financing collective bargaining agreements.

The state legislature has not been intimately involved in the collective
bargaining process.20 The general assembly's status as the funding authority

17
and Conversations," Pennsylvania Education, Oct. 7, 1974, p. 1.

4
8Mornbeck, og. cit. p. 13.

19Ibid. , p. 17.

2
°The state administration has held that collective bargaining is an executive
function, and the Icgislathre appears to have accepted this position. There
is a statutory provision for a legislative staff observer at the bargaining
table. (Act 226; 1974), but it has never; to our knowledge, been implemented
See Ronald G. Leneh, "Act 195Achievements, ProbleMs, Prospectt." EiPerir
ences under the Pennsylvania Public Employee Relations Act, edited by Michael
.Dudra. Loretto, Pa.: Graduate Program, in indUstrial Relations, Saint
Francis College, 1972, pp. 14-15.
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for the state requires, however, that it play a role in financing collective

bargaining agreements. Roth state-college and university agreements have
.contained provisions requiring legiilative action priorto the implementation
'of,contract provisions that require additional funding. It has,been the
governor's practice, however, to implement,financial settlements without
Waiting for legislative action. Supplemental appropriations have generally
followed but very late in the fiscal yea;-,,creating severe problems for fiscal
management at the campus level. Moreover, in an apparent effort to enforce

;economies on various state agencies Unending the state colleges) neither-T
the governor nor the legislature has supported the appropriation of the full
amount requested by these agencies for purposes of funding negotiated salary
increaSes.

. ,

combination of salary increases and rising operating costs, without
matching increases in appropriations, has forced severe economies on the state
colleges and university in the nonpersonne/ areas of their budgets. In the

spring of 1975, however, the secretary of education announced that the savings
achieved in this manner were not sufficient and that the department had there-
fore developed-guidelines for retrenchment of all categories of personnel in
the state'colleges starti* in the fall of 1976. Each college was assigned a
"bUdget deficit," ranging from $676,000 to $1.87 million, upon which it was
to base the development of a list of academic, administrative and support
personnelta.be retrenched in September 1976.

Although the state college and university presidents initially resisted-.

the retrenchment directive, all but one of them submitted the required list
by the ,given deadline (June 30, 1975). The president who held out did so.
primarily on the basis that the campuses should, be allowed to determine how
.they would meet their "deficits." The secretary of education, apparently
unwilling to tolerate such dissension, delivered an ultimatum to the president
who then acquiesced, with thesupport of the boa.d and faculty of the college.21

The retrenchment lists submitted on June 30 contained a total of some
1,300 names, of which approximately half were faculty members. It is now
apparent, however, that retrenchment will occur on a much smaller scope than
originally anticipated. uy September, the actual number of positions to be
eliminated was closer to 500 (including faculty and all other categories of
personnel). Most of the cutbacks were accomplished via attrition and early

. retirements. Only 200 personnel (including,82 faculty) are to be retrenched

invaluntarily. Although the actual magnitude of retrenchment has been signif-
icantly reduced, many observers feel that the events of spring and summer 1975
are symbolic of the highly centralized balance of power between the campus and ,
the state that has evolved since the adoption of collective bargaining.

OTHER INSTITUTIONS

The state college and Lniversity case is not representative of state-
institution relations in the other sectors of nublic higher education in
Pennsylvania.. As already noted, collective bargaining in the state-related

.r.
21
Jack Magarell, "Showdown at Shippensburg," The Chronicived Higher Education,
July 21, 1975, p. 3.
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universities and community colleges takes 'place at the local level between
the institutional boards and their respective faculties. Nevertheless, the
state government haslmain'ained an interest in Collective bargaining at these
institutions because stat., funds are involvW-and because settlements in any
,Ablic institution may have implications for the rest of public higher_educa-,
ton in the state.

The secretary and deputy secretary of education, respectively, testified
in unit hearings at the-Pennsylvania State University and the University of
Pittsburgh that the CoMmonwealth strongly favored single faculty-bargaining,

-units at both of these multicampus iincitutiOns. The goal of the board of
education and the department of education, they.saia,yas to develop a coor-
dinated system of publicly supported higher education in-Pennsylvania. A_
proliferation of single-campus faculty bargaining units would simply compli-
cate the process of coordination and generate an excessive level of competition
among the campuses for state higher education funds.

In each case the union attorney confronted the secretary and-deputy
secretary, respectively, with the fact that Pennsylvania's_14_Community colleges
bargained separately with their -local boardi. In,eachcase the state's'
response wjis that unlike the university branch campuses, the community colleges
were governed locally, they each had a different local mission and, they were
linanced, in part, by local authorities. Nevertheless, both the secretary and'
the deputy secretary indicated that a centralized, community college bargaining
'a"rrangement Might make sense at some time in the future.

At this writing, the analysis of datacoliected on the state-related
-.universities'and community colleges is still in progress. It is therefore__
premature to_generalize about the experience in these sectors. It is possible.
to .illustrate this experience, however, via brief profiles of state-institution
relations under collective bargaining at Temple University and the Community
College of Philadelphia.

°' Temple University

A study of the Temple University bargaining agent election, conducted
by. Kenneth Pr Mortimer and Naomi V. Ross, indidates that unlike the state
college and university case, the Temple faculty were more concerned with
internal governance issues than they were with the role of the state govern-
ment, The faculty were most concerned that the university administration and
board of trustees had not -responded to the'needs and welfare of faculty.
Relatively few faculty felt that the administration and board lacked the local
authority to respond to those needs. Hence, it cannot be said of the Temple.

tt

case that the faculty were primarily interested in greater influence at the
state level when they adopted collective bargaining.22

Kenneth Mortimer and Naomi V. Ross, Faculty Voting Behavior7in the Temple
University Collective Bargaining Elections, University Park, Pa.: Center
for the''Study of Higher Education, the Pennsylvania State University, April
1075, pp. 32 and 46.
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The faculty at Temple selected the American Association of University'

Professors as its bargaining agentfter two bitterly contested elections.
The.AAUP has maintained a low profile but is pleased with the three-year
agreeMent it negotiated with the university. The AAUP points out that the

,parent organization in WOhington, D.C., uses the Temple agreement as a model
in its attempts to organize other faculties. One of the bases for AAUP

satisfaction is that a.role for the senate was preserved. For example, the

AAUP was' willing,to defer in writing to existing tenure and promotion policies
determined and policed by a senate committee. Thus, the AAUP has sought

preservation of traditional governance mechanisms while retaining its power
t-ii-p5tect what it perceives as the collective bargaining rights of bargaining
unit members.

first agreement negotiated by the parties was labeled a reasonable,
One with regard to benefits and costs by-both the AAUP and the administration.
No special lobbying efforts were required to implement the contract. Instead,

the AAUP concentrated on supporting administration effortS to improve legis-
,lative awardg .t..) Temple University. The AAUP has also mounted .its own pro-, 9:

gram to advise and influence legislators. Both parties arc aware that the

financial condition of the university is becoming a precarious. one Temple

University has considerably expanded its student body, plant and offerings
and now faces increased costs at a time when' enrollment may decline. An ad;

?d-Ttlinra-1--financial strain affecting the institution is a cumulative debt of

over-$20,.million.involvinghe Teeple University Hospital.

,

Both parties plan to lobby together,and separately to improve state
'support fin' the institution. They are mutually,concerned about the impact
of a recent faculty productivity report issued by the state department of
education. The report was assembled by utiliiing an annual faculty produc-
tiVity questionnaire administered to all faculty. The information is required,

of all state-related universities. by the state legislature. ThcAAUP has
pointed -out that the data assembled at the three major state-related inStitu-

.
tions requires better screening and analysis if legislators arc not to be'
adversely influenced by these reports, For example, the range of reports froM

--Teeple University included one faculty member who indicated a four-hour-per-

In week level of activity, while another faculty member wrote that he spend 147
hours on university activity! It is quite clear that the AAUP and the univer-
sity administration will continue to work together in this and other matters

thaemay affect the interests of the institution.
--

The Community College of Philadelphia
.

e Community College of Philadelphia-is a large, ,twailea institution

with over-10,000 students. Its faculty has-boon represented, pinee early 1970,

- brflie-American Federation of Teachers. In negotiating its f first agreement,'

thr-faculty engaged in three separate but brief work stoppages that were then

illegal. In each case they returned to negotiations. Upon implementation of

Act 195 in October 1970, the union followed the preceduies of the act and then,
engaged.lara legal five-week walkout from December 14/0 to January 197, The

.
first agreement resulted in substantial increases or what was conceded to be

a, low -paid faculty. Average increases of over percent were awarded in the

first contract year. .With booming cvolleent owever, the college was able to

meet the financial obligations of the agree nt,, No special action was

required. by Focal or state funding author ies, which each provide one-third

--or:TIM-cost of operation of the institu onx
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The second contret negotiated in 1972 resulted in a stalemate, and it
seven -week strike aft r the college refused to open its doors without an
agreeMent in Septemb r 1972. Institution-government relationships became
rather-complex at at point. Before the work stoppage occurred, the par-
ties.had.alreadi 'ub.nitted to mediation,by a state mediator. When the faculty
walked out, the students went to court seeking a reopening of the college.
The judge hail, ing the case elected to assist in mediation efforts." When
these effortS failed, the judge conferred with the mayor of Philadelphia who
assigned his financial adviser to assist'the parties, in their financial
analysis of, the bargain. The mayor also dispatched his labor-relations ad-
viser to serve as an additional mediator. Hence, the government's role in
dispute settlement ultimately involved the participation' of the state;lcity
and judiciary in an effort to bring about an agreement. Their multilateral
efforts prevailed, and the parti6s worked out a three-year contract,

The faculty, administration and students of this Institution all, engage,
in traditional lobbying efforts to improve the community "college share of
Public-pie.. In fact, a new round of negotiations is now underway, and
student leaders have been in touch with state and local officials to encourage
them to provide financial support for the dext contract. At all costs, the
students do not Want another strike. The previous two strikes resulted in
an expansion of the school year that had a negative effect on their schooling,
carting plans and activities. At this point, increased enrollment, a relatively'

, low overhead and a negotiated increase in class size (following a reduction
in workWad from 15 hours per semester to 12) have all worked together to
minimize the peed for a significant increase in external,finhncialsupport.

DISCUSSION

State-institution relations under facility collective bargaining have
not been uniform across the various sectors of public higher education in
Pennsylyania. Formal authority relationships under collective bargaining have
been a function of the relationships that existed before unionization. Hence,
the experience of the state colleges and universities under faculty bargaining
reflects the relatively high degree of centralization thlt existed .beforehand.
The Temple case, in contrast, reflects gleater faculty concern for campus-level
.relationships. While both the state and local governments were Lulnilxed,in the
settlement of the lateit faculty contract at the Community College of Phila-
delphia, the primary locus of activity was at the local level.

Within the broad parameters of,previously existing patterns of governance
however, collective bargaining Iu a clear potential for changing the toles,.
'relationships and influence of the various constituencies in each sector. The
'state college and university case demonstrates that the locus of the collective
bargaining relhtionship can have an impoptant effect on the outcomes of faculty
unionization. The faculty of these institutions appear to have gained greater
access to the seats of powel in the state capitol. The extent to which this
new relationship continues to serve faculty interests depends on till:\ colleges'

ability to weather the financial pressures- of the current decade =ion the
continued utility of a cooperative relationship for the state administration,

The department of education appears to share an interest with the faculty
association in the centralization of decision making. Centralized decision
-making facilitates the process of statewide administration, planning and coor-
dination. Although the department might have pursued the goals of "rationaliz-

.
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. ing" and standardizing policies and procedures in another.m ner, the system- ,
widecollective bargaining relationship has proved, 'thus f r, to be a useful

:-..-sec hanism for pursuing these goals..

The.eonstituencips who have lost influence under c Ilective bargaining`
are the board of state college and university directors a d the college and'
university presidents. Neither of these groups has been intimately involved
in.the collective bargaining relationship, and their abi ity to operate.out-
'side that relationship has been seriously curtailed. F r the board of
directorsohe remedy for this situation appears to3i with the,develgment .

of greater statutory independence, from the department bf education.23 Afor
the presidents, the answer may lie with the, establishment orcooperative
relationships with local ,faculty associations. While the faculty of the state
colleges and,uhiversity:appear to have benefited' in many ways from the'
centralized collective bargaining arrangement, they too have an interest.in
avoiding acomplete loss of campus autonomy. On campuses where the'faculty
and administration have already developed effective working relationships,
it is apparent that lopal faculty associations are more than willing. to
-CO-operate with campus adMinistrators in-an effort to retain, some decision. -

making responsibility at the local level.

In the. same regard, it is noteworthy that the facUlty and administration'
at Temple University have adopted a united front in promoting thf interests*
of the institution in the state capitol. It should be noted; however, that
the state-related universities have a legal and financial relationship with
the.state that differs substantially from that'of the state colleges and
university. The relative statutory autonomy-of the State-related Universities
enables these institutions to actively promote their interests via direct
communication with the legislature. While the state college presidents have
courted the legislature' from time to time, their activity in this area is .' .

restricted by their administrative relationship with the state administration.
Indeed. the state college. add university faculty association (APSCUF) probably'
has more independent influence in the state capitol than the state college
presidents.

The apparent flexibility of the Community College of Philadelphia to
bargain with its faculty without substantial intervention by external author-
;les relates, no doubt, to their ability to operate within the limits of their
'financial resources. If the financial scenario at this institution changes, it
i likely that they too, will experience greater external constraints. The
locus of their fiscal and administrative relationShip with external authorities,
hOwever,, is primarily at the local level. Under the current collective bar-
gaining arrangement it is therefore likely that the state government will
continue'to play a marginal; role.

.

23
There s been some pressure in the state colleges and university to move
towara-administrative separation from the department of education. A bill ,

has bees introduced in the legislature to establish.a "CommonWealth Univer-
. sity" that would serve as a new central administrative structure for the
state-owhod colleges.. The new organization,would be headed by a chancellor
who would'assume the present administrative and budgetary responsibilities:
of the sec etary of education and report to a.17-meMber board'of regents
(which woul ,actually replace the present board).

,,
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theIt is dif icult to offer any definitive statements abodt the conse-
quences of faculty bargainint for state-institution relations in PennsylVania.

- The collectivebargaining proceis is still' in the developmental stage, and
there are many other important forces influencing the changing nature of
governance relationships in the various sectois of public higher,educatior

'The,experience with faculty bargaining thus far, however, leads to
three tentative observations. First, the structure and locus of collective
bargaiOng has conformed in large. part to previously existing authority `,ref,-
tionships in each sector: The prebargaininustructural and legal relati'n-

,

ihipsiletween the campuses and the state remain intact.

Second', within the broad' parameters of previously existing state-
institution relationships it is apparent that those constituencies'who ar
direct parties to the collective Wargaining relationship gain power and
influence relative to those constituencies who are-not directly,involVed.
Hence, the state college and university presidents and the board of direct rs
have suffered a foss of influence as the locus of decision making haslmove
steadily into the collective bargaining arena. 4(

Finally, collective bargaining has enhanced the legal and political
'statuselfcollege and university faculty as independent participants in the

...governance of higher education. One of the, onsequences of,their,new status
is that faculty are no longu. compelled to rely primarily ofn institutional
administrators for leAdersnip and organization in the pursuit of their in
teresta at. the state level., They may choose to deal directly with, the state,
as in the case of the state colleges and university. Or they oily choose to
'align.theaselves, as coequal partners, with'the institutional administration
in the promotion of institutional interests, as with Temple Univergity and
the Community College of_Philidelphia. The ability of faculty associations
to promote faculty and institutional interests in the state capitol is likely
to'be curtailed, however, by the relatively small size of their constituencies,
the financial pressures.f the current'41ecade and the. changing status 6f
higher education asa funding priority: at the state level.
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PART. II

SOME NEWER. EXPERIENCES:

HAWAII, MASSACHUSETTS, ALASKA AND MONTANA
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Introduction'

The newaii public employees bargaining law, Act 171, was passeein.1970.1
It defined the faculty of the University of Hawaii and the Community College
Systeais an appropriate bargaining unit and set the stage for a complex set'
of events ranging, from July 1971-through March,1973 when a contract was finally

ratified. .
.

This paper reviews the background and events relative to faculty bargain-
Ing at,the university and attempts to analyze relations between the institution
and state government during this time. The analysis relies,on Dr. Lau's mxper-,

ience as former secretary of the university. and as the university's chief
s.-spokesperson during the bargaining process and Dr. Mortimer's interviews with
.participants,in December 1472'and,July-August 1974. Documents,such as the
contract, HPERB rulings, legal briefs and,secondary source, material were also

part of the data base that supports this paper.

The paper begins with a description of the university and a brief
analysis of Act 171, the collective bargaining statute. Then it provides

a chronology of events relative to collective bargaining from the time thei,
petition was filed in July 1971, through the contract ratification in MareiT

1975, A description of the organization and structure is followed by a
section on syitem-wide-campus authority relations. Aliscussion section
atteaptsto point out some of the ambiguities in state-institutional relations
under collective bargaining -in Hawaii.

The. University of Hawaii

Public 1igher education in the state of Hawaii is under the,Contiol of
the University of,Hawaii. The university, was founded in 1907 as a federal
land-grant,institution specializing in agriculture and the mechanic arts. In

1964, the state legislature authorized the university to found and operate I

1

Statutes.
aws of Hawaii 1970, codified as Chapter 89, Hawaii Revised
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statewide community college system and transferr d all of the technical schools
fromthe department of education to the university. The community colleges
offer a'variety.of college transferend general tducation curricula on all

',campuses, as well as selected vocational and tee nical curricula, and award
associate degrees,

The university is a nine-campus institution with approximately 40,000
stUdents, The main campus is in Honolulu and has approximately. 22,000 students.
This campus, normally referred to as the Manoa,Campus, offers educational
programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels. It is organized into seven,
collegesand a host of research centers and service institutions'. Within the
bniVers4y system, there is a four-year college at Hilo, on the island of
Hawaii and seven community colleges, one each on Maui, Kauai and Hawaii and. -w
four on the island of Oahu. There are approximately 2,500 employees on these
nine campuses that are classified as faculty members. In January 19760anew
four -:year college.was being established on Oahu called West Oahu College.

General responsibili'y for governing the University of Hawaii is vested'
in the bdardOf regents, which is appointed by the governor with the advice .

and tonsent of the senate in accordance with Article IX of the Hawaii State
. Constitution that establishes the state university and constitute; it as a.

body. corporate. Chapter 14A of the Hawaii Rivised Statutes definesthe Univer7
sity.of Hawaii as an executive and/or administrative department of state
government, butChapter 304 and subsequent attorney general's opinions indicate
itihas certain autonomy not accorded other state agencies'. For practical

--nurpeses, the.university may be regarded as a public corporation, that operates
6 a quasi -state agency within the meaning of Hawaii's statutes.; Glenny and

1)Aglish refer'to this as statutory rather than constitutional autonomy.2'
Although -the state government is extensively involved in the Unilversity of
Hawaii, it' is difficult to b precise about the exact extent of that involve-
ment. For example, legislatively,enacted fringe benefits are geneially
applicable to all university employees, but the faculty and the administrative,
professional and technical personnel are specifically excluded from-the civil ,
service classification system administered by the state.

The Hawaii Public Employee Collective Bargaining Law

Section 2, Article XII, of the 1950 state constitution' gave public,
employees in Hawaii the right to organize and make their grievances and
proposals to the 'state known. This stopped short of granting full collective
bargaini,pg rights to public employees, a situation that was corrected by the

'1968 constitutional convention. The amended section of the 1968.conStitution
gave persons in public employment the right to organize for th,purposes of

.

collectivebargaining.

.Tho phrase "as proscribed by law" contained in the 1968itonstktutional
amendment was Interpreted as a mandate to the 1 Wm-to pass a collective
bargaining bill. The 19 'awa1i s ature passed Act 171, which guarantees

es collective bargaining rights. Some of the major features
ofthis act are discussed below. .,

X
0

2
Lyman A. Glenny and Thomas K. Dalglish, Public Universities, State Agencies
and the Law: Constitutional Autonomy in Decline, (Berkeley: Center for
Research and Development in Higher Education, 1973), p. 46,
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The Hawaii act may be classified as an "omnibus" collective bargaining

'statute. Like most such statutes, it recognizes the right of public employ

ges to organize for the purposes of collective bargaining, requires a public

employer to neggtiate in good faith with respect to wages, hours and other
terms and conditions of employment and creates a public employment relations
-board to administer the provisions of the act. The Hawaii act has some

features which do not appear in many statutes, however, and other features
that'"set the tone" for employer-employee relations.

The act declares that it is the public policy of the state to promote
joint decision making and more effective and responsive government through,

collective bargaining. It further establishes that the public policy of the,

state is to promote hartenious and cooperative relations between' government
and its employees.while maintaining principles of. the merit system and equal

pay for eqUal

Section 89-2 of the pct specifically defines 'the board of regents.Of
the, University of Hawaii as the public'employer. Section 89-6, defines 13

bargaining units. Unit 7 consists of the faculty of the University of Hawaii
and the community college system, and Unit 8 consists of personnel of the
University of Hawaii and the community college system other than faculty.

The act is rather specific concerning the identification of the
"employer" for the purpose of negotiations and in effect prescribes the
composition of the employers' bargaining team. Section 89-6 (b) designates

". . the governor Or his designated representatives of not less than,three
together with not more than two members of the board of regents of the
University of Hawaii in the case of unit (7) and (8) . . ." as'the employer

for the purpose of negotiations. As was the case for public employee bargain-

ing with the other 12 units, the governor appointed the chief negotiator and
representatives of the state's personnel services department and the depart-

ment of budget and finance to management's bargaining team. Together with

two members of the board of regents, the three designated representatives of,

the governor constituted the official management bargaining team. Staff

support was provided by university personnel, headed by the secretary of the

university, who also represented the president. ,Others were the associate

director. of the Wversity's personnel office, the assistant vice chancellor
for faculty affairs of the.Manoa Campus, an associate dean from the college
Of arts and sciences on the Manoa Campus and the director of manpower and

,organization of the university. Later, a staff member from the community

colleges was added tp th6; staff group.

The collective bargaining law grants public employees the right to

form and join unions and requires the parti, .
to negotiate in good faith on

,wages, hours and other -terms and conditions of employment. Any employee

has the right to refrain from any of these activities except that every
member of the bargaining unit must nay a service fee to the elected repre-

sentatiVe: (fit' the University of lwaiif this service fee has been approxi-

matelY.$8 per month.1

The act preserves certain rights for management and prehibitg agree-

ments on them. Section 89-90f-the act, which borrowed heavily from Federal.

Executive Order No. 10,988, deselires to be quoted at length.3

itapter89, Hawaii Revised Statutes, Section 9(d).
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.... . The emAloyer and the excluSive, representative shall
not agree toPany proposal which would be inconsistent
with merit-principles or the principle of equal pay -for ..

equal work . . , of-which would interfere with the rights
of the public, employer to (1) direct employees; t2)' deter-
mine quali.?ication, standards for work, the ature and con-
tents of examinations, hire, promote, tran er, assign,
and retain employees in positions and sus d, demote,
discharge or take other disciplinary action against em-
ployees for a proper cause; ,(3) relieve an employee from
duties because of lack of work or other, legitimate .

reason; (4) maintain efficiency of government operations;
(5) determine methods, means and personnel by which the
employer's operations are to be conducted; and take such
actions as may be necessary to carry out the missions of
theeMployer'in cases of emergencies. .

The important point is that this clause appears to prohibit agreements
on'these topics. .Statutes in other states, e.g., Pennsylvania, do not require
managbment to make agreements on inherent managerial pollxies but do not,
prohibit the making of such agreements.

The act also prohibits both employers and employees from interfering
or restraining employees in the exercise of any rights under the statute.-

Section 89-4(a) 'encourages the parties to develop grievance procedures,
including binding arbitration. Section 89-11 (b) provides for the. establish-
ment of dispute settlement mechanisms including mediation, fact finding and
voluntary arbitration. It is lawful for public employees to strike after the
exhaustion of mediation and fact-finding procedures. The total mechanism set
up in the act would provide approximately a 90-day period after reaching
impasse during which the parties cannot legally strike or engage in a lock.
out.

Section 89-10 (b) provides that all cost items in a collective bar-
gaining agreement .shall be subject to appropriations by the appropriate
legislative body. The state legislature or the legislative body of any
county, withTespect to those bargaining units which include county employees,
May approve or;reject coat items submitted to them, as a whole. To date all-
negotiated salary increases have been approved. If rejected, a11cost items
submitted shall be returned to the parties for further bargaining.

In cases where there may be a'conflict between the employer's existing
rules and regulations and the agreement, the act provides that the collectiVe
bargaining agreement shall prevail except where it might be inconsistent with
the management rights clause. Section 89-19 further provides the act shall

.take precedence over n11 conflicting statutes and shall preempt all contrary
local ordinances, executive orders, legislation, rules or regulations adopted
by the state.or any one of its, agencies.

The Hawaii Public employee Relations Board (HUH) has three members
appointed by the governor as follqws: one management representative, one
labor representative and one publilc representative who serves as the chairman,
The board has authority tp de:Agnate appropriate bargaining units,, conduct
elections and establish dispute resolution mechanisms over such matters,ai
cost items, grievanCes and unfair labor practices. It also establishes arbi-
tration, fact finding and mediation panels and May conduct sferilies,on public
employer-employee problems:
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Finally, the act requires that the union make a detailed financial

statement available to the employees who are members of the organization. In

practise, the financial considerations of the employee organizations have

been monitored by HPERB through the fee-setting mechanism. HPERB has held

hearing on the appropriate size of fee, how much of it must be retained for.
local matters and how much can be sent to national affiliates. In early

1975, for example, the board prohibited the AAUP-NEA alliance from sending
,any portion of its fee to either national organization. Attho same time,,. it

:refused to continue the $102 yearly fee it had granted to the first certified

agent and reduced it to $77. At a subsequent hearing, after the new organi-

zation presented additional eviJence, HPERB authorized a service.fee of $102

a year.

I
Chronology of Events

,The events relative to faculty collective bargaining at the University
of Hawaii are rather complex and date back to 1971. These events have been

chronicled elsewhere and we offer only a supmary here.4

The collective bargaining chronology at the University of Hawaii can
be divided into five separate periods of time, ranging from July 1974 through

. March 1975, The first pariod'covers from July 1971 through July 1472 and

involves the unit determination case. The second period is the fall of 1972

and involves the first election campaigns and the certification of an agent.
The third period covers from December 1972 through. November 1973 and culmin-

ates in the rejection of the first collective bargaining agreement. The

fourth period is from December 1973 through October 1974 and involves the
decertification of an agent and the selection of a new one. The period from

November 1974 through March 1975 was devoted to the negotiation of a collec:

tive 'bargaining agreement that culminated with a ratified contract.

July 1971 Through July 1972: The Unit Determination Case

In July of 1971, the Lawaii Federation of College Teachers (IIFCT) an
affiliate of the American Federation of Teachers, filed a petition for an

election to determine a collective bargaining representative. (Prior to this/

the Hawaii Government Employees' Association [HGCA] had filed a pro-forma
petition on Jan. 2, 1971, the earliest possible filing date under the law.)
:14cee, other groups intervened.on the HFCT petition: a faculty senate, American

Association of University Professors (AAUP) Alliance, an affiliate of the
National Education Association, the College and University Professional

Association (CUPA) and the Hawaii Government Employee's Association (HGEA). .

4
Everett C. Ladd Jr. and Seymour Martin Lipset, Professors, Unions and
American Higher Education, (Berl.eley: Carnegie Commission on Higher'Educa-

tion, 1973), pp. 49-55.

Edwin C. Pendleton and Joyce Najita, Unionization of Hawaii Faculty: A Study

in Frustration, (Honolulu: Industrial)lelations Center, 1974).

Joel Seidman et al., "Faculty Bargaining Comes to Hawaii," Industrial.

,Relations, 13, No, t, 1974, pp. 5-22.
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Although the University of Hawaii faCulty are designated as Unit 7 in
"HaW4Ws-publiCemployee bargaining law, there was disagreement among the
associations and between the associations and the University administration
over the exact composition of.the unit. The disagreement centered around

, 'two pointS:, thestaiuS of graduate assistants and who would be defined as
administrators and therefore. excluded, from the bargaining unit. The HFCT
petitioned hr the inclusion of graduate assistants and the exclusion of
associate and assistant deans.. All of the unions supported the inclusion of
department 'chairpersons in the unit, but CUPA wanted assistant and associate,

, deans in the unit as well. The administration wanted assistant and associate
A,eans, division and department chairpersons and graduate assistants excluded

from the drat. All parties agreed that part-time lecturers teaching less
than.the equivalent of half time should be excluded.

.After HPERB hail indicated that the HFCT had submitted the requisite
evidence that at least 30 percent of the eligible faculty favored an election,
the university administration 'and the four unions held a series of meetings
tedeterMine the composition of the bargaining unit. After prOlonged dis-
cussion on various positions and functions, the. patties agreed that certain

,

positions jmet the statutory exclusion of several classes of management
personnel. Among others, excluded were such administrators as the president
of the university, vice presidents, chancellors, deans and provosts.

Theparties were unable to agree on three categories: graduate
assistants, department chairpersons and assistant and associate deans. A

f, formal hearing was conducted by HPERB, and the resulting decision included
department chairpersons in the bargaining unit but excluded graduate assis-
tants (as being students rather than faculty) and assistant and associate
deans.

Fall 1972: .The Election

Thefirst election was held on Oct. 9, 1972, and the faculty had a
choice of no representative or any of the four unions. The alliance and the
HFCT were the two top finishers, but neither received a majority of the first
ballot., A run -off election was held in November 1972 between the alliance
and theiHFCT,with the latter receiving a 55-percent majority..

Surveys have shown that the multicampus nature of the bargaining unit
was an important factot in the HfCT's victory. The HFCT's major source of
support-came from the faculty of the two -year campuses. The alliance hchieVed
a majority of the votes cast on the Manoa Campus on the second ballot, where-
ls 85 percent Of those voting ftom the two-year campuses favored the-HFCT.s

, These and other data make it clear that had the unit been defined by campuses,
'.the Winning agent Might have been the alliance at the Mama Campus and the nil-
Off would have been between.CUPA and HFCT at HilO and the community colleges.

. .

In the run-off election, CUPA supported the HFCT; but was rebuffed by
the'HFCT after the latter was elected. This explains, at least in part,
the antagonism against the HFCT'and the contract it negotiated, as well as the
subsequent coalit49n between CUPA and the AAUP,

S
- Ladd and Upset-, Professor's, p. 51.
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December 1972 Through November 1973: Rejection of a Contract
.. .

_
After some 40-50 negotiating sessions, a contract was, submitted to

the faculty constituency by the HFCT-for ratification in November 1973, The

-contract failed ratification by a margin of 279 to 1,301, almost 5 to 1.

While the-fallum:to ratify the agreement was due to a variety of

factors, ',endleton anti Najita report that certain aspects were more contro-

',iersial than others.6 First, the scope of the contract was quite narrow. .

The contract'contained-a.Strong management rights clauie, based upon 89-9

(alof the, statute.., Pendleton and Naiita report that this section of the
We-mot was 'Ouch stronger than the language of contracts covering pu6lic

school teachers and nonfaculty personnel at the university. The limited

scope of the agreement is also reflected in the narrow definition of a'

grievancemad extensive restrictions on the Authority of an arbitrator tog()
beyond procedural matters or. to fashion a remedy for contract violations.
These limitations. on contract scope, together with the absence of a prior
rights and benefits cladse, led to the charge that the faculty negotiating

Ivan' had ?'sold out" 'basic faculty prerogatives to management.

A second major factor in the failure to achieve ratification was the,

introduction-of a new type of nontenure employment that entailed five-year

appointments. Other language in the contract codified the university policy
Making tenure appointments to a school or college or other administrative,
unit, rather than to the university as a whole, and provided that personnel'
committees be appointed by chairpersons or unit heads rather than elected

by -the faculty. These types of clauses led to public charges by AAUP and

NM official& 1161 employment security and/or tenure could be completely
eliminated from the university system if the contract were ratified.

Finally, the agreement called for modest salary increases, percentage
wise,.when compared to other contracts for Hawaii's public employees. The

wage package varied from 12.4 percent.(erofessor: step 1) to 22.4 percent

(instructor, step 1) over a two-year period. Since there had been no general:,

salary increases at the university since 1970, though most fatuity received

the annual increment of four percent each year, the negotiated increases

were not regarded as sufficient to overcome some of the disadvantages of\ -

the contract,'

Unfortunately for the HFCT, it was never given a chance to explain

some of these "negative" provisions. At the meeting scheduled to explain

the agreement to the Manoa faculty, a shouting match developed between the .

HPCT negotiators and members of the audience. For instance, the HFCT could

not explain that the management rights clause was based essentially,upon the

state statute, Which was patterned after the federal executive order; that

the new five -year appointments mere designed to give renewal appointments-to' .

some instructor-level faculty in some of the larger departments -who would.

have been denied tenure because they did not possess the academic qualifica7

tions such as the doctorate and recognized research capabilities; and that

existing university policy already provided for tenure to be in a school &-

college, rather than university wide.

6Pendleton, and Najita, Unionization, pp. 23-32.O
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A faculty member of the HFCT bargaining team has described that meeting
(2' in' rather colorful language:7

:1

. . A majorpiece of theatricality in collective
bargaining occurred at the University of Hawaii (UH) on
Wednesday, Nov. 14, 1973. After 10 months of negotia-
tions, the collective bargaining contract was being
proposed tothe faculty; 300 professors out of 1,600
on the main campus were assembled, appropriately, n
the Xennedy Theatre.

" . 4 . the meeting erupted.. The contract had saved
,tenure, sabbaticals, and secured an average 16- percent
pay raise over three years. Since 1970; the faculty

,had received no pay raises, bills were still alive, in
the legislature .calling for a "review" of tenure, ...

positions had been frozen and a severe reduction in
state revenues was announced by the acting governor.
But the assembled 300 were full of righteouS anger
stimulated by the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP). They' wanted more money, more'
tenure, more power, more AAUP principles in their
contract: Better, they said, to die herotically than
live prudently (but striking was unprofessional).
One professor, Guru X, the Dr. Moriarty of university
unionism, standing in front of the auditorium, his
Roman nose and mane of distinguished gray hair off-
setting the stentorian boom of his doomsday voice,
claimed shame at belonging-to an organization that
had negotiated such a bad contract. Another, Mandi
Y, an expert in consumer pricing who'had come out
of the eastern establishment union bureauctacy a
few'years earlier, claimed that he had 'bargained
better 'contracts with the military government of
Brazil.' Within a week the contract was defeated
279 yes to 1,301 no, with 122 declared void, a
total of 1,702 ballots cast out of a potential
2,40evoters."

t
7

December 1973 Thron h Uctob e Decertification

After the rejection of the contract, the university questioned whether
the.UFCt-centinued to represent the majority of the faculty. In December

, ,1973, an alliance between the AAUP and tUPA was established solelvfor,colleto
tive bargaining purposes. The 'newly formed organization, the University of
Hawaii'Professional Assembly (UHPA)Ibeganto gather signature cards so that
it, could-petitienfor a decertification and/or new election. In January 1974,
UHPA filed` for a new election and the university asked HPERB for a, declaratory .

ruling on whether it must bargain with the HFCT or await the results of a new
election-. On Feb. 12, 1974, the board ruled that it would be a prohibited

7GeOrge SimSon, "Solidarity Never! The Professoriate and Unionization at the
University of Hawaii," Journal of Collective Negotiations in the Public
Sector, Vol3, 1975, pp.,,267-268.
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practice fpr the university to birgai with HFCT pending the board- ordered.

election. The election took piaCe pt March 13-14; 1974, between no represen.-

tatiVe,,UHPA and the HFCT. Since neither association gained a majority on'

the first-ballot, a run.:.off election was scheduled for April 1974.

The' election was postoned,by an HFCT prohibited practice charge

against UHPA and the university., HFCT claimed that, inter alia, the univer-

sity had interfered with the rights of its'amployees to choose a bargaining

agent by showing that it preferred UHPA over the HFCT and promisingJOBetter

deal" withUHPA if the facultyshould.reject HFCT. AlthougheveAtuilly

Aitmissed by HPERB, the charges were successful in delaying the run -off

electioi until the -fall of 1974. At that time, -UHPA received 1,130 votes and

the HFCT 721and the former was declared the exclusive repretentitive of th

faculty.'.

November 1974 TfiroughMarch$1975: The Negotiation orfhe Contract

After some 40 negotiating sessions, dating from December, 974 through

March 1975, a contract,was,ratified by the faculty constitue 0 of UHPA,

1,499 to 70.

Intensive negotiations were held in January,February, and early Aerch

1975, which culminated in an agreement signed 11)4arch 18, 1975, in time-foi

action by the legislature on the salary pac The salary package called

for increases.over three stages (Nev. 1 974, March 1, 1975, and'Juiy 1,

1975)- The first two stages were.to oyide for-a catch-up, and-the third

establishes salary schedules for t 1975-76 fiscal year, which will, prevail

until changed. In_general orde of 'Magnitude, these three stages'reSulted in

an overall increase of appro mately,28 percent for aninstructor lit the lower.

end of the salary scale, about 18 percent for a full professor,at tha
upper end of the scale The higher-ranked inrsonneltreceived more in absolute

dollars, although t. 1,r percentage increase was less than the lower ranks. .

e.University of Hawaii manages extramural grants averaging in excess

of$20 milLion a year, and employs several hundred persons en'various researCh,

training and other projects. The collective bargaining agreement codified the

practice of having the salary, increases for personnel so funded payable-from:

the grants themselves, to the extent funds were_available and permissible to

be used 'for these purposes._ This proviiion made it clear that dine particular

cost, itemIrwould net be subject to, appropriation by the state legislature.

With respect to-the state-funded salaries, the governor submitted a

recommendationto the legislature, which appropriated the necessary-fialdt

befOre it adjourned its session in the spring of 1975.

On other matters, the new. agreement in large_measure incorporated and

refined on-going .policies of the university, although a number of adjustments

. were made in certain committee procedures, in which new committees established

by the agreement replaced committees formerly established by faculty senates.

A few of these adjustments are Mentioned. ^
Article IV, Tenure and Service, consists of a combining, refining and

clarifying of the three tenure policies then in force (one for the principal

campus at Manna in Honolulu, one for Hilo College on the island-of Hawaii and

one for'the community college system).

0 :
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For new faculty to b employed after July 1, 1975, the probationary
period for associate profess s was extended from two to three years, and the
probationary ppriod for assistant professors and instructors, ,including all
faculty in the community colleges,, was extended from four to five years.
Ambiguities dealing with prior service,broken service, transfers.froM one
campus to another and the locus of tenure were clarified.

One ihnOvation'qn the tenure and promotion evaluation process provides
for giving opportunity to a faculty member to review his application dossier

' and submit written comments and additional material before the campits head
(i.e., provost for a community college, dean of Hilo College or the chancellor
of the Mama Campus) makes his recommendation, if there has been a negative
recommendation up to that point.

Another innovative procedure involves the establishment of a faculty --
advisory'patel which consists of a universitywide group elected by the
faculty "to provide a resource'of experienced faculty to which the president

7=ISrthe university may look for assistance and advice with respect to personnel
matters involving complaints from or about faculty members." (Article X.)

--The'contract calls for the appointment of personnel from this panel in
the establishment of advisory committees on academic freedom (Article VIII)
and advisory committees on disciplinary actions (Article IX).

A formal grievance procedure ending in final and binding arbitration
was incorporated the agreement with certain limitations upon the authority

. -of t1 arbitrator.

The Organization and Structure'for Bargaining in_the State of Hawaii

Inerder to understand the politics of education in the state'-of
Hawaii-, one must be aware that the public schools, as well as the University
bf hawa-Aare funded directly out of state rather than local revenues. The
stategovernment then, is accustomed to playing a significant role in educa-

- --tional matters. Additionally, the state had signifiCant experience with
collective bargaining when it came to the table with faculty. By 1973, 12.of
the 13Lunits designated in the law had valid contracts. Only the faculty
contract remained to be negotiated.

The university experience with collective bargaining was part and
parcel of this larger series of developments re

- - unions. --For'exampie, public school teachers had signed a contract in February
1972, after a'year and a half of turbulence concerning the appropriate bar-
gafninagent and 4 suitable contract. In April 1973, the public school
teachers union took the teachers out on strike against the board of education
andthe state department of education. Case law was being made by the
decision involved in these negotiations and this particular strike that
would-have4eneral applicability to the university.

University management prepared for collective bargaining by assigning
the responsibility for' it to the seiretary.of the university, one of the
atithor.s of this paper. In the period preceding the passage of the act, this'
'individual attended a number of workshops on collective bargaining in public

. employment and invited a number of knowledgeable and/or technical experts to
visit the university as consultants.
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. In the summer of 1971, the president of the university appointed three

task forces that were designed to be representative of all levels of admin-

,
i'stration throughout various segments of the university.- The task force on

academic affairs was chaired by the vice piesident for academic affairs. It

had 10 to 2 members, and they were charged to prepare data for collective

baigaining purposes. The second task force, on economic matters, was chaired

hy.the.vice president for business affairs. This group performed studies pn

'Salary and fringe benefit possibil4ti-es. The third group, the technical task.

force ehaired.by the secretary, concentrated on the developing law. of public

employee bargaining and other legal and strategic matters. Finally, 'a

c011ebti've-bargaining coordinating council, chaired by the president, was

appointed that included all vicc presidents, chancellors and the secretaries

of theIuniverkty and of the board of regents. Several informal meetings

between the president and the toard of regents and representatives of the

governor were, held in order to discuss, problems of mutual concern.

4he state's representatives left the detailed preparation of =nee-
Ntent's bargaining position on noneconomic items to the university staff. It

was indicated; however, that any agreement made at the University of Hawaii

would have to takb into account agreements Made with the other.12 units

sitspecified\in the-law. For example, the state refused to negotiate any fringe

benefits of a general nature on a unit-by-unit Vasis. In its negotiation

with the other 12 bargaining units, the state had argued that Such'benefits'

were only tb be negotiated on an across - the -board basis for all public

employees. ',Additionally, retirement benefits were excluded by law from

negotiation*.

Further, the negotiations that took place during the first contrast

were conducted in an atmosphere of rising,legislative concern about the

University 6f\hawaii and its faculty.8 February 1973 saw the legislative

auditor's report point the finger at questionable and inefficient practices

at the university. Certain members of the stato senate were.openly critical

of the faculty and the tenure system and even succeeded in getting a bill

,passed in the senate th4t would have required the periodic review of tenured

faculty in the university. Although the tenure bill was eventually recommitted -.

to committee, at the behest of the university administration, the issue seemed

to have created considerable concern among the faculty and tenure became a ;

very sensitive issue.

o'
Furtheimorp in July 1973, because of budget limitations the university

'notified 168,nontOured faculty that their contracts would not be renewed;

...beyond the upcoming academic year. Although 'these termination notices were

eventually rescinded and staff reduction was achieved through normal attrition

and selective nonrenewals, the whole matter raised the faculty's sensitivities.

toward such union-driented issues as job security. f

The Nature'of Systemwide Campus Authority Relations

Since the co4ract has been in operation only a short while it is.

difficult' to make judgments about the extent to which centralization followi

unionization-at the University of Hawaii, although indications point in that

8 Pendleton and Najita, Unionization, pp. 19-20.



direction. "The contract that was rejected has an article entitled "consulta-
tion." It agreed that'the employer would consult with'the exclusive repre-
sentative prior to effecting changes in major policies affectik: personnel
and labor relations and this consultation was to be accomplished by the
board, a committee of the board, the regents, the president'or an officer,of
the central administration. According to that contract, there would have
been opportunity for-the chancellors at Manoa.and AU° and the provost of .

each of the community colleges to meet with designated union o'4cials twice
each semester, Discussions were tq, be informal and for the purse of clari-
fying issues rather than for arriving at decisions. s

The purpose of this earlier provision on "consultation" was to achieve'
agreement, with respect to Section 89-9(c) of the collective bargaining law
that mandates that-all matters affecting employee relations are subjectfto
consultatibn and also requires the employer to make every reasonable effort
to consult prior to effecting changes in any major policy.'

There had'heen considerable confusion and some disagreement between
the HFCT and the university as to which matters were subject to consultation
with the union. ,The consultation provision in the contract' in effect defined
a major policy as a matter requiring the attention of the board of regents
or the president of the university, while at the same time created machinery
for the chancellors and provosts to meet with the union (as distinguished'
,from the faculty) on other Matters affecting employee relations. During this
early period, there was still uncertainty as to what matters could be handled

,..:through faculty senates and other faculty" committees and what matters required'
discussion with the union qua union.

To,the extent that the collective bargaining statute required conaulta-,
tion prior to effecting changes in major policies and'to the extent that
making and changing major policies were the ultimate provincgrofthe.board
of regents, collective bargaining further centralize the administration of
the university.'

The Second agreement fixed the locus of tenure as being one of the
caiOuses of the university system. At the Manoa Campus, tenure was "Luther
liMited to a given college, school or organized research or service unit.
This proVision, similar to the comparable provision in the first agreement,
continued the existing policy'of the university.

Similarly, the contract calls for different procedures for tenure and
promotion at Manoa, Hilo College and the community colleges. This also
continued, in general form, the existing procedures that developed at differ-
ent times in response to local conditions in a complex multicampus system.
The contract, however,* consolidated three separate tenure policies into one'
article on "tenure and service."

There is also considerable evidenCe that the variability at the local
campus 'level was a significant impediment to developing a set of.demands on
the part of the HFCT in the first round of negotiations. This was a continual
source of debate within the union circles,

The ratified' ontriict has provision for a joint study committee to
consist of eight people, four appointed by 'the assembly and four by the'
university,"to identify problem areas end explore possible solutions as. to
the appropriate-subjects for:collective bargaining.
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. The joint study committee was established because both partieS felt
that, in the interest, of concluding aagreement in time for legislatiVe
action on the salary package, many matters were .better left for more
leisuiely exploration,: ' *was made clear, however, that this was to be a
study committee and not a continuation of the negotiating process.

Discussion

,
It is difficult to be precise about the exact nature of state-

institutional authority relations under collective bargainingin'HaWaii. Two

Changes may be mentioned, however. The centralization'of faculty personnel

policies represented by collective bargaining, with formal state participa-
tion in determining the specific provisionS, represented ac,significant change
'froMtke status quo ante at the University of Hawaii. Also, salary schedules

hadbeen set formally by the beard of regents, upon recommendationof the
centra administration in conjunction with faculty committees; consultation
with state officials was done on an informal bisisprior to collective bar-

gaining.
. ,

Themajor changes associated with bargaining at the university appear

:. to be related to the special nature of the.statute, legislative attitudes
toward the faculty and the traditional proximity of the,university to state,

government. The statute requires that the governor or his designated .

sentatives haveat leastfthree positions on the official negotiating committee,
and that the committee includes no more than two members orthe board of

regents. This'tends to emphasizethe leveling effects of collective bargain-,
tnit by making it clear that faculty economic and personnel policies will be
looked' at along with those for other public employees in the state.

There appears to be strong legislative expectations that. once a '

collective bargaining law is passed, the faculty will take advantage of it

if they. wish economic gains. In fact, relationi between the legislature and

the faculty have not been cord41 in recent years, and the faculty may nave

been concerned about developing a counterforce to legislative encroachment

into faculty affairs. The state senate did consider a bill to reView tenure,
for.exampl, and in the summer. of 1973,the HFCT was unsuccessful in its
attemptso get an interim pay raise bill through thlegislature. Again in

April 4974,,the legislature adjourned without granting a general salary

increase to the faculty because the proposed increases had not beon.negotiated.
-4.

There is evidence from tie surreys on tlul Hawaii election that the
faculty did not consider "no representatiVo

unionization. A large part of that attitude may been due to faculty y

effective alternative

. perceptions of g hostile legislature and/of state government: 11

Another factor of some imporrhnce is the fact that the university's.

management took. strict of the scope of bargaining under Act 171. '

flee university CiNnted to proceed cautiously before letting tollective bar-

gaininggoznIng become a substitute for traditional governance mechanisms at the

'university.

It proceeded on the theory advocated by some writers that faCulty
collective bargaining should encompass economic matters, but thqt goVernanco
matters are better handled through tht more traditional procedures. This

approach hasbeen referred to by some as recognizing the "dualfole of.
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faculty,-with'one role as employees under collective bargaining, which
emphasizes employee-employer relationships, and one role As a professional
Colleague, which emphasizes collegiality under traditional governance
,procedures::

': Article XIX of the Current contract, creates a joint study committee,
.'to explore' possible solutions with respect to the subjects that may bap-,
propriate for cellectivqabargaining. The scope of negotiation question is
,not yet definitively determined and it will be the subject of flinch debate
between the parties in other, negotiations.

In summary,'one may surmise that the most important change in
tioushipS dealswith the definition of "employer" for the purpose of nego-
iiAtions. Prior to collective bargaining, the board of regents had a re:a-
tively free hand.in,establishing policy for the university, after the usual
.procedures involving reports and. recommendations of faculty senates and
,Administrative. reYiew and recommendation. The board of regents yas the only'
$afe body that had'the authority to establish salary schedules for its
.npliOint0S. 'Ivan ()liter cases, whether it be public school teachers or

service employees, which include blue collar, white collar And profes-.
sienalvemployees, salary schedules, prior to collective bargaining, were set

',"by. 6'6, state legislature. For the university, however, even during years
',When a general salary increase' was legislated, the legislature /Could appro-

Priate funds, .with some general guidelines, and leave the final deCision on,
thegalary sCheduie to the board of regentS.

. The collective bargaining law has increased the authority of the
'state executive branch in all matters subject to negotiation.
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STATE-INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS

UNDER FACULTY

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN MASSACHUSETTS

by , t
.

Kenneth p. Mortimer
Professor of Higher Education

Center for the Study of Higher Education
The Pennsylvania State University

.

collective'hargaining in Massachusetts represents a clear case of he

.impact of changes in a statute on state- institutional relationi.. The-ea ly --
%centractti,in postsecondary educatioNin Ine Common-Wealth were il gotiated

1
under a statute that excluded financiglAutters as bargainable tiems. Ad

1974 statute. removes this ban and has rosulted in. significant c tinges. is,,

paper will discuts'these and other developments as they relate to state -
institutional authority relations and campus autonomy under collectiVe

bargaining-in the Comionwealth,of Massachusetts. It begint with brie
diaCussiOn.of public higher education and then describes the 1967 and 1'74

CaIlectiie bargaining statutes. Faculty bargaining activity is then s r- ,

ized-ant. a discussion of three cases provided. A final section discuss s the

: impact of ease diveldpments on'state-institutional authority relation .

The.commints.offered are based on docutentary.analysis, intervi ws
with faculty union leadertand administrators and visits to three c set in

the spring 4 1975. The campus, visits were conducted in cooperation ith

Dr. Richard p. Richardson Jr.

Public Higher Education-in Massachusetts

. Until theearly 1960s, higher education in the Commonwealth o

1 .

chusetts wa dOminated by. the existence. of a strong private sector. Histori-

cally,daily, Mass chusetts has had one of the nation'srlowest per-capita e endi=

tures onj: lic higher education. (Matsachusetts ranked 49th out of 50

states on is economic indicator in the late 1960s and early 1970s.s1
- .

i

--I 65,-the-Massachutetts Legislature passed the Willis - Harrington

Act and re rganized the department of education. A major part of t' s legis-

lation est blished the board of higher education to oversee public zgher

education in the Commonwealth. The *act also removed the state coil ges from
under the state board of education and created a board of trustees ,for the

Massachus tts State College System. This latter action was consistent with

the sepal to te governing boards for four other sectors of:public higher education.
%

. .f_ r
, d

1Fred FR'Harclerous. and Robert J. Armstrong, New Din:pit:font of Continuing
_

.

StUdiek:Programs in the Massachusetts State College System (Iowa City:
Testing PrograM, 1972) p. 10.

.
, .

'
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The board of higher education waslcharged to "promote the best interests of
all public higher education throughout the Commonwealth." It has the author-
ity.o review, recommend and plan but has no regulatory power of its own. It
is'largely an advisory.mechanism, except that it is the administering agency
for a Scholitship,program.

The authority for making institutional policy relative td.collective
bargaining in Massadhusetts rests with five separate boards of trustees. The
,governing board.of'the University of Massachusetts has control over a three-,
eimpus system. The campuses are at Amherst., Wdrcester and Boston. The
Massachusetts State College Board governs a 10-campus systei including. eight
former state teachers colleges and two special purpose institutions, Massa-
ochusetts Maritime Academy and MasSadiusetts College of Art. The MasSichuSetts
board ofRegional CoMmunity CollegeS governS a 15-campus systek spread through-
out the state. The community colleges, contrary to the practice in many Other .
states, receive little financial.support from local Communities. They are
largely funded directly from state appropriations. Soutioastern Massachusetts

-University is located between New Bedford and Fall River and has its own bbard'
oftrustess. In 1975, Lowell Institute merged with Lowell State College and
became Lowell Univergity., The. new institution has its own board of trustees.

0

The t'atu'tes .\ :\

Collective bargaining in MasSachusetts has been co noucted under two
different statutes. In 1967, the general laws were amended to provide
collective bargaining rights for employees of the Commonwealth. These
amendments established the right, of.employees to organize and join emplOyee
Organizations, established. the principle of .exclusivity

required the employer to meet at reasonable times and confer In good faith
with respect to conditions of employment and to execute a written contract:
The major deviation; when compared to statutes in other states, was,in the
'definition of bargaining scope. There was no language requiringbargaining
Un,economic items and tha statute was actually interpreted as prohibiting
agreements on financial items at thestate level.

.

V' This fact was not well known in the early stages of collective bargain-
ing attivity. The act went into effect in 1968 but as late as December 1971
College faculties were only marginally aware of this rather serious
tine on, bargainability. In the state colleges some of the faculty and its
representatives did not find this out until they got to the bargaining table.
Since school teachers, who bargained under local and/or municipal statutes,
hadbeen negotiating about wages for some time it may have been "natural".for
faculty leaders to assume the bargainability of financial items iftcolleges

__and universities. Employers, however, were successful in getting an inter-
pretation.that thb phase "conditions of employment". excluded financial items.

. .

r '
As a result of this.limitation on the scope of negotiations, bargain-

ing'on salaries was directed toward the distribution of whatever monies becaMe
available rather than the entire size pf the economic pie.- Same-of-the-eat
contracts, notably those at Southeastern Massachusetts University, Wor ster

'State College and Boston State College, went into extensive detail o
evaluate n procedures whereby arty "merit" monies would be distributed. (The,
term " merit" has special meaning in Massachusetts: which is explained later
in thispap .)



The administration of the 1967 act suffered because the labor commis- ,
Sionwas, not adequately staffed and funded. One labor leader reported that
since the commission did not have the authority to appoint hearingexaminers,
it developed a 12- to 18-month time lag for. heafing cases. To avoid these
delays, most bargaining units were determined by stipulations:between manage-
'nicht and the union. It also became the,practice for the unions to make in--

. formal agreements among themselves as to which institutions they would attempt
to organize.. As a result, there were few contested elections between theA,"
the AFT and the AA0-111 Massachusetts up to the summer of 1974. In addition,
the administrations at Salem, North Adams and Westfield State Colleges con-
sented to negotiate with an NEA affiliate and did not aSic for elections.

In July 1974 a new collective bargaining bill went into effect that
removed some of the restrictions on bargainability and placed Massachusetts
in the mainstream of states with comprchensiye collective bargaining statutes.
The pertinent fcaturei of Chapter 1078 are discussed below.

In the case of colleges alid universities, the public employer, is speci-
lied,as the respective boards of trustees. The labor commission has the
responsibility to establish procedures for the conduct_of unit,detOminations,_
hold unit hearings, determine prohibited practices, 'determine the existence
of an.impasse and to appoint mediators and/or fact finders where appropriate.
Strikes are prohibited by the act, and the/commission has the, power to initiate
court proceedings to forestall a strike if one is about to occur or to ter-
minate one if ,it has occurred.

Section seven of the statute provides a broad definition of negotiable
Atoms as follows: "wages, hours, standards of productivity and performance
and any other terms and conditions of employment." Any cost items contained
in the contract are to be submitted' to the legislature as an appropriations
request within 30 days after the agreement is executed. If ;the legislature

rejects. the request for appropriations, the cost items are to be returned to

the parties for further bargaining. In the event there is conflict between
the agreement and certain statutes, the provisions of the agreement are to
prevail..

It is obyioas that section seven's previsions will need sOstantial
practial and judicial interprdtation before the actual impact of the
statute is known. There exists few definitions of standards_of.productivity
-in colleges and universities, and the eventual impact of this clause on
negotiable items will be worthy of note. Similarly, since there exists no
definition of cost items, it is not known whether the legislature wiLk take
an expanSive or restrictive view of the term.

Two other features of the Massachusetts public employee bargaining
statute deserve mention: provisions for binding arbitration and a service-
fi:. It is permissible co negotiate grievance,precedure that ealminates.
in bindinoirbitration. If the contract does not include binding arbitration,
the. labor relations commission may order it at the request of either party.

The act°permits the negotiation of a service fee. to be paid to the ex-

clusive representative. The representative is required to make-available to
its members a detailed written financial report in the form of a balance

' sheet and,operating statement.
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iCollective Bargaining Activity in Massachusett

An AmericanTederation of Teachers (AFT) affiliate won the first.
collective bargaining election in a postsecondary institution in Massachpisetts
at Southeastern Massachusetts University in April 1969. The Boston State
College faculty, also chose the AFT-in NoveMber 1969.

, .

Table 1 sheWs that as of July 1, 1975, the faculty at 13 of the 31
public campuses in Massachusetts had decided fb adopt collective bargaining,
and the faculty at five public campuses had rejected_it. In_addition, the.
faculty at seven private institutions had voted ter ellective bargaining

II)

and the Dean Junior College faculty had voted not to unionize.

.7,

Three Cases

. .

Southern Massachusetts University (SMU) was established by an act of
the 1960 Massachusetts Legislature that merged two small state institutions,
the Bradford-Durfee College of Technology in Fall River and the New Bedford
Institute of Technology. Originally called Southeastern Massachusetti
Technoiogiial Institute, its name was eventually changed to SMU Prior to
the merger'of Lowell Tech and Lowell State, SMU was the only regional
University in Massachusetts.

:.'

.

. 1
. ,

According to Carr and Van Eyck, three majorfactors led the faculty to
elect a collective bargaining agent.2 First,4the faCulty senate had failed
twadlieve authority,and prestige in the-exist tng system of university govern-
ance_ SecOnd, there was ,a.major controversy over the way in which faculty
salary increases were determined. For the previous few years the legislature
had been granting the state's postsecondary institutions five-percent increases
in faculty salary appropriations per year specifically designatld for merit
increases. The president and the deans embarked on a program of granting
these special merit increases to rt of the faculty ip, a highly selective

lib
fashion. Apparently the administ tion wanted to develop a "true" merit
system asa means of building a strong faculty, but faculty came to perceive
this process as grossly unfair. Third, certain controversial faculty person-
nel action increased campus,tension significantly during this time.

.. ,

The :first contract went into effect in June 1970 and was intended to
. .

y'runfiTeughsJune 30, 1973. A second contract was negotiated in December .1972, ,

hOilever, and'by mutual agreement was-put into effect Jan. 25, 1973. This
agreement runs through .June 30, 1976. Both contracts were negotiated under

`' the 1968 statute and financial items were not bargainaMe.3 -

n

. 1

When the new statute went into;effect, a supplemental agreement was
,

trti-ated betwuruitth t. u %, such Lull loVersial Llauaes .b a
cost-of-living percentage increase to be based on the consumer price indei
average of the U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics and certain other adjustment

2
Robert K. Carr and'Daniel K.,Van EYck, Collettive Bargaining Comes to the
Campus, (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1973) pp. 142-43.

. -Joseph J. Orze, "Faculty Collective Bargaining,and Academic Decision Making,"
Washington: Academic Collective Bargaining Information Service, Special
Report No. (September 1975).

)
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TABLE I

FACULTY COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ACTIVITY

IN

MASSACHUSETTS AS OF JULY 1975

g

American,FederatIon of Teachers National .Education Association

+1. Becker Junior College +1. Endicott Junior College

2.' Boston State, College 2. Fitchburg State College

3 :Bristol Community College 3. Lowell Technological Insti-
tute*-

+4. Graham Junior College
4. Massasoit Community College

5. Lowell State College
5. Mount Wadhusetts Community

6. Massachusetts College of Art College

7. Southeastern MaIachusetts Univ. 6. North Adams State College

Wentworth 'College of Technolo 7. Salem State College

+9. Wentworbh Institute 8. Westfield State College

10. Worcester State College

American Assodiatiomof
University-Professors No Representative Victories

+1. .Boston University +1. Dean Junior College

+2. Emerson College 2. Holyoke Community College

3. Massachusetts Maritime Aca-
deMy

4. Quinsigamond Community College

5. Springfield CoMmUnity

6. University'ofMaSSachusetts
at Amherst

+ Private Institution
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in the financial and fringe package. The supplemental agreement went to the .

,legislature for its appropriation in December 1974. As of fall 1975, no
appropriation hid been passed.

\
The impact of collective bargaining on SMU has been studied in another

.context andhtre we concentrate only on the implications for state -
institutional relations. During the first agreement the state department
personnel attempted to play an observer's role in the negotiations. In

addition, a state negotiator from the governor's department of administration \\
and finance was tp represent the state's view on management's bargaining team
as tothe negotiability of certain issues. These observer roles never were,
,successful, according to university-based interviewees, and the university's
management and faculty were successful in getting these observers to withdrati

\"from the negotiations. Since that time, the university has conducted itA
. 'bargaining independent of state involvement.

It is als0 apparent that the supplemental agreement negotiated in
December 1974 was signed independent of significant prior consultation with-
state,o0icials. There is some concern by officials in the capitol that the
agreement is too generous and doubt has been expressed that it will ever be

byte legislature.
- I

In January 1975, an administrative bargaining unit elected the faculty
federation to represent them for the purposes of collective bargaining. There
were approximately 45 administrators in, this unit, which excluded .only people ,

reporting directly to the president, e.g.,deans and comptrollers. The major
motivation for the unionization of middle management was the need for job
security and the feeling, that the legislature would not grant raises to anyone
who was pot ina collective bargaining unit.

The Massachusetts State College System is a 10-campus statescollege
.system with a board of trustees that has handled the negotiatiOns for the
individual campuses. ,Eldttions have been held on eight of the 10 campuses
and only Massathusetts Maritime Academy faculty have specifically chosen not.

to bargai1 faLlty at Framingham are in the process of having elections
,whereas the Bridgewater faculty have made no attempt to unionize.

The deputy director of the board of trustees was the chief negotiator
for, management in the early agreements signed at Boston and Worcester State
Colleges, and institutional administrators served as members of the team.
In recent years, however, the board has retained an independent attorney as

,-,chief negotiator-,

The prt-1915 bargaining philosOphy of the systemwide board of trustees
has dominated-negotiations at each of the campuses in the system. The

e-boar-41-art-iculated--thephi-losophy,,now-known as com-
prehensive negotiatiOns, that dictated that the scope of negotiations be
broadened to include campus governance as a major item in the contract. When
the negotiations began, in 1909, the board proposed to the union that ways be
sought in the contract to secure to all faculty and the students partnership
with the administrators in the academic affairs of'the institution. This
proposal was lased on five key, conditions that are presented in the following
paragraphs.4 .

i
4.
Donald E. Walters,"Collective Bargaining in Higher Educpiion," College
Manigemen (May, 1973) pp. 6-7, 40 -

ral-
,
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FirSt, the process. and.machinery for governance that was to be included'
in. the contract'was tpoitxist independent of the union local on the campus and
outside of its exclusive dominion and control. Second, each and every member
of the bargaining unit was to be entitled to participate in a negotiated
systeM of campus governance, whether tha.t individual was a dues-paying
member of the local or not,

The third principle recognized that, although the contract-negotiated
a campus governance process that was advisory in form and in effect, it s

would at all times be recognized for its integrity by the administration. A
fourth principle established, that governance would include equally faculty,
students and administrators in the contractual process of decision making:

The fifth principle established an exception to this fourth principle
by recognizing that the faculty had special and dominant interesl in matters
affecting their evaluation, their workload and the grievance pfocedure estab-
lished by the contract. In these matters a dominant role was assigned to
:the faculty.

-Many'of the Massachusetts state colleges had rather lengthy traditions
of authoritarian administrative control and limited faculty participation in
gOve?nance, The board of trustees seized upon co,i,lective bargaining as an
opportunity to enhance the role of the faculty and require faculty involvement
in the governance process. The first two agreements, signed in 1972 at Boston
and Worcester State. Colleges, also had extensive provisions for student path-
cipation in governance through collegewide councils and student evaluations of
faculty.:

Although negotiations were coordinated through the deputy director's
otfice, there was no systemwide bargaining. The deputy director served as
chief negotiator but the various administrators at each campus served on the
negotiating team for management. The same faculty consultant represented the
four AFT schools during the negotiations and the same Massachusetts Teachers
Association staff member chaired the faculty team at each of the four NEA
institutions. . "-

N.*
Certain structural chafiges in bargaining have been undertaken because

of the fact that money and fringe benefits are now bargainable issues.
During the spring and summer of 1975, the board of trustees management team
has been bargaining with the three APT schools on a two-tier basis. The
board bargains with the three schools at the system level on questions in
volyifig economic items andwith each individual institutional on-local
governance and local noneconomic terms. jrthe fall of 1975,phe,state
college board of trustees signed agreements at Worcester Stat College and
the Massachusetts College of Art. The faculty of Boston State College failed
o,ratify-an -Trgreenwat in the fall oT/97S. Tfelitinary indications -art-th
these three agreements contain similar financial packages for all three insti-
tutions.

The Massachusetts Teachers Association (MTA) represents four institu-
Aions and has refused to bargain financial matters for all four at one time.
AS a result of this position, negotiations are occurring at each camps on
bot economic pod governance items. As of fall 1975, no agreement had been,
signe under the new law with'a state college represented by the MTA.

dl
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The Massachusetts Legislature was delayed in passing the fiscal 1976
budget. As a' result, the colleges were operating on 90 percent of their
',fiscal 1975 appropriation and, at this writing, negotiations were taking
'place over the.size of the finanoill packages for.the institutions.

For community colleges, the campus-by-campus election- negotiation
'fraiewerk was also adopted by the Massachusetts Board of Regional Community
Colleges. In the negotiations at the first two community colleges, Briatol
and. Massasoit, the president of the systemwide board wa, management's chief
negotiator. Members of the institution's administrativstaff were also on
the bargaining team.' In negotiations at `the third toll ge; the board's
director of personnel, together with members of the adm uistration of the
college, composed management's bargaining team. The de of the faculty at
the college chaired the bargaining team.

ft

Interviews with community college board staff any campus-based admin.=
istrators.revealed that the board took a.strong role in the evolution of

. collective bargaining in the system. At one college, t e dean of the faculty
Served* managetent'S chief negotiator for most ofthe sessions. When the.
negotiations, which lasted IS months, were nearing co letion, a disagreement
between the dean;on the one hand, and the president o the college and the

. president of the board on the other led to the dean's .esignation from the
bargaining team:

Another member of the college administratiofito k over as chief
negotiator. At this late date, the board's director o personnel put a .

complicated faculty evaluation plan on the table and s cceeded in achieving
its acceptance. The dean, in an interview, expressed is belief that he.
never would have agreed to propose this if he had remained as chief nego-
tiator and that this was clearly the board's proposal not the college
management's. The evaluation syttem has led to more han 20 grievances
during the 1974 -75 academic year and apparently a goo number of these will.
.eventually go to arbitration.

...-

Under the new collective bargaining legislation, the community college
board took the.initiativ4 to seek a different colleetive bargaining unit.
In May 1974, petitions were filed at three other community colleges within
the system, Cape Cod, Berkshire and North Shore. The labor relations
commission froze these petitions. until after July 1974, when the new law was
to go, into effect.

. The community college board!also was asked by the faculty at Massasoit
Community College to renegotiate theiryalltract, Which was *le to expire.
The board refused to reopen negotiations on the basis that campus units were
no longer appropriate. Motivation for this claim was the degire to bargain
Salaries and flange benefits on, a systemwide rather-than-an-iftdividi*rcaMN,
basis. The faculty association filed a prohibited practice charge against
management, which responded by asking for a consolidated unit hearing.

In the hearings'management has taken the position that the only
appropriate unit would be one covering all 15 campuses and that a new
election ought to be ordered to determine whether all systemwide faculty want
to be unionized. In a May 1975 decision, the Massachusette Labor Relations
Commission agreed with management's position that a,sySteewide unit would be
appropriate. The unit is composed of faculty and academic support staff; the
latter being defined as librarians and counselors. An election has been
ordered for the third week in December 1975. (The election was won by the

"1 NBA affiliate.) o
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The Impact-ofCollective Bargaining on State - Institutional Relations
-

- The weak 1967 bargaining law limited the impact of state government'
on institutions of .higher education in Massachusetts. In preparation for
collective bargaining under the 1974 law, two significant acts were taken,
one by the legislative branch and another by the,executive branch of state
government, rich have the potential to change this.

.

In1967,.the Massachusetts,Legislature wanted to raise faculty
salaries in order_to make them comparable to those, in surrounding states.

The legislature adopted the practice of adding a merit raise figUre to the
cost-of-living adjustments awarded other state employees in the Commonwealth.
These'cost-of-living adjustments have 'Varied from approximately, ,12 percent t

in January 1969 to a low of 3.3 percent in January 1973. The last adjust-
ment, awarded in January 1974, was 6.2 percent. -In each of these years from
1967to 1974 the legislature added a 5-percent merit adjustment to faculty
salaries in alflition to this cost-of-living adjustment. Each institution had

.6-the capacity to determine how it-would distribute th.se merit monies.

In the spring of_1974, a legislator attached a rider to the
bill that stated that there would be no more Merit increments in the,

postsecondary sector except those negotiated through a collective'bargaining
agreement. A number of administratorApin Massachusetts have characterized
this as an attempt by asingle legislator to '!punish" higher education.
Regardless of the motivationfor such a change, it made a clear announdegi

0
nt,,

to.faculty thathe legislature expected themsto take advantage of the
opportunity to unionize under, the new statute.

In addition to this legislative act, the governor has refused.to put
money for increases in faculty, salaries into the budget:._ Be has made it
plain this is a bargainable item and he expects the faculty to negotiate
any changes in their economic benefits. Presumably a supplemental'appro-
priation would be passed by the legislature to cover the costs of any
t

collec-

1 ____
ve bargaining agreements, but this has yet to be determined. '

-
There are other aspects of normal state-insti utional relctions in .

Massachusetts that do not appear to have been ntf ted by coVective bargain-
ing.. For example, the general rules and regulati ns of the MaSsaChusetts ,

Department of Personnel and Standardization norma ly apply to ndnprofessbional
and, in some respects, professional employees in collegeS and universities
.in the Commonwealth. This is the so-called "Red Book" and reference to it is
incorporated into many of the early collective bargaining agreements, especially
those between institutions and nonprofessional employees. _

It has been the practice in Massachusetts for-thekappropriations bill-
. . .

for the separate4higher education boards to include refeAnceto the dpprOx4"
imate percentages in rank that would be appropriate expenditures ofthe money.
.It may well be that this will continue to'be the practice.

The failure to include financial matters within the scope of negotia-
tions has limited the impact of collective bargaining on state-institutional
relations. There is evidence that faculty salaries and fringe benefits will
be given closer scrutiny by the governor and legislature under the_new
statute. The Totential impact here is great, but actual experience is lacking.

s,
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It isClear that the state college board of trustees-has used collec-
tive- bargaining as a device to create. practically de novo, extensive govern-

-once machinery- on the campuses. To the extent that this,would not have been
achieved, bsent collective bargaining, campus autonomy has been eroded.
Under previously existing governance arrangements at, one state college campbs,
a single long-term president had been able to.resist significantmovement
toward greater faculty participation in governance. The heavytand of the
systemwideboard in collective bargaining, together with the coming of a new
President, has resulted in greater faculty involvement but also in less Lampus
autonomy. ,' A

The community college board is clearly moving in the direction of
greater centralization of faculty personnel policies. Whether this carries
over into other

.
her areas wilt probably depend on the ultimate scope of the agree-

Many.

0
e
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FACULTY BARGAINING

IN

1 ALASKA AND MONTANA

'by

ThoMas A. Emmet
Special Assistant to the President

,Regis College
Colorado

Introduction

The early experience with faculty bargaining has been written in the
highly industrial states of the Eastern and Midwestern sections, of the country,

with only one or two exceptions. The future of faculty bargaining may well
be,determinedby the experience in such mid- and far-western states as
Minnesota, Illinois, Wisconsin, Alaska, MOritana, Oregon, California and

. - Colorado. This paper reports on the early development in faculty bargaining

in'two of these states, Alaska and Montana.

1;N:
The paper follows the general format of the earlier onesin this'

monograph: This papcx has'a major section on Alaska and another on Montana.
Each state's higher education system is described, the major features of the

relevant statutes are analyzed,.collective bargaining activity is summarized

and the adminitrative organization for bargaining is reported. The pape
concludes with a discussion of the possible Implications of the early experi.

ence in these two states.

ALASKA

Maska is a land of extremes in terms Of geography_ipne can travel

1,400 miles air and not leave the state); topography (Mount McKinley is,
20,000 feet high); climate (temperatures can range from -50 degrees in'
Fairbanks Io +45 in,the southeastern part of the state on the same nigh*
and population (thLre are Eskimos, Aleutes and 'a variety of native Americans

as well as Anglos in the state). The"University of Alaska's experience with '

faculty bargaining also borders on the unique. It the first multicampus

university system that has agreed to separate its community colleges from

its four-year institutions for the purposes of negotiations. The first nego-'

. tiations We're resolved by an arbitrated settlement that resulted in raises

for unionized community college faculty, which are substantially in, excess of

those for nonunionized faculty in the four-year instit'utions. These develop-

ments occurred in the 1974-75 academic year and their long-range impact is not

yet apparent.

The University of Alaska

The University of Alaska was established in 1917,\but was further

defineu in the 1949 constitution (Article VII, Section 2),whi^h designated

land in Fairbanks as the central site of the university sine Alaska AgricuI7

.
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tural College and School of Mines were located in that city. Article VII,
Section specifies that the board of regents of the University of Alaska
is to.-be 'appointed.by the governor, subject to the confirmation of malority
of members of the legislature. The president of the University is the
executive officer of the board of regents.

The University of Alaska is a muIticampus system organized into
three regions and 11 campuses. The northern region consists of the University
of'Alaska and Tanana Valley Community College, both in Fairbanks. Another
eoukunity college, which will be located in Nome,, is being planned. The
southcentral region consists, of the University Of Alaska at Anchorage, ,
Anchorage Community College, Matanuska-Susitna Community College at Palmer;
Kenai tommunify, College at Soldotna, Kodiak Community College on 'Kodiak
Island and Kuskokwim Community College at Bethel., The southeastern region
consists of the University of Alaska at Juneau, Juneau-Douglas Community
College at Juneau, Ketchikan Community, ,College at Ketchikan and Sitka Community
College at'Sitka. There are, then, three senior colleges and eight community
colleges'within the University of Alaska system. The largest institution of
the eight is Anchorage Community College, founded in 1954, which had close
to 6;500 students in the 1973-1974 academic year.

The university has a number/Of systemwide officials located in
Fairbanks. /Each of the three region's, which, consist of one senior college.
and from one to five community col3'Oges, has a provost. Each dean or
director of a campus reports to a provost, each of whom has a staff. In
short, the .University of Alaska highly centralized system. .

. .

:' The Collective BargainingwStatutei
c,

, ;

Cellective bargaining inl Alaska is conducted under a 1972 Omnibus
,

statute that covers all public employees in the state, except school 'dis-
tricts that are covered by a 1970 statute. The declaration of public, policy
in the first section. of the act is quite similar to 'that included in the
Hawaii-gtatdte and establishes,a:public policy in favor of joint decision
making. This statement of policy clearly puts the legislature in favorof
eollectivelargaAing as a major vehicle to accomplish joint decision making.

the statute permits negotiation of either a union shop, where the
employee must become a member ofitheunion 30 days after becoming employed,

agencyor an ilency shop, where the emp oyee must pay a fee to the union for the
expense of representing themem4rs of the bargaining unit. The statute

-also provides for mediation and fr itration. There are three classes of
public employees defined in the aft and that class compoled of policemen,
fircmen and other designated essential employees is enjoined from strike

.,activities. Educational employe
has proved ineffective. if an i

.labor relations agency receives
are required to submit to bindin
paper, this'clause proveJ to be
versity's negotiations.

Two-other features of el
any agreement are subject to .funs.

thebbard,of regents is defined as the public employer in the case of the
UniVer;ity of'Alaska

s ,are pernitted to strike after mediation
passe still exists after the employer or
n inior.ction to halt a strike, the parties
arbitration. As reported later in the
rucial in resolving an impasse in the Uni-

e act are important. The monetary terms of
ing through legislative appropriation and-



Collective,8argaining Activities
...

.

,. .

.
On Dec.. 5, 1973, the American lede'ration of Teachers (AFT) , Local;

2404, at Anchorage Community College,. petitioned the dean of the college for

recognition as the exclusive representatiim. The pdtition included .6nly

thelfacUlty of Anchotage Compunity College. While members of 'the systemwide
administration favored onematicappus unit composed of all faculty, the
b6'ard of regents eventually authorized a,ltatewide unit consisting 9fpnly;

--the_eight community colleges and excluding the faculty 'of the threefour.year.' ..

`institutions., After extended discussions concerning the appropriate delini-

tion of a bargaining unit, the.parties accepted a unit on May 8; 1974, con-

sisting of the faculty ofthe eight community'colleges including all\academic

and vocational instructional personnel,:iibrarians and counselors laUt, exclud-

ing-those administrators not elected .by the faculty and all other persons

not employed at least 60:percent or full time. ..,The AFT won the May 1974
.,

.

'election. . .

, , 4,, , . ..a,-,

.

. \,,

. .

.
.

1
0., r

. Negotiations began in earnest in late Au usttpt.4, The bargaining .

team for management was headed by the systemwide ice,6esident for finance, ,

the university attorney, the provd§tof the south Legion and an assistant

dean of Anchorage .Community College, The strategy and'policy team for the,

university consisted of these individuals plus the executive vice president,
One director of a community college, the statewide director of extension
'centers, the provost ofthe southcentrarregien, the dean of Anchorage .

Community College and the systemwide vice president for academic affairs,
,

Theunion engaged'in a brief, illegal strike in'late.October; but
s-

went back to,.the table after both parties agreed lo continue'mediation. (The

'strike wits,illegal since Alaskals.public bargaining statute allows strikes, .

only aftermediation has-failed and a membership vote has been taken. Neither

of these requirements hdd been met when the strike occurred') ',The union tank

i the formal steps necessary and went out on strike again on Nev. 14, 1974. . The

''. strike lasted until Dec. G, when the university was able to get an injunction,

Under the provisions of the Public Employees Relation'Act, by which both

partieswere forced to binding arbitration. At the point of arbitratiOn, 17,
,

.
items remained unresolved, including salary scheduloS, workload, union . t

' security (agency shop) the role and pay of department chairmen, the length of

the contract, union office space and various other faculty benefits.,
.

,

The arbitrators were the chief negotiators for each side plus an

.
external arbitrator from New York. The arbitration panel made settlementS

on all the outstanding i',ems, usually by 4 vote of 2 to 1. These arbitrator q

,decisions were, of course, binding on both parties, ..

The Contract for the community colleges "averaged out" to 36 Percent

faculty pay raises. The'university, requested a.1,026,700 supplemental
appropriation to cover the .cost of 'the arbitrated contract. ,Almost. all of .,

these, costs were to pay salary. increments. -Just More the legislature
adjourned and after extended and bitter debate, the supplemental appropriation

was passed. The newly elected governor threatened to veto the appropriation,

but signed it under protest, and slued a stateMent that he wanted the citizens

to seriously question the effectiveness ofthe collective bargainipg ratute.
.

,

One Of the unique features of the contract is that the university
administration has applied its benefits onlyjo the community colleges, and

not the four-year institutions. The fow-year institution faculty will

-88-
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F-C3435

comments was recorded. Records were kept of comments directed at

specific units.

7.2 LIFE TEST RESULTS

The Optacon and Visual Display life tests were continued for approxi-

mately 100 days. The Optacons were operated on battery power for a total

of 274 hours and on the charger/AC adapter for 1899 hours. The cameras

were scanned across the printed page at a rate of 6 inches every 5

seconds for a total of 209.5 miles.

A special electronic bench test unit was purchased from TSI for

testing individual stimulators to determine whether coupling exists

between adjacent bimorphs. Coupling did in fact exist; however, TSI had

already isolated the problem and subsequently recalled all units for

repair. Tighter quality .:Jntrol has minimized the problem.

The Cassette Trainer was operated for a total of 913.5 hours.

Failure was the result of the tape cartridge's stretching to the point

where it no longer wound tight. Lt eventually "looped" around itself

and bound up.

When units ceased operating, the battery voltage had dropped to

3.0 ' .2 VDC. Normal operation was possible at voltages above this level.

All batteries, after extended usage, failed during the 4 hour period

when the Optacon was tracking on battery. As calculated in Section 2

(User Evaluation) of this report, the batteries can be expected to last

1 to 2 years under normal usage and proper recharging.

7.3 SUMMARY OFRECOMMENDATIONS

Laboratory,Life Tests reflected an excellent performance record for

the Optacon. The lone problem encountered was battery failure. As

further study shows in this report, battery performance is acceptable.

Nuisance problems such as an occasional "squeaky" roller are deemed

minor. However, it should be noted that the Laboratory Life Tests did not

9S
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z.trbject the equipment to the mechanical shocks it receives in the field.

Other sections in this report highlight field reliability problems. This

implies that although the equipment is highly reliable when operated under

ideal conditions and with careful handling, service calls are necessitated

as a result of the relatively rough field handling.

99
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G. RELIABILITY

3.1 METHODOLOGY

F-C3435

This evaluation consisted of an experimental determination of the

mean-time-between failures (MTBF), based on data received from the life

test and from the education evaluation contractor equipment.

A thorough reliability engineering evaluation was to be performed

on the Optacon. This was to consist of a statistical study of data

collected on the life test performed on four samples and of experimental

data collected from the education evaluation contractor (AIR) performed on

forty-six samples. The Laboratory life tests of the Optacon (see Section

7-Life Tests) did not provide sufficient information to form a realistic

statistical data base; and, therefore, no conclusions can be drawn for

the laboratory MTBF. However, adequate field data was accumulated from

the experiment logs supplied by the education evaluation contractor.

In the usual reliability tests, there is a large number of initial

failures due to defective parts and workmanship. This evaluation, however,

is based upon the knowledge that sufficient burn in time has beep performed

at the TSI factory so that the infant mortality rate has decreased to the

point where the unit exhibits a constant failure rate while in use under

testing. This statistical evaluation assumes that the units possess

identical characteristics and that they were operated under identical

circumstances.

8.2 RESULTS

4 The Optacon field logs supplied each unit's total operating time

for each reporting period. Table 8-1 shows the total operating time (in

minutes) and total number of failures for each Optacon unit occuring during

the project. An estimation of MTBF can be arrived at by dividing the

cumulative operating time of all the Optacons by the cumulative number of

failures as shown:

100
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Table 8-1. Total Operating Time (In Hours)
And Total Number ,of Failures for Each Optacon Unit

During This'Project

R- T F R-

12 4445 0 ..,, 46 3665 1

13 1770 1 47 1580 1

14 60 0 48 1760 2

15 5685 3 49 2050 2

16 3840 1 50 4455 2

17 0 0 51 3480 1

18 1565 1 52 3755 0

19 4350 1 53 4765 1

20 2240 2 54 4255 1

21 3375 2 55 555 1

22 2370 2 56 4950 1

23 955 0 57 540 2

24 5210 0 58 1850 2

25 4000 2

26 1840 1 Cumulative Operating Time = 135345 min 55

27
28

3260

4875

4

2

il 'I 11 = 2255.75 hours

29 2525 0 Cumulative Number or Failures = 55

30 2300 0

31 1910 0 T = Operating Time (in min) During Project

32

33

3030

2370
0

0
F = Total Number of Failures " 11

34 6350 0 R = AIR Serial Numbers
35 3140

36 3255
37 6220

40 0 1

41 2500 2

42 2390 0

43 2235 1

44 5430 0

45 4210 4

8-2
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Optacon MTBF = Total Hours/Total Failures

= 2255.75/55

Optacon Operating MTBF = 41 hours of Operating between failures.

Similar calculations can be made for the visual display and the

. tracking aid-, Table 8-2 gives the total amount of minutes each visual

display was in operation and the total number of failures occuring. Table

8-3 shows the same information as applied to the tracking aids under test.

Their estimated MTBF are shown below:

Visual Display Operating MTBF = 376 hrs.

Tracking Aid Operating MTBF = 155 hrs.

Verification of the estimated operating MTBF was made using standard

reliability mathematical techniques. The field data is deiCribed as

resulting from a time-truncated test. The test assumed immediate replace-

ment of failed units with the same constant failure rate. A 90% confi-

dence interval can be determined fibr the MTBF for each of the units

involved. A sample calculation for the Optacon units follows below:

2T < ,Lf < 2T

2 2
X4 X3

1- oe. confidence interval

where X4 scuts off a right-hand tail of area. /2 under the chi-square

distribution with 2K+2 degrees of freedom, while x
2

3
cuts off a left-hand

LailOr-nre.a..4 /2 with 2K degrees of freedom.

T = 2255.75, K = 551 0.90 confidence interval

2 (2255.75) 2 (2255.75)

137.701 86.792

Therefore, Optacon Operation MTBF falls within the following range:

33 hr <MTBF< 52 hr.

The above MTBF calculations reflect actual operation time. A (more

applicable) reliability figute can be drawn from the actual (calendar)

time between failures. This figure takes into account not only the periods

in which the Optacons were operating, but also accounts for storage,

8' -3
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...

-Table 8-2. Total Operating Time (In Hours) And Total
Number of Failures For Each Visual Display Unit During This Project

V-

1

2

3

4

6

7 .

8

9

10

11

/12
413

14

15

16

T

1065

7425
4765

4130

5095
1850

6935

3535
7145

3055
4865

5900
4085

3775
4080

F

0

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

1

67705, 3

Cumulative Operating Time = 1128.43 Hours

Cumulative Number of Failures = 3

s,
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Table 8-3, Total Operating Time (In Hours) And

Total Number of Failures for Each Tracking Aid Unit

During This Project

T F

1 3815 0

2 1870 0

3 6650 2

4 2540 0

6 1850 0

7 1045 0

8 3140 0

0
d 555 '0

2430 4,4

1/11111r

1760

1170

0

0

13 1260 0

14 3095 1

15 670 1

16 505 0

17 3790 0

18 1_070 0 ,

37215 4

= 620.25 Hours

104
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handling repair time, and shelf life. This figure is more realistic

because it accounts for the damaging aspects of storage and handling.

Since the field test period was approximately 178 days (until 27 June)

the accumulated operating time for the 46 Optacons was 8,010 days. The

estimated MTBF is therefore:

optacon calendar MTBF Total Days/Total Failures

. 8,010/55

= 146 days between.

Similar calculations for the Visual Displays and the Tracking Aids

are as follows:

Visual Display Calendar MTBF = 890 days

Tracking Aid Calendar MTBF = 756 days

Again a 90% confidence interval can be established for the MTBF of the

unitsas defined above. The calendar MTBF for the Optacon is bounded

by the interval calculated below.

2 (8010)

137.701
/41 < 2 (8010)

86.792

116 days < /Ai < 185 days

A further breakdown of the MTBF for the Optacon can be illustrated

by examining the calendar MTBF for'indivldual important sections of the

Optacon itself. Results tabulated below were calculated with the same

technique as that used for determining the calendar MTBF for the whole

Optacon unit.

Array MTBF =

Battery MTBF =

8010/13 failures = 616 days between
failures

8010/4 = 2002 days

Power Timing Board MTBF = 8010/8 = 1001 days

Comparator/Output Board MTBF = 8010/4 = 2002 days

Camera MTBF = 8010/11 = 728 days

Charger MTBF = 8010/8 = 1001 days

8 6
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8.3 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Results generated by this reliability study are questionable at

best. Although sound engineering principles were employed to develop a

usable model, the results are inconsistent and suggest that undefined

factors were not taken into account. For instance, the laboratory life

tests proved that the Optacon withstood extended use extremely well while

the field results indicated that with the addition, of real life handling,

repairs were necessitated quite frequently. This suggests that the

equipment does not have sufficient safeguards against handling and environ-

mental parametes. However, our mechanical evaluation subjected the

Optacon to simulated handling and environmental extremes designed to

uncover specific faults. No faults, were apparent. The 'rationale

for conclusions is limited to conjecture. The most logical and probable

explanation is that the equipment was used much more often in the field

than was reported. It seems quite possible that the equipment use was not

limited to the classroom. Oversights in reporting extra use could

account for the discrepencies noted. Based upon our controlled lab

results, we are inclined to conclude that the reliability of the Optacon

is good to excellent. Much more field data is needed for verification

of, this conclusion.

8-7
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9. FIELD TRIPS

9.1 OBJECTIVES

F-C3435

FIRL personnel visited each school site three times. The objective
it

was to ascertain that all equipment was in perfect operating order before

tho program began, that midway through the program all equipment was still

operating properly and that at the end of the program, all equipment had

continued to operate properly. In addition, FIRL personnel interviewed

administrators, teachers. and students to gain insights into user problems.

I ['hose results are reported in Section 2 of this document. Sites visited

were:

Logan School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Overbrook School for the Blind, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Berkeley Unified School District, Berkeley, California
Campbell Union High School District, Campbell, California
Campbell Union Elementary School District, Campbell, California
Salem Public Schools, Salem, Oregon
Azusa Unified School District, Azusa, California
Visalia Unified School District, Visalia, California
San Diego City Schools, San Diego, California
Chula Vista City School District, Chula Vista, California
Houston Independeat School District, Houston, Texas
Cincinnati Public Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio
Florida School for the Deaf and Blind, St. Pugustine, Florida
Perkins School for the Blind, Watertown, Massachusetts

The field trips enabled FIRL personnel to identify real problems,

observe classroom usage, advise teachers and students as needed, avoid

potential problems, alert 'CSI as to service requirements and to supply

background information for all FIRL task forces. Sites visited cAtered

a variety of economic and classroom structure settings.

.9:1RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations based upon information gathered during the field

trips are interspersed among the appropriate sections of this report.

9
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10. CONCLUSIONS

Potential users, virtually unanimously, reported that the Optacon

would he very useful in their daily lives. Engineering studies have

proven that the deSign is basically sound and indications suggest that

it is a reliplile system although further data is needed to render this

a firm conclusion.

A host of minor improvements are recommended by this report which

would optimize user convenience and minimize cost in its present .con-'

figuration. However, basic flaws not easily correctable include the

fact that the Uptacon requires two hands for operation, it requires

motivated subjects with fairly sizeable resources available and unim:

paired tactile senses, and it has an inherent noise problem. These basic

flaws suggest that further research should be aimed at developing a one

-hand Optacon with an alternate form of information transfer such as air

puffs or electrical stimulation.

These improvements will, require advances in the state-of-the-art

and, cannot be expected to be available in the near future. Consequently,

the present Uptacon should be optimized in conformance with the recom-

mendations of this report and concurrently, basic research should be

undertaken to produce a one hand unit with either an alternate form of

information transfer or at least a reduction in noise level by reducing

the amplitude and/or frequency of the bimorph stimulator.
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